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by Naina N. Chernoff

Launch; Ibiquity Reveals IBOC Chipset

JACKPOT, Nev. What is believed to
be the first public radio transmitter site to
rely on the power of the wind is set to go
on the air. It will provide service to
remote areas in Idaho and Nevada previously unreachable by broadcasters.
Boise State Radio is harnessing the
energy of wind turbines — d source of
power typically used to drive water
pumps on farms, support two-way communication or deliver cell phone service.

by Leslie Stimson

100-mph winds
Plans called for the radio station
launch this month using atower and wind
turbines atop Ellen D. Mountain in northeastern Nevada, where winds can reach
80 to 100 mph and higher.
Tentatively named KBSJ(FM), the
news and information station will be an
affiliate of KBSX(FM), anoncommercial
station based at Boise State University.
Currently, the 10,000 rural residents of
northeastern Nevada and southern Idaho,
and drivers who travel along the desert
corridor of Interstate 93 between Twin
Falls, Idaho and Wells, Nev., do not have
See WIND, page 8
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LAS VEGAS Digital radio made more
of a splash at the Consumer Electronics

show than it has in the past. One satellite
radio company has 30,000 subscribers
plus receivers in the marketplace, and th,.
other was poised to launch service to
some cities this month.
Terrestrial digital radio
developer Ibiquity Digital
Corp. displayed its latest
receiver development, an
in-band, on-channel chipset now small enough tfit into aradio.

In Greek mythology, Sirius is the Dog Star.
The company's mascot made his debut at CES.

XM vs. CD
XM Satellite Ici.d
had several months to ca.
itself the "only" satellite
radio service, and that is
correlating to sales,
according to XM and two
research firms, the Yankee
Group and Greystone.
In the first 60 days that
XM service and receivers
were available nationwide, 30,000 subscriptions were sold, making it
See CES SHOW, page 6
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NEWSWATCH•

Copps:
Keep Tapes,
Bring Back Code
WASHINGTON
Commissioner
Michael Copps believes commissioners, not the Mass Media Bureau, should
decide whether an indecency decision
should be reversed.
He has also encouraged broadcasters
to keep tapes of programs so there
would be arecord of what aired should
listeners file complaints with the FCC.
Speaking at the U.S. Conference of
Catholic Bishops in January, Copps said

Walt Disney Co. CEO Michael Eisner
has assured him that all 50 of ABC's
radio stations will begin recording its
programs and keep the tapes for 60
days. Efforts to obtain comment from
ABC by press time were unsuccessful.
Copps has suggested broadcasters
should self-regulate their programming,
rather than " going the typical
Washington route of legislation, regulation and adjudication, with the years of
suits, counter- suits and appeals that this
generates."
He supports a voluntary programming Code of Conduct; the earlier code
was struck down in 1983 on antitrust
grounds.

FCC Kills $ 7,000
Indecency Fine
WASHINGTON The FCC reversed
itself and rescinded a $7,000 indecency
fine it originally proposed against
Citadel's KKMG(FM), Pueblo, Colo.,
for airing an edited version of the
Eminem song "The Real Slim Shady."
The decision averts what could have
been aFirst Amendment fight for thousands of stations that also aired the
song.
In the January decision, the Mass
Media Bureau stated that after reviewing Citadel's response and relevant case

law, " We disagree with our initial
analysis and we now conclude that the
nlaietriet 4,t.issuc was. not patently offensive under contemporary community
standards for the broadcast medium."
"Although the edited version of the
song refers to sexual activity, those references are oblique,' said the bureau.
The passages in question referred to
female anatomy and male masturbation.
Citadel said the version that aired
was different than the one a listener
complained about.
The FCC defines indecency as language that depicts or describes sexual
or excretory organs or activities. The
broadcast must also be considered
patently offensive as measured by community standards. Indecent material
must run between 10 p.m. and 6a.m.

$14,000 Fine

BIG

Stands

TECHLINE STUDIO FURNITURE
Easy to INSTALL

Easy to A FFORD!

•machine-tapped rack rails
•built-in top and bottom ventilation
•removable doors
•punchblock enclosure available
•compatible with Wheatstone Wiremax System
•available with type 66 or KroneTM blocks

•modular design for variety of configurations
•both standup and sitdown heights
•above counter turret accessories
•fast installation
•generous wireways
•built-in levellers

WASHINGTON While the commission rescinded the KKMG fine, it
upheld a $ 14,000 indecency fine for
Emmis station WKQX(FM) in Chicago.
The case began when alistener complained about aporn star describing a
sexual practice during " Mancow's
Morning Madhouse" in April. Emmis
said the fines should be dropped
because there was no tape of the program and the complainants' descriptions
were summaries, and not as detailed as

See NEVVSVVATCH, page 3
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NAB, RTNDA to Host Joint Show in April
by Naina N. Chernoff
WASHINGTON
The RadioTelevision News Directors Association
has decided to hold its 2002 conference during the National Association
of Broadcasters convention in April.
Called RTNDA@NAB, the convention will take place April 8-10 in Las
Vegas, in the middle of NAB's convention, which is set for April 6-11.
The spring conference replaces a
convention that RTNDA had planned
to hold next September in Long,
Beach, Calif.
Joint shows
The decision to hold ajoint convention may prove to be financially beneficial for both organizations at a time
when attendance at many industry
trade shows is lagging.
Last fall, RTNDA cancelled its
September convention following the
terrorist attacks and reportedly has
been working with its insurance carrier
to recover a $ 2million loss.
Sources at RTNDA said NAB's
April convention has a large radio
component that is likely to attract
many RTNDA attendees, benefiting
both organizations.

•

N

"Holding the RTNDA conference at
the NAB convention is a value-added
opportunity for our members," said
Barbara Cochran, RTNDA president, in
astatement.
"Attendees can get all the training
and networking they've come to expect
from an RTNDA conference, plus the
chance to shop the biggest and best
broadcast technology show in the
world."

The decision

Continued from page 2

VOA Expands
Afghan Hours
WASHINGTON The Voice of
America has expanded broadcast services to Afghanistan again. With
increases in January, VOA broadcasts
three hours aday in Dari and Pashto,
and has increased overall hours for
listeners in the Middle East and Asia.
VOA says 4 out of 5 adult males
in Afghanistan listen to VOA every
week. Broadcasts can also be heard
on the Net at www.voanews.com.

$8.2 M Earmarked
for N.Y. Stations
WASHINGTON The federal government is providing $ 8.2 million to
help restore full signal coverage for
two non-commercial stations serving
New York City. WNET-TV and
WNYC(FM) will split the funds,
with WNET receiving roughly
$7 million.
Sen. Charles Schumer, D-N.Y., was
instrumental in obtaining the emergency aid, which is part of a $40 mil-

Partners again
"This is the perfect fit for NAB," he
said. "We are always looking for ways
to expand and enhance our convention."
He called RTNDA a " first-class
organization."

The

Convergence
Marketplace

to hold the joint convention

2002

RTNDA

may prove to be financially beneficial for both
organizations at a time when attendance at

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION

many of the industry trade shows is lagging.

Cochran believes the RTNDA@
NAB conference offers NAB's international attendees an opportunity
to exchange ideas about issues in journalism while seeing the latest in tech-
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what the commission has used in its
Indecency Policy statement.
But the FCC stated in its order,
"There is no question that the material broadcast referred to sexual activities" and that it aired during morning drive.

nology.
NAB's President and Chief Executive
Officer Eddie Fritts believes the partnership will work.
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lion package that Congress earmarked for disaster relief. The money
will
go
to
the
National
Telecommunications and Information
Administration, which disburses
equipment grants for non-corns as
part of NTIA's Public Telecommunications Facilities Program.
The money was to be disbursed
once the stations formally apply for
the grants and choose atower site.
Both stations now transmit at low
power from the Empire State
Building.

Abernathy to
Highlight

The recent decision is not the first
time the organizations have partnered
up to hold aconvention.
During the mid- 1990s, the organizations participated in athree-year agreement to hold a combined fall show
under the World Media Expo umbrella.
It included the NAB Radio Show and
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Public Interest
WASHINGTON Commissioner
Kathleen Abernathy has begun a
"News You Can Use" information
campaign.
Periodically, the commissioner
will focus on a public-interest issue
relating to communication policy and
will feature it in her speeches and on
her Web site. Go to www.fcc.gov and
click on "Commissioners" and then
"Abernathy."
"I want to make sure that we at
the FCC are paying attention to
issues that make adifference in people's lives outside the beltway,"
Abernathy said. "Looking after the
public interest is an important part of
the commission's mission."
She said she intends to make that
task a priority during her tenure at
the FCC.

the RTNDA event, along with the
Society of Broadcast Engineers and the
Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers.
The WME format did not survive,
and the individual organizations
resumed separate event planning.
The upcoming RTNDA conference
will feature anews pavilion of exhibits
for news directors and other journalists. RTNDA sessions will be held at
the Las Vegas Hilton, next to the Las
Vegas Convention Center. e
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He Learned by the Tower Fence
Bob Seaberg of Seaberg Communications Service in Wheaton, Ill., wrote
to thank me for an earlier column about
my days in radio in Wilmington, Del.,
in the 1980s.
Bob shared his own memories of Blue
Hen country. During World War II, at the
age of 13, he used to ride his bicycle out
to the four-tower site of WDEL, then
located in amarsh near Governor Printz
Blvd. along the Delaware River. At the
time, WDEL, broadcasting at 1150 kHz,
also owned WILM, a250-watter
on 1450, and duplexed it onto WDEL's
south tower.
Engineer Vic Mentzer would come out
to the station chain-link fence and talk to
Bob, answering the teenager's many
questions. He couldn't let the youngster
into the facility because of wartime rules,
but Seaberg recalls being awed by the
various glowing dial lights and controls
that he could see from the fence.
Mentzer must have taken to the lad.
He loaned Seaberg atextbook and
answered his questions.
Bob boned up on broadcast rules and
technology, and he earned his Restricted

Radiotelephone Operator's Permit at age
14. Within two years he was hired for
part-time work at WILM and eventually
worked at WAMS(AM-FM) and went on
to acareer in radio and the Navy.
He adds that, in those days, WDEL
struggled to get its pattern correct
because Purina built afeed mill nearby,
with awater tower in line with the towers. WDEL eventually moved to higher
ground near the Pennsylvania border,
where it is based today.
In my WDEL days 20 years ago, I
recall watching abuilding fire being
fought at that very same Purina plant,
from the hillside near my home.
Thanks, Bob. Your recollections confirm the importance of mentoring in
radio, something that happens all too
infrequently.

still in business as anonprofit resource
for the college radio broadcaster. The
convention features sessions, station
tours and live music, and will again be
held at the venerable Hotel Pennsylvania.
When Ihelped to manage my university's radio station, we faced many difficult
issues: winning support from the school
administration; applying for apower
increase; whether to hire aprofessional
general manager; how to balance the
needs of fresh crops of students each year
with those of acommitted core of community volunteers.
Those are the kinds of headaches that
college students and their advisors can
discuss with their peers at an IBS convention. For information about the event, call
(845) 565-0003 or visit www.ibsradio.org.
***

***
College radio managers, listen up! The
Intercollegiate Broadcasting System
holds its 2002 National College Radio
Convention in New York, March 8to 10.
After six decades of service, IBS is

T

his week's prize in our Reader's Choice giveaway is aLighthouse Digital Systems "OZ"
Audio Router, worth $28,790. ( Itold you to
sign up online for our new contest, didn't I?)
This is a32 x32 Analog Audio TDMC router with
attitude. It includes the Navigator Control and
Configuration software package. The 8RU system is
ir
expandable to acombination of 320 I/0 ports and
supports analog and AES in the same frame.
Lighthouse Digital Systems
makes quality audio, video
and data switching systems,
distribution products and custom control software.
The lucky winner is John
Belch, technical services
director for community station
WYEP(FM) in Pittsburgh.
We have plenty o' good
stuff in our prize closet, and
I'd like you to win. Just visit
www.rwonline.com.

Three-letter call signs are part of radio
lore. WLS. WGH. WGN.
They stood for the "World's Largest
Store"; the "World's Greatest Harbor";
the "World's Greatest Newspaper."
Then there was "Woodman Of the
World," the "Wonderful Iodine State" and
many others.
Where did three-letter call signs come
from? What happened to your favorite?
Which ones have been snatched up by
other stations?
Learn the ABCs of these calls at aWeb
page called "Mystique of the ThreeLetter Call Signs" by Thomas H. White.
It's part of his larger site, afascinating
peek into radio history. Just FYI. You can
head over PDQ to the URL at
www.ipass.ned-whitethol3myst.htm
And where did / find out about the
site? From Phil Wells. He wrote about it
in an online newsletter — the appropriately named CGC Communicator.
***
Another friend of the radio industry is
celebrating anotable anniversary. His is
the classic story of the engineer who sets
out to solve his own problems and ends
up building abusiness.

From the Editor

Paul J. McLane
Hank Landsberg started Henry
Engineering in the spring of 1982, while
he was DOE for programming syndicator
Drake-Chenault Inc.
"For various reasons, we used alot of
consumer and semi-pro gear at D-C, and
Ifound myself building lots of interface
amplifiers to make all that - 10 dBV
unbalanced gear work with our balanced
console inputs," he told me.
"I figured that lots of other folks in
broadcasting were probably having to do
the same, so Idesigned the first
Matchbox. And that's where it all started."
To date, Henry has shipped about
75,000 products, including 40,000
Matchboxes. His original product is so
widely known that some people use the
brand name generically to mean an interface amplifier.
Hank feels that as broadcasting has
become more deregulated, fewer stations
employ full-time engineers. Those that
do have learned that engineers have less
time to build from scratch all the "black
boxes" that they once did. His company
has definitely benefited from the trend —
although his products are blue!
"The products that Henry Engineering
produces have come from suggestions
from station engineers and from my personal experience in broadcast engineering. Today's CE simply doesn't have the
time (or budget) that it takes to 'homebrew' engineering widgets."
Congrats on your 20th year, Hank.
We'll expect more new designs in those
familiar blue boxes.
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"AutoPilot 2's open architecture has
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NEWS

NAB to Tweak
Marconis, Lobby
On 'Local' Satellite
PALM BEACH, Fla. NAB plans to
establish an "academy" of radio executives to select Marconi Award winners.
NAB's Executive Vice President for
Radio John David told board members
about the plan at the winter board meeting. Group members would be anonymous and would include GMs, PDs, former radio execs, owners and consultants.
NAB hopes to have the group in place
before the fall Radio Show. The plan is
designed to eliminate the perception of
block voting by groups and campaigning
by Marconi nominees.
Radio broadcasters also discussed
pending regulatory issues and decided to
keep up visibility at the FCC on the satellite repeater topic.
Although Sirius Satellite Radio and
XM Satellite Radio, as well as the commission, have said the terrestrial
repeaters needed for clear reception of
the satellite service will not transmit
local programming, NAB is not conIBOC

vinced. It believes there is aloophole in
the temporary repeater rules that would
allow Sirius and XM to carry local programming.
Board members planned to visit the
commission to stress the importance of
the issue to regulators.
NAB also opposes changing how the
FCC defines radio markets for the purposes of what "counts" when applying its
ownership rules and possibly changing
the local ownership limits. The association intends to provide evidence to the
commission that consolidation has led to
an increase in program diversity.
The Joint Radio and TV Board voted
to form acommittee to work with FCC
staff to develop an Equal Employment
Opportunity proposal now that the commission has proposed new rules.

the next two years.
The General Assembly Committee
nominated Finnish broadcaster Annika
Nyberg for the office of WorldDAB president. The group, which promotes the
adoption of Eureka- 147, sought a
replacement for incumbent Michael
McEwen at the end of his four-year
tenure.
"I feel DAB is very close to abreakthrough and together we can make that
happen," said Nyberg, whose background
as ajournalist spans daily newspapers,
magazines, television news and radio,
with aslant toward culture and the arts.
The World DAB Forum represents
broadcast companies and organizations
from 25 countries including receiver and
other equipment manufacturers, public
and private broadcasters, transmission
provider and regulators.

WorldDAB

DRM Names

Forum Elects

TDF Official

New Leader
BRUSSELS The World DAB Forum has
elected anew president to steer the international rollout of DAB digital radio for

Q&A

FM Coverage Area
This is one in a series in which Ibiquity Digital Corp. answers questions about
how to implement in-band, on-channel digital audio broadcasting. Broadcast
Technology Manager Jeff Detweiler answers here.
Past answers are posted at www.rwonline.com under the tab "IBOC DAB."
Q: Will IBOC improve the signal coverage of my FM stations?
A: FM IBOC offers improvements in signal reception and audio quality, and it can
improve signal coverage in some markets.
Although the system is not designed to extend the coverage area farther from the
transmitter, the IBOC system's ability to overcome impairments such as multipath
will allow many broadcasters to reach listeners that are unable to receive existing
analog signals.
These IBOC characteristics have the
ability to significantly enhance the lis** :
ar
tener's experience, a conclusion
• • , • -•
.••
recently reached by the National
• •
•-■ I
. 131QUITY
Radio Systems Committee in its
_• •„.
L
.•- • • -- • .
o
I G
report to the FCC on FM IBOC.
.• .
tb
The level of the IBOC digital carriers
and the transmitting antenna's height
above average terrain determines how
far a station's FM IBOC signal will travel. With the IBOC carriers set at 20 dB
below the analog carrier, the proposed level for hybrid mode operation, IBOC digital coverage is comparable to analog.
In the NRSC's report to the FCC, the test evaluators stated, "FM IBOC service
might be obtained in areas where analog service is presently unacceptable due to
interference?' This improvement is due to IBOC's signal robustness.
NRSC test results confirm that the Ibiquity FM IBOC system, compared to analog FM, is substantially more robust. The digital signal survives when faced with
interference from impulse noise, co-channel and adjacent channel, as well as multipath fading.
IBOC cannot overcome the strong interference that exists beyond the edge of
coverage, nor was it designed to. Coverage radius will not increase, but the usable
service area within the existing service contour will increase.
The FM IBOC system has also demonstrated significantly improved audio quality compared to existing analog FM, especially in mobile listening environments.
This will further enhance the listening experience in the existing coverage area.
The NRSC recommendation to the FCC summarized the FM coverage issue
best:
"The NRSC believes that the Ibiquity FM IBOC system as tested will offer FM
broadcasters significantly enhanced performance over that which is presently available from traditional analog FM broadcasting.
"The enhancements include almost full immunity from typical FM multipath
reception problems, significantly improved full-stereo coverage, flexible datacasting opportunities and an efficient means for FM broadcasters to begin the transition
to digital broadcasting."
Send your IBOC questions for a reply in this space. E-mail to radioworld@
imaspub.com.
Radio World welcomes other points of view.

GENEVA The steering board of Digital
Radio Mondiale has elected Michel
Penneroux of TéléDiffusion de France to
be chairman of its Commercial
Committee.
Penneroux, who is TDF's head of AM
broadcasting, brings expertise in shortwave and cellular market development to
his DRM role.
DRM is an international consortium of
70 broadcasters, network operators, manufacturers and researchers planning a

e

digital system for the broadcasting bands
below 30 MHz — shortwave, mediumwave and long-wave. It is scheduled to
launch globally in 2003.
Penneroux succeeds Christian Skottun,
manager of strategic marketing and business development of Norway's Telenor
Broadband Services/Norkring AS, who
resigned as DRM's Commercial
Committee chairman but remains on the
steering board.

Chip May Boost
DAB Abroad
LONDON Digital radios in Europe
may soon be available for the equivalent
of about $ 140, according to companies
making a new digital radio and audio
processor chip for the Eureka- 147 DAB
market.
Digital One and Imagination
Technologies are offering the DBX-1
chip. Its first customer is the manufacturer Goodmans, which plans to use the
processor in six radio products, including
in-car and portable units, in the second
half of 2002.
Quentin Howard, CEO of Digital One,
the U.K.'s only national commercial digital network, said Goodman's commitment to DAB is "the most significant
announcement by any manufacturer in
five years. At last, afull range of digital
radios will be available to consumers
who increasingly look for value in their
products."
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DI- 2000 DIGITAL PHONE HYBRID

6ot Heron Drive, Bridgeport, New Jersey 08014
(856) 467-8000 voice (856) 467-3044 fax

www.radiosystems.com
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TRUE DIGITAL PERFORMANCE
The Dl- 2000 automatically and constantly nulls the phone line to create the maximum
caller-to-host separation. The digital hybrid circuitry also performs acoustical cancellation
for feedback elimination with live studio monitors.

.
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ULTRA -COMPLETE CALL CONTROL
No hybrid provides better call control. The Dl- 2000 allows the operator to easily answer, hold,
route and conference calls - all with the simple push of just 4lighted soft-touch buttons.
Callers are automatically switched between three audio feeds when answered, then
conferenced and routed to cue, air or record outputs.

.

DUAL LINE or FULL CONFERENCE CAPABILITIES
The DI-2000 is really 2separate full digital hybrids. Use them independently or operate them
in any of three caller conference modes.

PRODUCER PHONE SUPPORT
Just add any single line phone and aproducer can answer, screen, queue calls for air or grab
callers for post show follow up. Or, use asimple speakerphone in this position for call cueing
if the console lacks an independent host send.

NO MIX -MINUS NEEDED
The digital nulling circuitry is so effective that aconsole mix minus is not required.
COMPLETE CONSOLE INTEGRATION
The full rear-panel remote control interface allows any console complete hybrid control.
With the Dl-2000 calls can ring-in, be answered, put on hold, screened and dropped,
all via your console's channel on/off buttons. No external " black boxes" are needed!

THE CLASSIC TI -101 IS STILL AVAILABLE
And for those in search of agood, basic analog hybrid— Radio Systems still makes the
classic and dependable Symetrix
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CES Show
Continued from page 1

one of the fastest-selling consumer electronic products in
20 years, said XM executives. They compared that pace
to 8,600 sales of DVD players in 1997, and 7,800 sales of
CD players in 1983, according to the Consumer
Electronics Association.
"People 'get' satellite radio," said XM President and
Chief Executive Officer Hugh Panero.
"Retailers are more excited about the market potential
for satellite radio than any other mobile electronic product," stated Yankee Group analyst Ryan Jones. A big reason some retailers are pleased about the selling potential
of satellite radio, experts said, is that so far, the buyer's
age range is significantly wider than the 15-24-year-old
males who traditionally purchase mobile electronics.
XM said its customer base remains mostly male, but
distributed evenly from 18 to 54. XM and some consumer
electronics retailers said the customers are not "techies"
and that they represent new business to the mobile electronics industry.
Hot product

"Customer feedback has been incredibly positive.
(Satellite radio) has dramatically improved the way people listen to radio," said the president of Best Buy's Retail
Division, Allen Lenzmeier. He called XM radios "one of
our hottest products."

Each IBOC radio will have one chipset containing
a DSP chip and an IBOC Digital Module. The small
size enables the chips to fit in the front end of any
receiver. The Texas Instruments DSP chip in this photo can be integrated with prototype IBOC receivers.
Sound Advice Chairman and CEO Peter Beshouri said
the wide age group attracted to the product is "not dissimilar to satellite for the home."
The question of audio quality on the satellite service
has been atopic of conversation in the engineering community. For instance, readers of the CGC Communicator,
an industry newsletter, recently exchanged views about
what they heard. Their comments ranged from "Grade A"
for noise-free high fidelity, to acomplaint about noise on
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the Sony Plug and Play unit used indoors.
XM and retailers summed up what they said was the
typical customer comment: Once they get satellite radio,
they don't go back to AM and FM.
To win more customers, XM plans to extend service to
Alaska and Hawaii this year. Apparently the satellites are
performing better than expected and the company feels
the audio quality would be acceptable, one expert said.
When asked if it plans to begin airing commercials on
its 31 music channels that now are commercial-free,
Panero said no. Many analysts believe the satellite digital
radio providers eventually will increase their spot load
should they not make their subscriber goals.
Both XM and Sirius are using Radio's All Dimension
Audience Research service from Arbitron in addition to
the personal information they gather from subscribers.
XM has hired Arbitron to conduct two random-sample,
phone-based studies of its subscribers in the spring and
the fall to determine when and where subscribers listen.
Multiple subscriptions
Currently, XM has no subscription plan for multiple
radios within afamily. For example, someone who buys
the Sony Plug and Play unit for his or her home needs
another subscription for acar unit.
Panero said the company would evaluate the idea as it
receives more information from its subscriber base.
An XM executive said creation of amultiple-purchase
plan is not as simple with mobile units as it is with stationary units, such as cable TV. Broadcast engineering
sources were somewhat skeptical because the XM
receivers are addressable.
Addressable receivers and security software enable
XM to deactivate aradio for someone who doesn't pay
the monthly subscription fee. XM hopes to incorporate
two-way capability into the receivers long-term, so alistener may receive aresponse from aquery if he or she
uses a "buy" button on the radio's faceplate display.
Might the satellite services expand beyond 100 channels each? Executives of XM and its competitor, Sirius
Satellite Radio, said they could use statistical multiplexing to eventually carve out more channels from their
existing spectrum.
Statistical multiplexing is away of managing the digital bits to optimize the audio quality in real time. For
example, XM or Sirius might choose to devote fewer bits
to talk channels than to music channels to enable them to
create new channels.
At some point, the audio quality of the remaining
channels would be lowered depending on how many bits
are taken away.
Pioneer has several XM-ready head units on the market.
For CES, it displayed an add-on tuner, an FM-modulated tuner and ahead unit/tuner package. Sony planned to
release an XM head unit this spring. Alpine added four
new XM-ready head units to its product line.
General Motors intends to expand its OEM XM radios
to 23 cars and trucks this fall.
Shortly after the show, XM promoted three executives:
Stephen Cook had been senior vice president of sales and
marketing; Steven Gavenas was senior vice president of
programming and new business development; and Dr.
Stellios Patsiokas had been senior vice president of tech-

nology and engineering. All three become executive vice
presidents.
While XM was discussing subscribers, Sirius detailed
its rollout plans and showed off key new marketing and
sales hires.
New Sirius Satellite Radio President and CEO Joe
Clayton dismissed concerns over not being the first company to launch satellite radio.

•

The Pioneer XM universal FM-modulated
tuner is shown in a Saab.
"Satellite radio is in the infancy of aproduct lifecycle,"
said Clayton. He said RCA did just fine with VCR sales
even though Sony first introduced the product.
Sixty of Sirius' channels are commercial-free and will
remain that way, Clayton said, touting the fact that Sirius
has more news channels than its competitor.
Some analysts expressed renewed confidence in Sirius
after Clayton came on board. With abeefed-up team and
his high-level experience in the consumer electronics
industry, one source said, "What Joe can do is look at a
manufacturer and get something done."
Many newly hired Sirius executives had worked with
Clayton during his years at Thomson Multimedia, including Guy Johnson, executive vice president of sales and
marketing, a20-year consumer electronics veteran with
RCA, GE and Thomson.
Sirius experience

Stan Kozlowski, vice president of retail marketing, is
another 20-year veteran from Thomson, RCA and GE.
Jeff Peace, vice president of western regional sales,
was former vice president/general manager of Thomson's
Western sales department with 25 years of consumer electronics experience.
Russ Fyke, vice president of Midwest retail sales, is a
27-year consumer electronics industry veteran who has
worked at RCA, Thomson and GE.
Tom Steckbeck, vice president of retail marketing and
distribution, expanded his role to include vice president of
eastern retail sales and national accounts.
As it prepared to launch this month in Houston,
Phoenix, Denver and Jackson, Miss., Sirius will test
See CES SHOW, page 7

Public Service Announcement
If you want asmall 15 kHz POTS codec
that can also work on wireless
121u.'
circuits but only want to pay
$2800, you can wait and buy
the BlueBox in February.

The BlueBox is anew POTS codec from Comrex. This codec delivers the audio
quality of our Matrix and Vector codecs ( 15 kHz on astandard dial-up line)
at the entry-level price of our HotLine, just $ 2800. It also adds features
such as wireless operation, field upgradability, and acellular hands-free
interface, and remains completely compatible with all our POTS codecs.
Since the Hotline is so popular, we decided to provide a " heads up" in
advance of replacing it. To this end:
1) The BlueBox will begin shipping in February 2002, and the HotLine will
be taken out of production.
2) We'll continue to support the HotLine for many years to come.

Choice B

The HotLine:
$1995

Choice A

The BlueBox: $ 2800

3) If you can't wait for the BlueBox, you can buy our remaining HotLines
at the new price of $ 1995 (while supplies last!)

If you need aPOTS codec today,
if 7kHz is more than enough, or if you just want

We at Comrex hope this helps. If you want to talk about the options or try
ademo of any of the Comrex codecs, give us acall at 800-237-1776.

to save money, you can purchase the HotLine for
$1995. But don't delay, there is limited
stock available.

Comrex Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720 USA

Tel: ( 978) 263-1800

Fax: ( 978) 635-0401

Email: info@comrex.com
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subscription prices to see what the market will bear. Consumers in some areas
will see $9.95 monthly rates while others
will see $ 12.95.
The company will advertise free trial
subscriptions with factory rebates on
radios in some markets.
Why the price differences? One analyst
said early subscription models were based
on the assumption that Sirius would
launch by the end of 2001. When that didn't happen, Sirius changed the subscription rate to make up the difference. All of
this occurred before Clayton became head
of the company.
Experts believe Clayton "knows the
price needs to drop to $ 10 but he can't just
do that" and testing different pricing
schemes is away to gradually accomplish
this. As retailers make aprofit on the hardware, they said, price would be the single
largest differentiator between the two
companies and the lower the price, the
faster the sale.
Sirius plans to have receivers available from Clarion, Jensen, Kenwood and
Panasonic in the initial rollout markets.
It plans to offer its service nationwide
Aug. 1.
Sirius radios
The company is allowing potential customers to hear live, streamed audio of 60
channels on an improved Web site.
Radio programming consultant Walter
Sabo will work with Joe Capobianco,
Sirius' senior vice president of content.
Sarnoff Corp., atechnology development and commercialization firm, will
advise Sirius about future product
enhancements.
Kenwood and Visteon showed Sirius
head units; Visteon also is working with
XM. Jensen displayed a plug and play
radio that will be available in stores in
September and aportable unit for release
in the fourth quarter.
Kenwood said its first home- based
satellite radio, the Kenwood Sovereign
Entré Entertainment Hub, will be available
soon after the Sirius launch. The unit
stores and streams compressed music
files, Internet radio and Sirius' commercial-free music channels and can distribute
them to other rooms in the house.
Sirius partners also displayed avariety
of marine and truck radios.
Although the satellite radio companies

Please note
The Matrix with its modular design is
available if you want the ultimate in
flexibility and future-proof ability.

dominated much of the digital radio news
at CES, Ibiquity Digital Corp. made some
news of its own.
Ibiquity's chipset has gone from about
the size of abreadbox to something small
enough to fit into the front end of areceiver. Ibiquity plans to use one set in each
receiver, one adigital signal-processing
chip from Texas Instruments or Philips,
plus the IBOC Digital Module. The company's personnel in Warren, N.J., have
spent the better part of ayear shrinking the
size of the IDM to fit into the front end of
any receiver.
Getting the chipset size reduced is a
key milestone for Ibiquity to have some
receivers ready by the end of this year and
more in greater volume by next year's
CES. The goal is for Ibiquity to link its
receiver and transmitting equipment rollout in its targeted cities.
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"We have pre-production units now,"
said Ibiquity Senior Vice President Jeff
Jury. "These are no longer generic boxes."
Ibiquity used ENCO's DADpro32
Digital Audio Delivery System to generate linear digital audio and text information for receiver demonstrations.
Automakers
Visteon, the world's second-largest
automotive supplier, will produce IBOC
radios. Visteon will integrate the IBOC
chip into its receivers slated for availability to automakers in the 2004 model year
timeframe.
Ford, the world's No. 2automaker, and
Ibiquity have reached an agreement to
investigate opportunities to deploy
Ibiquity radio technology in Ford, Lincoln
and Mercury vehicles.
Ford has taken an undisclosed equity

position in Ibiquity. Ibiquity sources said
the company also is talking to several
other automakers.
Ford announced cutbacks shortly after
CES, and all automakers are bracing for a
tough year. One auto source from acompetitor said his company has been narrowing the types of radios offered in
vehicles as a result of the economic
downturn.
One source said a slow IBOC rollout
might give automakers pause as the companies would like to see aquicker return
on they investment if they spend money
developing IBOC radios. He said his
company, an automaker, would want to
avoid what happened with RDS.
His auto manufacturing company
invested in RDS, atechnology that, while
popular in Europe, failed to catch on with
U.S. broadcasters. e

What do you get when you cross
aMatrix with aHatLine?
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The BlueBox:
The audio quality
of the Matrix
at afraction
of the price.
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If you need the convenience of an integrated
4-channel mixer, the Vector is available.
The Matrix Rackmount is an appropriate
studio version for any of these portable codecs

Order yours today!
15 kHz on a single POTS ( Plain Old Telephone Service) line for

$7 800 1

Want to save even more $$$? Buy a HotLine for just $ 1995 while they last!

Comrex Corporation,
Tel: ( 978) 263-1800
On the Web: www.comrex.com

65 Nonset Path,

Acton, MA

Fax: ( 978) 635-0401

Toll- free in North America:

01720

USA

Email: info@comrex.com

(
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to any stations, said Tom Lowther,
chief engineer for the eastern network of
the state's public radio service.
The number of travelers who drive that
stretch of highway is estimated to be
2,000 daily, increasing to about 8,000 drivers during the summer.
"Wind was chosen because no commercial power is available at the site,"
Lowther said. "All we have is wind."
access

Delays
Steve Johnston, BSR director of engineering, managed the project. In October
1998, Lowther began designing the new

station and supervising its installation. But
funding setbacks and weather delays have
hampered test efforts.
Boise State Radio eventually received a
$251,000 federal Public Telecommunications Facilities Program grant to cover
some of the estimated $480,000 needed
for the entire project.
In order to raise money, BSR conducted
a fundraiser in December, titled "Tools,
Towers, & Tinsel," which raised $60,000.
BSR plans another equipment fundraiser
in June.
More recently, the weather postponed
the launch of the station. In an area where
snow starts as early as mid- October,
Lowther said the staff has been using a
helicopter, the safest form of transportation in winter, to get to the top of the
8,633-foot mountain to finish the work.

Chief Engineer Tom Lowther had to snowshoe to the future tower site.

THE SOURCE FOR SOLUTIONS
For the last 30 years QEI has supplied innovative FM Transmission
solutions.
HIGHLY RELIABLE SINGLE TUBE GROUNDED GRID FM
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The engineers have erected a 100-foot
tower, installed an antenna and built a
small building on top of the mountain.
Tests and the launch were to take place
this month, weather permitting.
Despite the difficulty in traveling to the
mountain, Lowther said the terrain lends
itself to broadcasting. It is the highest elevation in the region and is shaped perfectly for awind-powered site.
The terrain also is ideal because there is
no turbulence at the site, Lowther said,
adding that the site gets laminar flow, an
occurrence similar to the flow of air over
an aircraft wing that moves as one mass.
This helps the turbines derive more power
out of the wind, which makes them more
efficient. Also, the lack of turbulence will
increase the life expectancy of the turbines, said Lowther.
BSR erected four towers on the site;
three are 10-kW wind turbines on top of
three separate towers. A fourth tower
holds the station antennas. The FM station's ERP will be 3.7 kW.
According to Lowther, the new station
is unusual because its backup system consists of a propane generator supplied by
three 1,000-gallon tanks of propane. The
propane could power the station for eight
to nine days. A stored battery bank,
weighing more than 12,000 pounds, could
provide an additional three days of power.
Reliability, savings
Most stations using wind power are connected to the commercial power grid. For
them, wind provides power reliability and
saves money. Other stations using wind
have solar power generators as backups.
KBSJ's fellow tenants on the mountain
use solar power, a more expensive option
at the high power levels FM broadcasters
need, Lowther said. The other users at the
site are two-way radio and cell services;
both use significantly less power than an
FM station. He cited an estimated $ 1mil-

Photos by lóm Lowther

B

Boise State Radio's Director of
Engineering Steve Johnston
points out the three 7.5-kw
wind turbines for the new KBSJ.
winds die down. During the summer season, he said, the site will be accessible for
him and his staff to refill the propane tanks.
The elevation also made it necessary to
use an alternate method in place of acrane
to erect the wind turbines, said Michael
Bergey, president and chief executive officer of the Bergey Wind Power Co., which
sold the turbines to Boise State Radio for
an undisclosed amount.
The turbines were stacked at the base of
the tower, then hoisted up the tower using
the gin-pole method, similar to the davit
system that raises and holds lifeboats on
ships.
The turbine company has installed wind
turbines for about six other broadcasters,
Bergey said, all of which use a hybrid of
wind- and solar-powered systems because
they have seasonal variations in wind.

TRANSMITTERS
For 15 years QEI has manufactured a line
of technologically advanced grounded grid
FM transmitters that provide outstanding
performance and reliability.
SINGLE PHASE HIGH POWER FM
TRANSMITTERS
QEI

was the first broadcast equipment

supplier

to

offer

high- power

FM

transmitters able to operate from single
phase AC power sources. These products
allow the development of many transmitter
locations where providing 3 phase power
would be cost prohibitive.
COST EFFECTIVE SOLID-STATE FM
TRANSMITTERS
QEI has been manufacturing solid-state FM transmitters since 1975,
longer than any other US manufacturer. The QUANTUM Series FM
transmitters are power efficient and very competitively priced. They
are designed in 600-watt increments so you can buy precisely the
amount of power output need.
QEI

also

manufactures the finest

FM

Modulation

Monitor and Test

System available and the CAT- LINK Digital STLJTSL System.
Contact QEI today and let us put our innovations to work for your station.
Contact our sales department at 800-334-9154 ( International 856-7282020) or by e-mail at qeisales@qei-broadcast.com.

Web site http://www.qei-broadcast.com
QEI CORPORATION
PO Box 805 Williamstown NJ 08094 USA
800-334-9154\856-728-2020\856-629-1751 Fax

QUALITY

ENGINEERING

INNOVATION

The view from the summit. Winds up to 150 mph blow
the dry snow off the top of the mountain onto the sides.
lion cost for asolar-powered system compared to the $200,000 BSU spent on the
wind power-generating equipment.
If acommercial grid had been available
the site, Lowther estimates the state radio
network would have saved aconsiderable
amount of money because of the wind turbines. Before the California energy crisis
occurred, he had predicted that Boise State
Radio would recoup costs of the turbines
in five years, but now says it might be
sooner. This case also will help BSR
determine whether wind power will help
save money at other sites already served
by commercial power.
Lowther expects the backup system
would be used in late summer and early fall
when rain on the mountain ceases and the

Besides taking an alternative approach
to its backup system, Bergey believes
Boise State Radio is unique because it wà1
have amore powerful signal than the other
stations that use the company's turbines.
The other stations using wind power
are either 10-watt translators or Class A or
D FM stations operating at 100 to 500
watts.
For Boise State Radio, Lowther said,
the new station will be atest case. If KBSJ
is a success, Boise State Radio could
launch more stations relying on wind in
other parts of Idaho or install wind power
systems at existing sites for power redundancy and economic savings.
"We're not limited to where the power
grid is," Lowther said.
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CLEARLY

NOT

FOR

EVERYONE
Your Grandmother ks certainly a
very nice lady, hut a Porsche
is probably not her ride.
ti's the same with processing:
Some people should stick with the
conservative stuff. Give them
something too fast and they just
won't know what to

do

with it.

Frankly, the n;r.v Omnia-6 is
probably not for them.

it sjust too

potent. too flexible.
On the other hand, maybe you are
:he sort who can run a fast machine.
Who loves the thrill of smooth
power. Who revels in the
admiration of others.
Omnia-6 - if you can handle it.

‘vvvw.omntiaaudio

tr3r11

Morth America: + 1.2162_41.7225
Europe: + 49.8 . 61..42.467

Omnia is used in 4 of 5 leading stations in New York. 2 ol thr 3 top stations in Los Angeles and 5.of ô of the most listened to stations in the US. Ks on tt,e leading stations in Paris.
al; of the MC's ocal FM stations in the UK. arid tnz number ore stations in Canada. Ireland. Cermany Finland, Australia, India. Chula. Denmark. and Sweden.
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Legends Live at Antique Site
by Tom Vernon
Surf the Web and you'll turn up an
endless variety of specialized sites in the
realm of radio and electronics. High on
the list of vintage radio Web pages is
www.antiqueradio.org, asite that its creator claims is the oldest devoted to the
collection and restoration of vintage
wireless equipment.
Phil Nelson of Woodinville, Wash., has
nurtured this site from its inception.
Unlike many who collect and restore various types of old electronic equipment,
he does not have atechnical background.
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receivers. One area he has explored is the
legendary Zenith Trans-Oceanic, an allband portable receiver manufactured
from 1941 through 1969.
A pet project of Zenith President
Commander McDonald, the Trans Oceanic was sent on expeditions to the
far corners of the earth to prove its durability.
Unique to the earlier models was the
Zenith Wave Magnet, aremovable loop
antenna that could be taken out of the
receiver and positioned for best reception. Trans-Oceanics were marketed to an
upscale demographic, and old ads in
magazines like Town & Country make
for interesting reading.

Mystique
The success of the Trans-Oceanic was
not lost on other receiver manufacturers,
Minimalist
who began to sell portable all- band
"I'm completely self-taught," he said.
receivers that were similar to the Zenith.
"Radio restoration is a pretty approachAlthough many were of excellent quality,
able hobby. If you find some good books
none could capture the mystique of the
and learn the basics, you can fix most old
Trans-Oceanic.
radios without too much trouble. They
"It has an incredibly loyal following,"
tend to have the same common problems,
Nelson said. "There are people who just
and that accounts for about 80 percent of
live and breathe Trans-Oceanics. I've gotrestoration work."
ten letters from people who have inheritNelson had done some furniture refined them from relatives."
ishing before getting interested in old
Nelson's collection of Zeniths includes
Phil Nelson
radios, and he also repairs the wood and
one with a leather case gold- stamped
bakelite cabinets common on receivers
with the name Joan Fontaine, the only
manufactured from the 1930s through
preferring to preserve the original finish.
ing damaged veneer, may be necessary.
celebrity radio in his collection.
1950s.
In cases where the cabinet is too far gone,
When this is done, any lettering on the
Nelson recently has expanded his colHe usually takes aminimalist approach,
acomplete refinishing, including replacsurface is lost.
lection to include vintage televisions.
Surprisingly, there are commercially- Restoration of old TVs is much more difavailable decals with gold lettering of the
fucult than that of old radios, which genmost common names and logos of the
erally have simpler circuits and more
period, and custom decals can be designed
readily available parts.
and printed with acolor laser printer.
Items like picture tubes, flyback transformers, yokes and tuners are specific to
Career path
a limited number of televisions, making
in the case of larger "boat anchor"
the location of replacement parts adifficommunications receivers with badly
cult task.
damaged facet panels, it is possible to
The jewel in Nelson's television colscan the front panel onto a computer,
lection is a Philco Perfecta, a 1950s electronically "repair" the lettering with a futuristic TV with separate chassis for the
program such as Photoshop, and create a picture tube and receiver. Fortunately, the
Two 40-A2 me ers in an Opticrnal dual
silkscreen image of the front panel.
set is in working condition. In addition to
The panel then is painted in the proper
vintage TVs, Nelson has acollection of
background color, and the newly-created
old test equipment that he hopes to phosilkscreen is used to restore the lettering.
Today's audio requires careful attention to precise level control...
tograph and add to the Web site.
Simultaneous display of Peak 86 Average. See the actual loudness of program
While the results usually are gratifying,
content with the Dorrough ballistics based on Time and Amplitude.
this can be avery expensive process.
Rich in photos
Select from 6 different models including AES/EBU meters.
Nelson has had acurious path to elecWorking at Microsoft when the
tronics and technology. He earned an
Internet revolution began, Nelson decidFeatures common to all models:
undergraduate degree in liberal arts and
ed to build aWeb site and teach himself
Peak hold functions • Sum/Difference • Alarms for audio loss and full scale
went on to law school. He practiced law
HTML, the then-current language of Web
Scale selection for 14dB and 20dB of headroom
for seven years, but eventually drifted
AES/EBU includes more features
programming. The radio collection
into computers and computer programseemed like a natural choice of subject
ming.
matter, and thus the first vintage radio
He started writing about computers
Web site was born in August 1995.
and worked for apublishing company for
The site has expanded over the years
anumber of years. He wrote books and
to include not just pictures of old sets but
numerous articles about computer provaluable reference material as well.
gramming for various publications, and
One of the many interesting features
in the late 1980s found himself working
on this Web site is the gallery of antique
in technical publishing at Microsoft.
radios, with separate sections for bakeNelson retired from there three years ago.
lite, communications, plastic, portable,
A wired remote for accessing ,
His hobby has kept him busy for the
transistor and Zenith Trans- Oceanic
phase from the 280 analog and 280
past decade. He began with an interest in
radios. While some sites have scanned
digital reading meters.
collecting anything old, and gradually
images of dubious quality, Nelson has
Display the functions of L/R,
specialized on antique radios.
tried to ensure the quality of the photos
Sum/Diff, Phase, Overs
Display/Overs Reset, 3 sec. Peak
Eventually, Nelson tired of simply colhe uses on the Web.
Hold, Peak Hold Permanent, and
lecting radios and taught himself how to
Radios are photographed with aNikon
Reference Mode. Red alarm status
repair
them,
starting
with
simple
sets,
and
FE2
using a50-mm lens with ablue filter
lights for Phase, BSC, and Full
working up to more complex projects. He
for indoor color correction. Lighting
Scale.
Please visit our web site
www.dorrough.com
has been at it for 10 years, and has about
must be tweaked carefully so that details
400
receivers
around
the
house.
like bakelite knobs are sufficiently illuModel RW-100
As the collection grew, his tastes
minated while not generating glare from
became more selective. "If you already
reflective surfaces such as the dials.
have 20 plain, brown bakelite radios," he
Photographs are scanned onto an HP
Dorrougli Electronics Inc. 5221 Collier Place • Woodland Hills CA 91364
Tel: ( 8181 998-2824 Fax. 181E0 998-1507
asked, "do you really need 21?"
Scanjet II flatbed scanner, taking care to
As the radio collection grew, Nelson
align images so that the straight lines on
became interested in more complex
See ANTIQUES, page 18
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Taikíng information Cent(

by
Ron Bersani
Talking Information
Center

Marshfield, MA: As aradio reading service for people who are

We have several of every model they make. In some of our

blind or visually impaired, The Talking Information Center

applications, the DA8is perfect for amono application. The

Network has some very specific equipment needs. First of all,

DA16 gives us flexibility in stereo applications and the DA

as anon-profit service dependent on government and founda-

2X4 and DA 4X4's have the ultimate flexibility. The prices are

tion grants, corporate and private contributions and fund rais-

much better than you'll find for comparably featured models

ing events we don't have alot of money to spend on equip-

from other manufacturers.

ment. We have to be absolutely sure that whatever equipment we do purchase is reliable, reasonably priced and
durable. When you have to justify every dollar you spend to
people who donate those dollars in good faith, it helps to be
absolutely confident you've made agood choice!

Another great product from Radio Systems is their telephone
hybrid. We just took advantage of agreat sale to replace all of
our older hybrids. We had some 1X6 hybrids that seemed like
agreat idea at the time. The problem was no one could figure
out how to use them. They were cumbersome, and on top of

Asecond factor that always weighs heavily on any decision

that, conferenced callers could hear each other and the host

we make regarding studio design and equipment purchase is

without adding another hybrid. The Radio Systems DI- 2000

the volunteer factor. We have volunteers, lots of them!

completely solved our problems and made it so easy to

Over 500 people volunteer their services as readers at our six

answer calls, place the caller in cue and then to air that all of

affiliates scattered throughout Massachusetts. Over twenty

our operators can make it work smoothly.

thousand people with disabilities depend on us to bring them

Radio Systems dock and timing systems can fit any need.

everything from the daily newspaper to the supermarket ads

Each of our affiliate locations needs to be able to join and

every day throughout New England.

leave network feed at various times during the day. With the

Very few of these volunteers have any professional experience when they come to us. Because our staff is so smalt

use of Radio Systems clocks and master drivers we can be
sure everyone is on the same page at the same time.

both at the network center and in all of the affiliates, our stu-

Perhaps the best part of dealing with Radio Systems is the

dio equipment HAS to be user friendly. That's where Radio

close personal connections I've been able to establish over

Systems comes in.

the years. It's nice to call somewhere where people remember

The RS- 12 series and the RS- 12a Millenium Audio Consoles

your name, are friendly AND knowledgeable whether it's

are the only consoles we buy. They fit every criterion important to us. They're affordable without sacrificing quality and
durability. They are full-featured. They are easy to use. As a
matter of fact even the least technical of our volunteers can

Dan Braverman who happens to be the owner, Jo-Ann Dunn
in sales or any member of their technical support team.
Radio Systems has definitely proven to me that they're a
company that cares.

learn how to operate the console in one easy training session.
On top of that, the straightforward, tactile nature of the console makes it afavorite with our blind operators.
The consoles aren't the only great things at Radio Systems.
All of our distribution amplifiers are Radio Systems models.

rsee•
6os Heron Drive, Bildgeport, New Jersey 08014
(856) 467-8000 voice (856) 467-3044 fax www.radlosysterns.com
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Local Chapters: Heart of SBE
by Ken R.
They may have as few as four members, or as many as 200. They may
meet in a local restaurant or only via
ham radio. The first was formed in the
north, the latest one in the south.
They are the local chapters of the
Society of Broadcast Engineers and
they represent the diversity of that
organization.
John Poray, SBE executive director,
said about 135 chapters have been
formed covering all 50 states plus
Saipan, aU.S. territory in the Northern
Mariana Islands near Guam.
"These local chapters are the
lifeblood of what we do," Poray said.
"One of our primary purposes is education and our members get it at their
chapter meetings. All of the local
chapters are volunteer organizations."
Meeting and greeting
Some chapters cover a vast, sparsely populated area. One such group is
Chapter 87 in central Nebraska,
chaired by Verne Killion.
"We have eight or nine members
and our meetings are held over twometer ham FM," Killion said. "We do
it over the air because some of us are
hundreds of miles apart."
Occasionally a vendor can be found
who will offer a meeting program. In
those cases acentral location is designated where everyone can gather. Chapter 87 is aclose-knit group that finds
e-mail communication indispensable.
As with many small organizations,
it is difficult to find people willing to
take on leadership responsibilities.
"I've been active chairman and certification chairman for about five
years," Killion said with a grin. " I
can't find anyone else to do it."

Verne Killion chairs Chapter 87
in Nebraska, which holds its
SBE meetings via ham radio.
Killion is director of engineering at
KRVN(AM-FM), Lexington, Neb. He
holds the SBE Life Professional certification.
A much larger chapter is presided
over by Joe Dimaggio, chairman of the
88-member Connecticut Valley group.
"We get together about seven to
nine times a year, with the summer
off," said Dimaggio. " We hold our
meetings at various locations around
the state and we'll see about 50 people
at atypical meeting."
Chapter 14 is located in an industrial area near insurance companies, production houses and the offices of
ESPN.
"This means we get a lot of people

from the corporate side," said
Dimaggio. "But our meetings are open
to anyone, members or not. Ihave never turned anyone away."
One of the more successful programs held by this chapter was a daylong seminar for the Connecticut
Broadcasters Association, presented
by the SBE's national certification
committee chairman, Terry Baun. The
event focused on network technology
and was well- attended, according to
Dimaggio.

he is director of engineering.
"You have to make the meetings
accessible to keep everyone interested," said Humphrey. "We hold evening
meetings because it's easier for people
to get there."
Lunch or dinner
Biggers is in favor of the midday
meeting
for
his
members
in
Jacksonville.
"We used to have our meetings in
the evenings, but since we've moved

Chapter 26, Chicago, meets at the top of
the Sears Tower for a demonstration.
"The key is to have abalanced program that has educational, social and
recognition components," said Poray.
"That feeds the needs of most of the
people who want to belong to agroup
of their peers."
Poray said that, across the country,
the chapters have about an even split
of TV and radio members with asmall
percentage from the corporate communications world.
"We have in-house people from
IBM, GM and those kinds of companies," Poray said. "And we have a
smattering of government folks, military people, some who work on navy
ships and even people within the
White House communications office."
Jim Biggers chairs Chapter 7 from
Jacksonville, Fla.

to lunches we've gone from about
three people to 20 at our events."
Dimaggio said that whatever the
time of the meeting, the program must
be interesting and informative.

Content is king
"One key to having a successful
chapter: holding great programs,"
Biggers said. "We try to focus on new
technology and keep our radio guys
interested too, because this is primarily aTV market."
To that end, Biggers keeps his members involved through e-mail to promote upcoming events.
"We have also sponsored local science fairs. Through sustaining relationships, our members can help make
possible $ 100 and $ 500 scholarships
for first and second place in these
events."
Biggers said the scholarships the
chapter awards come with no strings
attached.
"We just try to encourage young
people. They don't have to become
members of our group."
Mark Humphrey, chairman of the
Philadelphia/Trenton area chapter,
handles his SBE chores from his day
job at Media One stations WPLY(FM)
and WPHI(FM) in Philadelphia, where

"We try to make the business portion as short as possible, usually no
more than 15 minutes. But whether we
have our get togethers in the evenings
or for lunch, some of our members
can't make it because of their work
schedules."
Poray said the most recent "Chapter
of the Year" is No. 73 in the Tucson
area, hosted by Hal Hostetler. He has
been holding meetings over ham radio
for 10 years.
"He runs his meetings for anyone
who wants to tune in," said Poray. "We
provide him aham net and he has discussions over the air and resolves
technical issues of interest to the people in his area."
Humphrey believes that finding
dedicated people is the best way to
insure asuccessful chapter.
"Sometimes the same individuals do
it year after year and they just get
burned out," said Humphrey. " You
need to keep bringing in new members
and get them involved and taking some
of the duties."

SBE chapters

Poray said if achapter withers, that
chapter number is held open in the
hopes it can be revitalized.
Lee Eichelberger chairs Chapter
115, which covers southern Idaho.
"Most of the burden for keeping the
clubs alive rests on the chairman, vice
chairman and secretary,"
said
Eichelberger. "The amount of time
they put into it will be reflected in
what the chapter does and how many
members there are. If they can line up
some interesting meetings, the chapter
will succeed."
Among the best- received meeting
programs seem to be facility tours or
visits from suppliers. And not all of
them involve broadcast operations.
"We had ameeting where asupplier
came in to tell us about surveillance
and security measures," said Killion.
Dimaggio described a recent meeting program at which the members
went to RF Systems, which operates a
huge cable manufacturing plant.
"It was an incredible tour," said
Dimaggio.
Eichelberger said his group has
toured the local weather service and
civil defense offices.
Growth
Ernest Sutton Jr.'s Knoxville chapter visited Scripps Productions, alarge
company that creates satellite TV and
cable programming.
Poray said SBE is growing.
"The largest chapters are in Los
Angeles, where we have actually split
it into two separate groups: Chapter 47
covers Los Angeles and its 200+ members, and about five years ago we
started Chapter 131, which covers
Riverside."

are in every state plus

the territory of Saipan. The largest are in
Los Angeles, which has two.

Nashville is another market with too
many professionals for one chapter, so
SBE added Chapter 135 for the suburbs in addition to the already existing
No. 103.
It is no secret that bringing young
people into the fold is one of the
biggest challenges radio engineers
face. With competition from telecommunications, satellite and the Internet,
broadcast may seem a bit less glamorous.
"We try to encourage young people
but if we're going to get our share, we
must do a better job of telling them
what's out there," said Poray. "Forty
years ago we didn't have that competition, and broadcasting was more of a
lure. That's still there, but now people
have more choices."
Ken R. is afrequent contributor, a
former broadcaster with no engineer
training. His chief engineer once sent
him to a supply house to bring back a
fallopian tube.
Reach him via e-mail to Ken@
KenR.com.
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Rave Reviews!
"Excellent P`ocluct" — Doug Wal<er, Clear Channel,
Cinciinnati

"Telos has token two great p-oducts 'the Zephyr
ad the Zephyr Express] and made them better.
They listened to the cJstomer." — Raul Velez KNBR,
KFOG, Susquehanna Broadcasting o- San Francisco

"Felos asked us what we wanted and they put it in
thee... you can't ask for anything more than that."
— Paul Burt, Clear Channel, New Orleans

"It's even ea's er o use than the orignal Zephyr."
— Michae Black WEOS, Geneva, New York ( NPR
off liate station)

"The most popular ¡ SDN digital transceiver in the
country has o fresh new looK... Zephyr Xstream, a
slick, updated version of [the] amilior Zephyr."
— Steve Kirsch, Silver Lake Audio, New York

www.zep±iyr.com
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FM Parasitics and Test Ranges
Radio Consultants Share More Ideas to Help You
Get the Most Out of Your FM Antenna System
by Richard J. Fry
How can you get the most out of
your FM antenna system? To provide
some insight into this subject, three
prominent broadcast consulting firms
were asked to respond to 15 topics
about FM antenna performance. Their
earlier responses can be seen in previous issues of Radio World and online at
www.rwonline.com under the tab
"Better FM Coverage."
The participants are Ben Dawson of
Hatfield & Dawson; Bob Culver of
Lohnes & Culver; and Don Markley of

D.L. Markley & Associates. Note that
any consultant would need specific site
and application information to provide
an accurate recommendation for agiven
situation.
Topic: Comment on the use of parasitics
— to make patterns more omni or to
favor coverage toward an important
market. Are there downsides of parasitics?
Dawson: Any antenna with parasitics is
a directional antenna and must be
licensed as such, with a measured pat-

CUTS THROUGH ANY TRAFEIC
e'
. 4. •

tern, and with ERP limited to the maximum lobe value.
Parasitics themselves are generally
dipoles, and have substantial downward
radiation and therefore are often contributors to high levels of NIER.
Directional antennas with parasitics
have their gain based on the manufacturer's assumed (not calculated or measured) gain for the antenna element.
Because the parasitics result in substantial energy radiated in other then the
horizontal plane, such antennas virtually always have lower gain than the manufacturer's rating, and, if possible
should be avoided for that reason as
well.
Culver: Regarding making a pattern

•

more omni, see my comment on that
topic in the Jan. 2issue.
Regarding favoring coverage toward
an important market: Ah, there's the
rub. Pattern circularization so as to
identify and minimize pattern variation
can be used to minimize the detrimental
effects on primary community coverage.
For example, the H-pol and V-pol
fields are often different values at different azimuths depending on the antenna type and mounting. You may be able
to get adequate H and V field toward
the city or you may find some alternative of one or the other will work.
But if you want to favor coverage by
using mounting and/or parasitic elements to distort the pattern to increase
the ERP in one direction, it is adirectional antenna. Assuming you want a
directional antenna for conservation of
power ( i.e., no service over the ocean,
avoid reflections off anearby mountain,
FCC Rule 73.215 contour protection,
etc.), parasitic elements can work.
However, it is absolutely essential
that the antenna have been properly
tested (measured) with the parasitic elements, that it is all properly documented and then all the elements, antenna
and parasitic elements are properly
installed.

It iS absolutely
essential that the
the new standard in
broadcast studio microphones.

antenna is tested
properly with the
parasitic elements,
that it is documented
and all the elements
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are properly installed.
— Bob Culver
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Then they must not be changed or
damaged in the future. This last point is
sometimes difficult to ensure. A chunk
of ice, an errant footstep, even afew big
birds can upset this. Especially with a
Section 73.215 antenna, this constancy
of antenna pattern must be ensured.
If you want adirectional pattern, you
can achieve quite abit of directionality
and variety with panel antennas. Once
mounted, unless there is major failure to
the elements or feed system, which you
should be able to detect, the pattern will
stay the same.
Even changes within the tower structure may not have much impact on the
pattern, less so than for aside-mounted
antenna with parasitic elements.

A Harman Internatnnal C,omparly

ur

914 Airpark Center Drive • Nashville, TN 37217 • Phone: 615-620-3800
Fax: 615-620-3875 • e-mail: akgusa@harman.com • akgusa.com

Markley: It is not legal to use parasitics to improve the signal toward
your market unless you declare the
antenna to be directional. Unless
attempting to improve the omnidirectional characteristics of the antenna by
eliminating distortions caused by the
See CONSULTANTS, page 22

Past columns ate archived

at weiv.nconlinc.cool/ccfCrence-roost
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Dodge PC Problems Ahead of Time
by

Bisset

After building computers for critical
broadcast applications for more than 15
years. Jeff Allen, engineering and IT
manager with seven stations in Idaho
including KMHI(AM) in Mountain
Home, has seen few failures when the
computers have been maintained properly — like any other broadcast equipment!
Hard drives can and do fail without
notice. But if you scan and defrag often,

bleshoot "normal" sounds in the transmitter building, use sound to help diagnose computer ills.
Once a month, Jeff takes down the
systems of one of his stations to scan and
defrag the drives. He vacuums out the PC
case and checks the fan on the CPU and
power supply.
In almost every case, this procedure
permitted him to spot problems early and
replace hard drives before they had a
chance to fail on the air.

of 42 computers!
Jeff adds that he doesn't ever remember being that lucky with cart machines.
* * *
Now that we're well within the snow
and ice season for many engineers, how
are your guy anchors?
Regular and thorough inspection of
guy anchors is important. The additional
stresses caused by the elements can make
the point.
A corroded guy anchor rod can slip
out of the ground and bring the tower
down. The potential for this problem
increases in agricultural areas where
aggressive soil, great for crops, is death
to buried metal.
You can spot guy anchor failure due to
corrosion if you inspect all the anchors
periodically. An inspection would have

detected the "hidden" anchor disguised
as atree in Fig. 1.
We've all seen sites where bushes,
trees or junk are piled around the
anchors. One contract engineer told me
he inspects twice ayear, with the station
owner or manager accompanying him.
The inspection is done in the daylight, on
asunny day.
As you inspect, also look for proper
drainage. An engineer told me of acell
site that had to operate from a cherry
picker after losing its guyed tower. One
set of the guy wires ended at the bottom
of abluff, next to adrainage ditch.
Water pooled at this location, and the
anchor eventually failed. Speculation was
that the water and the aggressive soil
caused the failure.
The magnesium slug sacrificial anode
installed to mitigate cathodic corrosion
had disappeared completely, as well as
the copper ground rod, and most of the
wire. With unusually high winds, the
anchor breaks, and the tower falls.
See WORKBENCH, page 16
i.

Fig. 1: An inspection would have detected
the 'hidden anchor disguised as a tree.
you will notice most failures before they
arrive, if you know what to look for.
Among the biggest culprits are the
hard-drive bearings. They should be quiet. Another item to check is the CPU fan.
As with the little fan on your FM exciter,
if it dies, the equipment operation will be
compromised.
Sometimes these fans will begin to
whine. Just as you use your ears to trou-

Keep replacement fans and areplacement power supply on the shelf. The
supply will run about $ 25; it is good
insurance.
Also consider a spare hard drive. At
$250, it's not cheap, but vital to keep the
system running should afailure occur.
Jeff's maintenance regimen is backed
up by performance. Since October 1999,
he's had only one hard-drive failure out

Fig. 2: How to Camouflage a Radio Station

Digitally Different
Omega FM - $5880

IN
AG(

OUR GOAL WAS TO DEVELOP A DIGITAL PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR FM THAT

"
ofWOULD RIVAL ANYTHING ON THE MARKET
g

•t e

WE MET THAT GOAL...AND THEN SOME.

Omega__FM is a 100%-digital, software- based design. It doesn't use DSP
chips or other application-specific parts that rapidly beconn

e.

Upgrades don't plug into expansion slots,' they're simphiù
Omega _ FM is straightforward and uncomplicated. Hardware
simplicity keeps the signal path short and your audio clean.
Low latency lets you monitor off- air.
Omega _ FM is loud, clean and versatile. We don't expect you to

1

1305 Fair Ave • Santa Cruz, CA 95060
TEL: (831) 458-0552. FAX: (831)458-0554
vmv.inovon.com • e-mail: infoOinovon.com

take our word for this, and you shouldn't. Schedule a demo at
your station through an equipment supplier of your choice.

...Processing doesn't get any better than this.
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Dawning Offers Net Connectivity

Product Capsule:
Dawning Technologies
Secure Network Interface

by James G. Withers
Thumbs Up
rConvenient EAS

application
.1 Flexible operation
./ Simple connections
./ Reasonable price/
performance ratio

If you are aradio station chief engineer, chances are you are responsible for
several, maybe dozens, of stations. If you
are agroup's engineering manager, the
universe is even larger.
Technical types can use every tool
available to help monitor operational performance at amultitude of stations, which
may be co-located, across town or in the
next state.
Dawning Technologies of Fairport,
N.Y, has created such a tool with its
Secure Network Interface unit.

Thumbs Down
Few current broadcast apps
Not rack-mountable
For more information contact
the company in New York
iih
k at ( 800) 332-0499 or vis .
-.

www.dawning

Cut out the middleman
To cut right to the chase, the SNI converts a standard serial connection to
TCP/IP protocol, without the expense and
hassle of an intermediary.
The "intermediary," of course, is ahost
computer. The SNI has to be configured
to the device inputting data to it, and there
is an extensive list of applets on the
Dawning Technologies Web site at
www.dawning.com. The SNI can be configured to work with any system as long
as it has serial output. The company's
programming staff can assist with the
configuration or you can do it yourself.
Once on the Internet, the SNI has its
own IP address, and thereafter, logging on
to it allows the user to display and monitor
any device connected to the SNI exactly as
if it were the device itself. User-definable
settings allow for restricted access and, as

work-for-hire basis.
Either way, it seems aminor inconvenience for aslick addition to an operator's
bag of tricks.
The cost of the unit is $595, with a
one-year hardware warranty.
The company sells the product
direct. The unit packs alot of power in a
the name implies, the Secure Network
tions to broadcasting.
small frame. The unit is not rack-mountInterface is, in fact, secure.
One catch is the relative newness of
able, but the desktop footprint is small,
According to Dawning, the company's
Dawning to the broadcasting field.
only slightly larger than an external
background is in making connectivity
Because the medical apps business is
modem. RI-45 jacks provide connectivity.
equipment for the medical and clinical
much more mature, dozens of interfaces
John Selmyer, CEO of Dawning, inimarket for 25 years.
are written for that area. Not so in the area
tially envisioned the SNI as a way for
The SNI itself was created for the medof broadcasting.
broadcasters
to
monitor
EAS
ical community. Numerous applets have
Dawning tells that new applications
encoder/decoders remotely, and our SNI
been created to interface to avariety of
are being written all the time, and in the
unit was configured to interface with a
medical equipment.
event one does not exist for a specific
TV!' EAS unit.
Dawning saw an expanded market in
use, the company will provide the develIn this mode, EAS operations and logs
other industrial fields, and from our test,
opment kit for ado-it-yourself program
can be monitored and stored from any
has hit pay dirt by extending the applicaor will write acustom application on a remote location simply by logging onto
the Internet from any computer, and typing in the proper IP address. Voila, instant
access to the TV!' box.
The SNI is advertised as being fully
Continued from page 15
bidirectional. Even though Dawning con* * *
figured our test unit as aremote monitoring device for the TV!', RS-232 serial conWhile we're looking at fun pictures, Ithink the caption for
nections inherently are bidirectional, so it
Fig. 2, page 15 should read something like, "How to camouseems asmall step to add control funcflage aradio station!"
tions to the monitoring/logging functions.
Those of you engineers working in the south understand
The SNI has lots of on-board storage
when Imention the word kudzu. Although there's no FCC via
(700 kb), and can be formatted to store
lation here, the life of the roof is certainly shortened, and one
and present data in HTML, or deliver
wonders how efficient the air conditioner is working.
it using FTP or email formats, among
Pity the poor meter reader who has to dodge the bees in the
others.
summertime just to read the meter!
With regard to performance: the SNI
was transparent. If you like the way the
* * *
TFT performs, you will like the way the
SNI performs. This is the essence of a
Andrew Struiksma is with Heritage 1550, KCCF(AM) in
good utility product: it doesn't get in the
Cave Creek, Ariz. He queried Dave Biondi's radio-tech@ broad
way of, or even appear tangential to, the
castmet for asuggestion about agood PC time program.
host product. The SNI passes this test
Andrew uses an ISDN dial-up connection that is used not
with flying colors.
only for his station's Internet service but also to keep the PC
The SNI comes in a small package,
clock synched to Boulder. The PC is used to control asatellite
only slightly larger than an external
Fig. 3: The lock was locked, Mr. FCC Inspector!
receiver and to run aproxy server.
modem, and in fact, incorporates some of
Too bad the fence gate rotted around the hasp.
Jim Turvaville, director of engineering and expansion for
the same conveniences. Connect- ions
WAY(FM) Media Group in Nashville, responded with awonwere straightforward, and anyone with the
derful timeserver program. Jim is using "AboutTime" from
One inspector, speaking at a state convention, asked me
slightest understanding of computers and
www.arachnoid.com/abouttime/index.html.
where Iget these photos.
the Internet — certainly any technically
He's never had aproblem with it. The program runs on his
"Mum's the word," Itold him. Kind of like " Where's
minded broadcast engineer — will have
main server to query the U.S. Naval Observatory timeserver and
Waldo?"
the SNI up and running within an hour of
send that info to all his workstations, on aschedule that Jim has
He's going to have to find the sites himself. Problem is, he
unpacking it.
set. It then resets the internal clock on each workstation in the
may visit yours while in pursuit. So save your manager and
About the only downside to the SNI,
background.
owner the embarrassment of afine. Check your sites thoroughly
other than the relative paucity of broadJim writes, "No muss, no fuss!"
and document the results of your inspection in writing.
cast applications available, is the incrediBe sure to keep acopy of your written report. It's amazing
ble flexibility this little piece of hardware
* * *
how some managers and owners get asevere case of amnesia
offers to the overworked station engineer.
when the FCC shows up.
Of course, this is atongue-in-cheek critiThe FCC is levying heavy fines for safety violations like
John Bisset has worked as a chief engineer and contract
cism; but the creative engineer no doubt
the one in Fig. 3. If your site has wooden fences, make sure
engineer for more than 30 years. He is adistrict sales manager
will spend long hours inventing uses for
the slats are not missing and that gates are locked and in for Harris Corp. Reach him at ( 703) 323-8011.
this neat little gadget.
working order.
Submissions for this column are encouraged, and qualify for
The author is vice president of engiIf chain link is used, be sure it is properly attached and
SBE recertification credit. Fax your submission to ( 703) 323neering for Pacific Broadcasting of
stretched, with no gaps. Replace those rusted locks!
8044, or send e-mail to jbisset@harris.com.
Missouri.
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A Flag Salute in Terre Haute
by Jerry Arnold
Wanting to do something to salute
those who fell in New York, Washington
and Pennsylvania on Sept. 11 and those
who continue to serve our country, we
decided to erect an American flag at the
studio location of WMGI(FM)/
WWSY(FM) in Terre Haute, lad., owned
by Bright Tower Broadcasting.
We are located on U.S. Highway 41,
where 55,000 cars a day pass us. Our
facility takes up acity block, so we have
plenty of room.
After discussions with Bob Swanson,
our general manager, we decided our flag
should be areal standout.
Icontacted friends at the local power
company and explained what we wanted.
They immediately supported our project
and installed two 70-foot power poles,
one on each side of our building, then
strung a piece of 1/4-inch galvanized
steel cable between them.
After quite asearch we located avendor, Eagle Flag Co. in Massachusetts.
What aflag it is! It measures 30 by 50
feet. We ordered it with a canvas strip
sewn across the top of the flag, which
contains brass grommets spaced every 3
feet. Total price: about $ 1,300.
We contacted the local fire and police
departments and told them we wished to
honor them by having them participate in
the flag raising. They agreed enthusiasti-

cally. Both stations promoted the event
and fliers were sent to all American
Legion chapters as well as VFWs and
other veterans' groups.
We chose to hold the ceremony on
Friday, Dec. 7. In that way, we also could
honor those who served in World War II.

ving by on U.S. 41 honked and waved,
and afew stopped to take pictures.
All afternoon we could look out the
station windows and see people on the
other side of the street admiring the flag
and taking photographs.

Ceremonies
We folded the flag into a rectangle
about 3by 4feet and premounted springloaded, numbered clips in the grommets
so that the firefighters who were asked to
mount the flag to the wire could do so
quickly.
A rope was attached to the clip on the
end and passed over to the power company crew in their bucket truck.
At agiven signal the flag was released,
cascading down its 30-feet height.
Then the rope was pulled across and
the flag, which had been folded in an
accordion fashion, slowly unfurled until
it was stretched across the cable to its full
50-foot length. The crowd 0000hed and
ahhhed.
Even Johnny Palmer, our master of
ceremonies and aWorld War II combat
pilot and former broadcaster, became a
little choked up at the sight.
A chorus from our local chapter of the
Society for the Preservation and
Encouragement of Barber Shop Quartet
Singing in America gave arousing rendition of the national anthem. People dri-

At night the flag is illuminated by
eight 500-watt flood lamps on the roof.
The view at night is spectacular. We continue to get many calls complimenting us
on our tribute, and alocal restaurant gave
us athank-you on their marquee.
Not one negative comment has been
directed at us for the ceremony or our
display of our huge flag.
The author is director of engineering
for WMGI(FM)/WWSY( FM).

•

Nassau Media Partners is offering
ABCNEWS.com content to New
York and New Jersey commuters on
PATH trains. ABCNEWS.com is the
exclusive general news provider for
PATHVision, with daily headlines
and summaries.
ABCNEWS.com is abusiness unit of ABC Internet Group, part of the ABC
Television Network and The Walt Disney Co. ...
The 16- station Hall Communications radio group chose AP NewsPower
service. Hall has stations around the East Coast. ...
Scott Studios signed a three-year licensing agreement with Audio
Processing Technology ( APT), allowing Scott to incorporate SOFT apt- X
into its products.
SOFT apt- X is a software version of the APT proprietary apt- X digital
audio data compression algorithm.
APT Managing Director Noel McKenna said he sees the agreement as a
"firm endorsement" of SOFT apt-X within the broadcast arena. According to
McKenna, the APT decision to move away from PC audio compression cards
to a software- based platform was instrumental in securing the three-year
agreement.
Who's Buying What" is printed as a service to our readers who are interested in how their peers choose equipment and services. Information is provided by suppliers.
Companies with news of unusual or prominent sales should e-mail information and photos to radioworld@imaspub.com.

By using LED technology Honeywell has created
a system that will change the way people see
obstruction lighting. It's the only LED system
that has been approved by the FAA, it uses
LED Based Dual High
Intensity System
including LEDGuard
L-864 LED Based Beacon.

We've changed light
bulbs so you don't have to.

90% less energy than comparable incandescent systems, and is guaranteed to last for at
least 5 years. So you save time and money.

Isn't it time you changed your obstruction light bulbs? For more
information, call 1-805-581-5591.
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Honeywell
www.oblighting.com
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Antiques
Continued from page 10

the image are properly aligned.
Otherwise, unwanted moiré effects and
other distortions can occur.
These scanned images are tweaked for
color and detail using Photoshop and other shareware. Finally, the completed
BMP files are compacted to JPEG format. Nelson emphasizes that expensive
equipment isn't needed for agreat-looking Web page — just patience and an
understanding of the basics.
Back to life
The Projects and Restorations section
of www.antiqueradio.org contains illustrated narratives of many of Nelson's

rehab efforts. Bringing an All-American
Five back to life is acomparatively simple task. One of the more challenging
projects that Nelson describes is the
restoration of the classic Hallicrafters
SX-42, a 15-tube, six-band communications receiver manufactured in 1947.
Fifty-odd years of time takes its toll on
the components in these old sets.
Resistors change value or open, capacitors become leaky and switch contacts
corrode. Often the components in an
entire section of the receiver must each
be checked individually.
Typically, all the paper capacitors in a
set are replaced; in the SX-42, they number about three dozen. Even more sinister
than the ravages of time are the efforts of
semi-skilled repairmen who have worked
on the set in the past. Wires are sometimes cut and left dangling, or put back

Nelson restored a classic Hallicrafters SX-42,
a six-band receiver made in 1947.
on the wrong connection. Color codes on
resistors are misread and the wrong value

The new range from AudioTX

ISDN, IP & POTS Codec
software for Windows
PCs and Laptops
Audio TX
Capture

ISDN quality over an
ordinary telephone line

The Answering-Machine
for ISDN codecs

AudioTX POTS" gives you broadcast quality

AudioTX Capture'" takes incoming calls from

connect live across IP networks and the
Internet.
Compatible with COQ Prima, Telos Zephyr and
almost all other ISDN codecs
Live, bi-directional, low delay audio connections
for outside broadcasts, studio links, voice-over
work, reporting and news-gathering

ISDN codecs and records the incoming audio

line - ideal for reporting and outside

direct to disk - like an answering machine

broadcasts from the field.

for ISDN codecs.

Low-cost, portable software solution - requires

just astandard sound card and compatible 1513N
card in your existing
or Laptop
The cheapest ISON codec available today - and
the high quality you'o expect from AudioTX
Also works over any Il based network for studio-

just astandard sound card and modem in your PC
or Laptop

Compatible with almost all manufacturers' SON

quality audio connections and even STLs - from
Ethernet to ATM, leased lines, satellite or wireless

Codecs

Also works with high-speed GSM/data facilities on

links and even over the Internet using any highspeed connection

The simplest way for reporters and

mobile phones

correspondents to file their audio
Take commercials or pre- produced audio without

£500 • 5725 .€ 799

having to wait in the studio

£500.$725.€7991

Audio can be played back using the Capture
software or using Media Player or imported into
most audicLediting/playout software,
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Can email the audio to the right per so, or copy it
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Audio

lx

Communicator
POTS
Capture

Download a FREE, fully working
trial version today.

www.audioTX.corn
Tel: +44 121 256 0200 (GMT)
Email: sales@audioTX.com

a

File playback during iive connections - allows you
to playback pre-recorded WAV files during alive
connection

P Low-cost portable software solution - requires

You can set up Capture so that the received audio is
kept in an inbox, copied to any location on your
network or even emailed to the correct person
using internal or external email servers.

Ideal for news- gathering and sports reporting

AudioTX Commurincator" is an ISDN Codec
other ISDN Codecs AND allows you to

speech over a standard analogue telephone

anywhere there's aphone line

ISDN and IP Codec
in your PC! It's compatible with virtually all

Audio TX
POTS

7.5kHz live, bi-directional, low delay audio from

Audio TX
Communicator

of replacements are installed. Slugs in IF
transformers and peaking coils are turned
seemingly at random.
Schematic diagrams must be checked
carefully to ferret out these difficulties.
This can be aproblem in the case of sets
like the Hallicrafters. As time went on,
the design of that model changed slightly; not all models use the exact same circuits.
Nelson carefully documents all of this
on his site and describes the steps he
takes to rectify each problem. Other collectors frequently are contacted for addiional information or scarce parts.
In the case of this receiver, many problems were related to burned contacts on
the bandswitch, which is buried under
layers of wiring and RF shields. Repairs
to this switch involved micro- surgery
with dental tools.
The patience of the restorer is tested at
every turn, because often one symptom is
caused by multiple problems in the set.
The replacement of some defective resistors or capacitors on one tube socket typically reveals more difficulties further
down the line.
Working on and off, the Hallicrafters
SX-42 restoration took Nelson about six
months.
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y
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TV role
The Radio Wrinkles section of the Web
site contains vintage radio construction
projects. You can add an S-meter to the
Hallicrafters S-38 receiver or build a
portable vacuum tube AM transmitter,
crystal shortwave radio or battery eliminator.
The site also contains construction
plans for amagic eye tuning indicator for
the Hallicrafters S- 20R receiver, an
accessory that is much cooler than the
traditional S-meter.
Nelson's Web site recently was featured in the TV movie "Lethal Vows,"
aired by CBS. As the plot of this murdermystery unfolds, one of the characters
suspects foul play in a recent death.
Finding a stash of old radios in the
garage of a non-collector raises questions. Some dismembered radio parts
seem especially suspicious.
While surfing the net to determine the
nature of these parts, the characters find
Nelson's antiqueradio.org site. Some further sleuthing through the site's parts lists
reveals a picture of the component in
question, aselenium rectifier common in
the power supplies of 1950s radios.
Suddenly the connections are clear.
Selenium is apoison and the old rectifiers are the source. This was no accidental death, it was aslow poisoning.
Armed with this information, the police
arrest the murderer. Justice prevails,
thanks to Phil Nelson's Web site.
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ViiINSTON-SALEM FORSYTH COUNTY SCHOOLS
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Broadcast Software International
19 25 Bailey Hill Road, Suite A
Eugene, Orego n97405 USA
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Gentlemen
,
Veen
the Winston-Salem
Forsyth CountySchool system contacted me
abou tdesigning an dbuilding ar
adio facility for their Vocational Education
Prcggrarn, Iimmediately thoug ht of BSI.
how to build a state of the industry training program with an On
Air Control Room, Production Room, and 20 Digital Audio Workstations for

The yasked

the stude nts.
We
areeusing
Simian for our on air automation system with Stinger sitting
by for
lements
du rin g our live shovvs. We use Cool Edit Pro and Simian on
CUÍ networked workstations. When we hit the field, we load up files on the
laptop and run them with Wa\eCart for remotes.
Ichose BSI for several reasons. First was cost. We were able to put 21 full
automation systems in place fo -the cost of adedicated box system.
Second was flexibility. We are training ageneration that grew up with
computers. These kids were able to plug in to the software the first day they
saw it. Within aweek we were programming logs. Simian is atool. We can
use it for everything from updating our playlist on our streaming website to
throwing start commands to a\ ideotape playback programmer. (Our signal
is simulcast on the stereo audio of our local school cable channel).
We rip with Speedy; cut with Cool Pro, tag and play with Simian. Now if you
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Only $ 1499
including technical
support and upgrades

Price, Power and Performance
More than 5000 broadcasters use our software in more than 50 nations around the world.
Our $ 1499 Simian includes one year of 365/24/7 tech support and software upgrades.
Simian has amazing features, such as streaming spot substitution, automated online
requests and touchscreen compatibility. Runs on Windows 98, NT, 2000, ME and XP.
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IBOC
Planning
Worksheet
by Richard J. Fry

FM IBOC Cost Worksheet

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

SEPARATE AMPL
COMMON AMPL

Digital

No Filter

Filter

Analog

No Filter

Filter

Tx Total AC Power Input, kW avg:

36

40

30.8

5.33

6

Tx Total RF Power Output, kW avg:

18

20

20

1.6

1.8

(thousands of dollars)

STARTUP COSTS ( in thousands of dollars)

As the possibility of FCC authorization of in-band, on-channel digital radio
draws closer, many broadcasters are considering the costs needed to add IBOC to
their present analog FM service.

(SEE NOTE)

Class B FM Station

Analog Exciter

Existing

Existing

IBOC Exciter

S

$

30

-

Analog Power Amplifier
IBOC Power Amplifier

-

Common Power Amplifier ( solid-state)

$

Existing

30

-

$

$

2

IBOC Mask Filter

$

30

$

50

$

50

S

10

5

10

250

High- Level RF Combiner & Reject Load
Exciter RF Combiner

30

Existing

-

250

$

$

2

$

15

$

10

-

IBOC Program Link (Ti)

$

IBOC Audio Processor

$

IBOC Digital Demodulator

$

15

$

15

Installation Material Allowance

$

12

$

20

-

$

$

325

$

348

-

$

SUBTOTAL 1
Tx Building Modification

$

Installation & Commissioning

$
$

SUBTOTAL 2

10
6

$

$

6

-

$
$

$

10
6
15
4
125

$

15

$

10

$

6

$

15

$

12

$ 148

$

$

$

-

$

$

$

-

$

S

ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS
AC Power @ 10 cents/kWh
RF System

$

Tx Air Ventilation Cooling

$

IBOC Licensing
TOTAL, FIRST YEAR
Some of those basic cost elements are
difficult to estimate because the final standard for FM IBOC is still in the proof and
acceptance phase at press time. Costs for
some of the needed hardware components
will remain somewhat fluid until the final
design requirements are available.
Still, it would be useful to know
approximately what those final costs
might be.

The template shown here identifies
some of the major components needed
when adding IBOC to aClass B FM station. The main variations in hardware
approach are shown across the horizontal
axis, and the cost elements are shown on
the vertical axis.

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before.. You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01 0/0, and much more...
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements a dream.

L./kip/

2

$

35

$

$

$

$

$

2

$ 27
1.5

$
-

$

4.7

S

0.5

$

5.3

$

0.5

S

$

S

$

Note: For 50 kW analog ERP and -20 dBc IBOC (average power),
using an antenna system with 2.8X net gain.

You
can measure...

E3

31.6

www.belar.com

(
610) 687-5550

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333
Call or write for more information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.

The costs are estimates based on input
from representative manufacturers of
IBOC transmission equipment meeting
the expected standard. Widely variable
cost elements have been left open for
your station to enter an estimate based on
your local situation.
An inspection of this chart shows that
either form of IBOC using separate
amplification is less expensive for these
particular assumptions. This is the direct
result of the high cost of a transmitter
capable of common amplification at this
power level.
Cost considerations
The cost difference between common
and separate amplification would be
much less for a typical Class A station,
and for some power levels may even
favor common amplification. Even at
Class B power levels, the costs would be
closer if the analog FM transmitter had to
be purchased ( our template assumes
using the station's existing analog transmitter and exciter for FM/IBOC hybrid
operation).
The need for the IBOC mask filter is
dependent on the spectrum performance
of the IBOC transmitter installed. Some
IBOC transmitters may meet the FCC
mask internally, and the external filter
will not be needed. This will save the
cost and installation space needed for the
external filter, as well as reduce the power output requirements of the IBOC
transmitter by about 10 percent.
There could be circumstances in which
the apparent higher cost of using common
amplification even for Class B and C stations could be offset by other factors.

Each station will have to choose aconfiguration based on their own operation.
Note in the "Separate Ampl" columns
of the cost template that the operating
costs for the analog transmitter need to
be added to the costs for the digital hard-

Use the above
worksheet to help
you ' rough out' the
cost of converting
your station to
IBOC digital radio.

ware format selected (filter or no filter) to
arrive at the total cost. Note also that
there are other elements of the overall
cost over time such as equipment depreciation, true residual value and others that
have not been considered here.
Richard Fry is a retired FM applications engineer with almost 35 years of
service with major U.S. broadcast transmitter and antenna manufacturers. Reach
him via e-mail to rfry@adams.net.
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If the migration to digital is in your future, then this
is the route to take. Introducing the large size, big

performance analog router that also speaks fluent digital. Atrue

• 256 x256 Large

hybrid that allows you to scale the number of analog and digital
ports as needed, now and in the future. Best of all, the SAS64000
• Mono Stereo with
stereo linking

Audio Routing System creates apath to AES/EBU digital audio
without creating analog obsolescence.
This means you can mix your analog and
digital I/O in the same router frame. Go direct
analog to analog, or digital to digital. Mix

analog and/or
digital input

• Wide variety of
control panels

it up with automatic 24- bit conversion
analog to digital and vice versa.

• 118 dB analog
dynamic range

Either way, this unique
architecture sports
uninterrupted signal

• Distributed multiprocessor architecture

integrity and nonblocking flexibility.

o

JT

•

Just plug in our new digital port expander and that's it.

• Digital or analog
inputs and outputs

CI

And the SAS64000 is wonderfully simple
to integrate, upgrade and put into service.

Welcome to digital!—co-existing flawlessly
with analog—and all in the same framework.
Interested? There's lots mere to tell.

• PC or automation control

Call 818 840 6749; or e-mail us
•

•,

at salesûsasaudio.com; or check
our website at sasaudio.com.
If you're moving into digital,

• + 28 dBu max. input
output levels

then the SAS64000 Audio
Routing System is your

• Superb broadcast- quality
performance

conduit to the future.

• Automatic 24-bit analog
to digital conversion

,,,,,,,,,

•

e • •

analog and/or
digital output

SIERRA
AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS

sasaudio.com
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Help Your Children Learn Safely
by Charles S. Fitch
Recently Irendezvoused with an engineer whose station that was off the air.
We both wanted to get his transmitter
back up as soon as possible. His $ 1,100
spots were coming up at dawn.
Due to the emergency, the engineer
was forced to bring his small children.
We worried that these two young, sleepy
ones would get into trouble while we
were working, so we kept awatchful eye
while they tried to be good and played
sleepily at the workbench.
What looked like a major disaster
turned out to be a simple part failure in
the control system. We were back on in
short order.
In our modern society of dual-income
families, it's not unusual for a station
engineer to have to bring along the
urchins. But many hazards are to be found
around shops, transmitters, generators and
the other paraphernalia of our business.
If there is even aremote chance that
your children may be near this gear,
introduce them to the dangers involved
right now.
Teach by doing
As an accomplished father whose two
daughters survived my ineptitude, Ican
guarantee that children learn at least 10
magnitudes more from example than
from any stern warning.
Let children see that you are awake
and aware and that you work safely.
Always put on your safety glasses and
your gloves; lift with your legs and not
your back; describe to them what you are
doing and why. If your message is what
you do rather than what you dictate,
they'll take it as gospel.
Children are far more sensitive to their
environment and experiences than we can
imagine. Under stress, such as a parent
yelling to "teach them a lesson," young
children may not remember the lesson,
only the "thing," the machine, was bad.
Address such situations calmly, in
advance and in a fun environment. The
children will be more likely to retain and
understand. They will understand that a
device may be hazardous, but not intrinsically bad.
What do you do with the really curious
ones who want to explore your toolbox,
opening razor-blade knives, turning on
your cordless soldering iron and chasing
the cat with your can of freeze spray?

You give them their own toolbox!
Many tools are great, safe role-playing
toys. A first-time toolbox for a child
would be aplastic box about the size of a
lunch box. It has to have acarry handle
(so it's just like yours) and ahasp with a
small lock and key.
Keeping the key helps teach responsibility and allows what's inside to be the
child's own tools. "You stay out of my
toolbox and I'll stay out of yours" — the
way of big people.
Before you give your child this box,
make alabel of her name and put it on the

What do you do

nicate with precision.
As you work, explain what you are
doing in simple terms. Do this especially
if you are using one of the tools that they
also have.
Common sense
You, the mature one, will determine
which situations are appropriate for
learning and which demand your entire
attention or are dangerous. Obviously, the
latter should be performed without kids,
especially in the presence of attractive
moving machinery.

with kids who

want to explore your toolbox, open knives,
turn on your soldering iron and chase
the cat with your freeze spray?

box. Point out her name. It will reinforce
her sense of self and give her avisual reference of what her name looks like.
A good opening set of tools includes a
torpedo level, asmall flashlight, a measuring tape (plastic to avoid shock hazard), small gloves with leather palms, a
small note pad, pencil and children's safety glasses. The latter is not to allow your
child to work in an unsafe environment,
but to teach the habit of wearing them.
Give each new tool as a result of an
accomplishment — brushing his teeth
well, depositing his dirty clothes in the
hamper. He will feel he has earned the
tool and will value it.
Give a short demonstration and then
let the children discover. If the directions
in the box have pictures, let them look
these over and field questions thoroughly.
Don't worry if he shatters his level to see
if that's really glycerin water inside. It's
all part of alife lesson.
The abrupt lesson is that he broke it
and now he has to get along without it.
The next tools might be as a small
paintbrush for dusting or low- danger
tools. Parts can be agood idea for older
children. A 1/4- inch stainless steel bolt
with fender washer, flat washer, lock
washer and nut allows you to name the
pieces. This helps your child to commu-

Five Years Ago

ou
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Sold! To CD Radio for $83 million
and AMRC for $89 million!'
"No it didn't happen quite like that, but
e•-•ez,
after 26 rounds of bidding as part of an
FCC auction last month, Satellite CD
Radio and American Mobile Radio Corp.
did pay $ 83 million and $ 89 million,
respectively, for two 12.5 MHz slices of Sband spectrum at 2320-2345 MHz. This will
enable the companies to provide new satellite
digital radio services (DARS) to compete with existing terrestrial broadcasters. ...
"CD Radio hopes to roll out 30 channels of music and 20 of news by mid- 1999
... available on asubscription basis, ranging from $5to $ 10 per month."

'Read
Bt
tut u4t

"DARS Hits the Street — In aFew Years"
by Matt Spangler
May 14, 1997

At some point the child will shine her
flashlight into adark recess or help you
with some difficult task. She is becoming
sensitive to working with tools. Thank
her profusely.
You also will know at some point that
she has grown in ability to where she can

Consultants
Continued from page 14

tower, parasitics are only used to limit the signal in some directions to
protect other stations.
You can use the measured pattern
of your antenna to orient it to minimize the impact of pattern minima on
desired markets. You cannot legally
play with the mounting to cause the
pattern to be distorted. That is the
same as using parasitics and can result
in big trouble with the commission.
Topic: Comment on the use offull-scale
vs. reduced-scale pattern test ranges.
Dawson: All modeling, full scale or
reduced scale, must be performed by
experienced and knowledgeable engineers under controlled, reproducible
conditions.
When so performed, it is quite valid
within reasonable limits of acceptability. Not all antenna vendors are capable
of such efforts, however, and some
should be avoided.
Culver: There is only one remaining
broadcast antenna full-scale test range
that Iknow of, in Palmyra, Mo. You
can build and then test an FM antenna
at it but the cost of testing for aringstyle antenna of any size may exceed
the cost of the antenna. You would be
testing it for a pattern which you had
already investigated by scale- model
measurements.
Scale- model measurements are
quite good, just as good as full scale
within afraction of adB IF everything
is done right.
Scale pattern testing at about 450

have atool with some element of hazard,
such as a small hammer. Give her the
smallest one you can find, and some
materials that she can hammer to her
heart's content. Scrap wood and small
finishing nails are perfect.
Identify and set aplace for "hammering." Insist that he wear his safety glasses. Undoubtedly, he will wallop his fingers. Either he will get good at hitting the
nail on the head, or you will know that he
needs to see the optician.
You may think we're bending the twig
to shape the tree. But in reality we're
imparting skills to help our children succeed, or at least survive, in achallenging
world.
Also they will get aclearer picture of
what you do for aliving.
While working at a major television
station in the 1970s, Irode the train to
work. One day my wife MaryAnn and I
were stunned to discover that our threeyear-old daughter thought Iworked on
the train!
Take nothing for granted.
Finally, don't worry or lose heart if
your child grows disinterested in her
tools. Children play with things until they
get tired of aparticular toy or there is no
impetus.
The "work-safe" attitude that you will
have instilled will remain.
The author writes about the
National Electrical Code in Radio
World. His daughters — Carolyn, a
sergeant in the Air Force, and
Christina, a student at the Yale
Medical School of Public Health —
still have their original toolboxes.

•

percent of operating frequency is
quite common and everyone has had
enough practice to get it right by
now. If anyone is still having problems doing it right, it is because they
have not learned from several
decades of experience or they don't
care.
At scale frequencies, everything is
smaller by the scale, but all errors in
making the model are multiplied by
the scale. The range can be smaller
because the antenna under test is
smaller.
To some extent, reflections can be
dealt with easier because only a few
hundreds of square feet of absorption
material are needed to cover a reflection area that may be most of an acre
in afull-scale range, etc.
It just has to be done right. If the
need is critical, make sure you know
what the manufacturer will be doing
and that he knows how to do it right.
Take him up on that invitation to visit
the range and witness the final measurements for your approval. If he does
not offer it, ask for it. Even if you
eventually cannot go, have someone
there to see what is done.
Markley: We really don't see much
difference between full-scale and
reduced- scale pattern test ranges.
However, we still prefer full-scale, if
available.
This may be an unjustified fear, but
we feel that there is less opportunity
for error in the full-size range.
Richard Fry is a retired FM applications engineer with almost 35 years of
service with major U.S. broadcast
transmitter and antenna manufacturers.
Reach
him
via
e-mail
to
rfry@adams.net.
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NRB Boosts
Many Radio Choices in Augusta
Christian
Augusta, Ga.
Broadcasting
MARKET WATCH

by Damon Cline

Augusta, Ga. is defined as amid-sized
radio market. But for one week of the year,
the city's broadcasters act as if the whole
world is listening. And in away, it is.
The rich, famous and influential from
around the globe descend on Georgia's
second-largest city every April to attend
the exclusive Masters Tournament at the
storied Augusta National Golf Club.

Big three
The city's major stations — the majority
of which are controlled by Beasley
Broadcasting Group Inc., Clear Channel
Communications Inc. and Radio One Inc.
— engage in aflurry of promotional events
and demand the utmost precision from
their talent and technicians.
"The bar is raised that one week out of
the year," said Kent Dunn, co-general manager of the market for Beasley.
"Masters is the one week of the year the
world is looking at Augusta:' Dunn said.
"We try to step up to the plater
Beasley edged out Clear Channel as the
market's No. 1cluster in revenue when it
bought GHB Broadcasting Inc.'s two
Augusta stations, adult contemporary
WSLT(FM) and country powerhouse
WIOCC(FM), near the end of 2000 for $ 12

l
I

Market Rank: 116

Revenue Growth:

Market Revenue Rank: 118

'95 - ' 00: 7.7%

'00 - '05: 5.5% (est.)
Number of FMs: 23
Numbec of

:

1

National Revenue: 15%
Estimated Revenue:
(in $ 0004

zoo()

1997: 15,000

S' r Capita Income: $ 14,228

Population: 461,400

1998: 15,100

Median Income: $ 31,934

1999: 16,200

Average Household

2000: 17,700

Income: $ 38,754

When the National Religious
Broadcasters' association convenes in
Nashville, Tenn., for its annual convention
and exposition Feb. 16-19, thousands of
attendees will consider new technology
and choice of media, music licensing fees
and how to grow and retain aChristian
media audience.

2001: 18,000
2002: 19,400

BIA inrrerial
netw

Background: The Augusta Riverwalk

Street studio to tourists.
Station Manager Stacy Brown, the
singer's daughter-in-law, said some lucky
visitors might even catch the godfather
hanging around the offices of his community-oriented station.
"At the very least they will be able to
get aJames Brown CD or say hello to people on the air," Brown said.

The VVCHZ(FM) Staff — Top, from Left: Greg McLaughlin, Rob Hamilton; Bottom:
Jacob Green, Jason Barron, Scott McGlasson, Brian Beasley and Kent Dunn
million, according to BIA Financial
Network.
WKXC is tops both in 12-plus, Monday
to Sunday, 6a.m. to midnight listeners, as
well as overall revenue.
The two stations sold $2.6 million in
2000, according to BlAfn.
This year, one independent Augusta
radio station plans to use its celebrity ownership to lure Masters Tournament visitors
away from the course to downtown.
That station, soul classics WAAW(FM),
owned by Augusta's own "godfather of
soul," James Brown, will open its Broad

Local Revenue: 85 0k)

by Michael Hedrick

During the other 51 weeks of the year,
Augusta's radio market, which Arbitron
ranks No. 116 based on population, is not
unlike many medium-sized markets.
However, compared to similar- sized
cities and even some major metro areas,
Augusta's radio dial is chock full of signals. The market has nearly three dozen
licensed stations.
Augusta's distance from the next closest
radio markets — Atlanta ( 140 miles) and
Columbia, S.C. (80 miles) — made it the
logical spot in east central Georgia to
locate stations once the government

relaxed licensing regulations.
Plus, the market was ahaven for independent station owners before industry
consolidation swept through the Augusta
market, which was extended into Aiken.
S.C., during the late 1990s.
"Augusta was one of the last vestiges of
the mom and pop," said Tim McFalls, general manager of Clear Channel
Communications' Augusta cluster.
"At one point there were more stations
servicing Augusta than were servicing
Atlanta," McFalls said.
There is still asmattering of independent stations in the market. Aside from
Georgia and South Carolina public radio
stations, these are religious/gospel formats
that account for less than 5percent of the
area's $ 17.7 million radio revenue, according to BIAfn.
Hall of fame
IIle Lay ' sbroadcast history is as rich as
its dial is crowded.
WRDW(AM) went on the air as
Augusta's first radio station in 1930. The
station still exists as anews/talk/sports format in the Beasley cluster.
The golden years of Augusta radio were
defined by people such as the late J.B.
Fuqua, who helped launch WGAC(AM) at
age 21 in 1941 and later created Augusta's
first TV station, WJBF, as well as its first
cable TV system.
The informal hall of fame includes
George Fisher, a40-year broadcaster and
station owner, whose last years on the air
during the early 1990s were spent as host
of WGAC's morning show.
And no discussion of Augusta radio history would be complete without mentioning George Weiss, the legendary entrepreneur and newsman who, in 1946, founded
WBBQ(AM), aseminal Augusta station
that ruled the market's airwaves until the
late 1980s.
See AUGUSTA page 26

ADVANCING CHRISTIAN
COMMUNICATIONS

The NRB expects more than 5,000 people representing 1,300- plus Christian
media groups and roughly 240 exhibitors
to take part in afour-day show that will
highlight training, new products and new
technology for Christian broadcasters.
The show will open with the inauguration of the organization's new president,
Wayne Pederson.
Following the death of Dr. Brandt
Gustayson last May, Pederson has served
as acting president. He will be sworn in as
president on the show's Saturday morning.
Gustayson's long service to the Christian
broadcast industry will be commemorated
during the ceremony.
Facing challenges
Pederson said Christian stations confront some of the same challenges that
secular broadcasters do, from the financial
concerns of apublicly traded company
like Salem Communications to new technologies that threaten to diminish
Christian broadcasters' audience or are
expensive to use.
"Our broadcasters are seeing competition from the Internet and direct satellite.
One of the major problems for many
members right now is streaming audio,"
Pederson said.
"The licensing fees that are being discussed are amajor concern to broadcasters
who are doing alot of streaming."
See NRB- SHOW, page 32
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Augusta
Continued from page 25

Its programming, which was simulcast
on WBBQ(FM) beginning in the mid1950s, evolved from variety to top 40 in
the early 1960s, making it a mainstream
favorite.
But it was the 100,000-W station's
mobile news team, led by Weiss, that made
it the station for radio news and information. " We were doing something the
experts said couldn't be done," said former
WBBQ General Manager Birnie Florie,
who worked under Weiss for 34 years.
BBQ Car 1
"We were selling our time at apremium
playing top 40 and it was because of our
local news," Florie said.
Weiss, aChicago native, picked the call
letters by combining the letters of his
hometown's AM stations: WBBM and
WMAQ. Even after taking full ownership
of the stations, Weiss was content to let his

The stations were sold to Cumulus
Media for $ 14 million that same year. In
201)0, Clear Channel acquired the stations
as well as Cumulus' other Augusta holdings — WEKL(FM), WGUS(AM),
WKSP(FM) and WPRW(FM), as part of a
$55 million swap involving 45 stations in
eight markets.
Under Cumulus, WBBQ(AM) was converted to aRadio Disney affiliate and then
to an ESPN Radio affiliate, a format that
Clear Channel maintains.
As for WBBQ(FM), Cumulus shocked
many in the market by quickly dropping
the station's storied news operation as part
of its streamlining plan. WBBQ(FM) today
is astraight adult contemporary that goes
head-to-head with Beasley's WSLT(FM)
—"Lite 98."
WBBQ(FM), "BBQ" as it's known in
Augusta, is not the top-rated station it once
was — six other stations in the market
scored higher than the 5.3 BBQ earned in
the 12-plus, Monday through Sunday, 6
a.m. to midnight category in Arbitron's
spring 2001 book.
But BBQ's reputation still allows it to

Cher and Fattz, named Augusta's favorite radio personalities in
an Augusta Chronicle survey last year, celebrate at their coronation.

Dunn also beefed up the station's
Internet sites, something the market's other
radio clusters have been slow to do.
"It just made alot of sense," Dunn said
about incorporating mobile news into the
mix. "Our focus is to be in touch with
what's going on in the metro area. Our
niche is localism."
Just minutes from Dunn's office, across
the Savannah River and into South
Carolina, sits the cash cow of Beasley's
Augusta cluster: WKXC. It is the market's
Nb. 1in overall 12-plus listeners, according to the spring 2001 Arbitrim ratings, as
well as the No. 1in 25-54.
It also generates more annual revente

than any other Augusta station, $2.3 million according to the latest estimates by
Duncan's Radio Market Guide and BlAfn.
And the country station, now in its 13th
year, has been without competition since
the demise of former Cumulus station
WUUS(FM), " US 107," which was
changed in 1999 to the urban-formatted
WPRW(FM) "Power 107."
Clear Channel designed the new
WPRW to go head-to-head with the market's top urban station, WFXA(FM)
"Foxie 103." Radio One Inc. owns WFXA.
"Since putting ' Kicks' (WKXC) on the
air, we have not had any other country
See AUGUSTA, page 27

Augusta, Ga.
Commercial Radio
Market Overview
Harley Drew at a Recent WGAC(AM) Event
managers run the business while he covered news and events from the city's most
famous news vehicle, "BBQ Car I."
"If something happened in the middle
of the night, he would just go," Florie said.
Before Weiss died of cancer in 1997, 50
years after putting WBBQ(AM) on the air,
he donated the BBQ stations and his
WZNY(FM) to Augusta's Medical College
of Georgia, where he had sought treatments.

command apremium for its airtime — its
the No. 2revenue station behind Beasley's
country-formatted WKXC(FM).
The former BBQ news department was
eventually picked up by Beasley's
news/talk station, WGAC(AM). Dunn has
positioned the station as the market's premiere source of local radio news with
homegrown talent such as Harley Drew
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WKXC(FM)

Beasley Broadcast Group

Country

2300

10.5

WFXA(FM)

Radio One Inc.

Urban

1,400

9.6

WZNY(FM)
1VPRW(FM)

Clear Channel Comm.

CHR

1,725

9.4

Clear Channel COMM.

Urban/CHR
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6.9
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Clear Channel Comm.

Clsc Rock •
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6.2

WSLT(FM)

Beasley Broadcast Group
Clear Channel Comm.

Soft AC':
AC

300
1,900
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WKSP(FM)

Clear Channel Comm.
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5.0

WGC111(FM)

Beasley Broadcast Group
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725

WGAC(AM)
WAKB(FM)

Beasley Broadcast Group

News/Talk

1,700

4.6
4.4

Radio One Inc.
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4.1
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Beasley Broadcast Group

650
350
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Radio One Inc.
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Edgelleid Saluda Radio Co. Inc.

Oldies

700
100

0.9

WTHO(FM)

Camellia City Comm

Country

75

0.5

WJES(FM)

Edgefield Saluda Radio Co. Inc.

Oldies

WKIM(AM)

Kimchris Broadcasting

Talk/Gospl

200

0.4

WRDW(AM)

Beasley Broadcast Group

Sports

100

0.4

WAEJ(FM)

Radio One Inc.

CHR

50

0.4

WAEG(FM)

Radio One Inc.

CHR

100

0.2

WBBQ(AM)
WGUS(AM)

Clear Channel Comm.

Sports

Clear Channel Comm.

News

Call Simone For Details

WFAM(AM)

Wilkins Comm. Network Inc.

Chrst/Talk

WJES(AM)
WTW4(AM)

Edgefield Saluda Radio Co. Inc.
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1-703-998-7600 ext. 154

Camellia City Comm.

AC

O

o
o
O
o
o

WRFN(FM)

Beasley Broadcast Group

Sports

O

O

WTEL(AM)

Beasley Broadcast Group

Sports

WACG(FM)

GA PubTeleComm. Commission

Variety

WAFJ1FM)

Radio Training Network Inc.

ChrsContemp

0

WI.JK(FM)

SC Ed TV Commission

Educational

o
o
o

WLPE(FM)

Augusta Radio Fellowship Institute Gospel
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Forrest Boyd, Gentle but Daunting
The late Forrest Boyd founded the
International Media Service in Washington
in 1976 after working as White House correspondent for the Mutual Broadcasting
Network during the Johnson, Nixon and
Ford administrations.
He continued to work at IMS as aradio
newscaster and commentator until he suffered a heart attack at the end of
December 2001. It was a radio news service for Christian radio stations. Clients
included Moody Broadcasting Network,
Skylight Radio Network and Family Radio.
Writer Bill Clough got his start as a
radio newscaster with Forrest Boyd.
Clough is news and operations director at
South Texas Public Broadcasting Systems
in Corpus Christi, Texas.
He wrote the following appreciation
when he heard that his mentor had died of
aheart attack Jan. 5in Baltimore.

Augusta
Continued from page 26

station come in the market and get more than a2 or 3
share," said Coni Sansom, a24-year Augusta radio veteran
and general manager of WKXC and WSLT.
The station's popular morning team of Chuck and
Debbie Johnson, ahusband-wife duo, recently moved to
the Birmingham, Ala., market to take the morning reins at
WZZK(FM).
Head hunt
Operations Manager T. Gentry said the station is conducting anationwide search to replace the team.
"In order to keep us No. 1, we're going to have to find
the best people for the job," he said.
Meanwhile, Kicks' midday personality "General" Zack
Taylor is filling in for the Johnsons.
Purchasing WKXC from GHB Broadcasting in
November 2000 was a major move for Beasley, which
put the country station on the air with a49-percent ownership stake.
Adding the powerhouse to its Augusta holdings allowed
it to keep up with Clear Channel's diverse station mix.
Together, Beasley and Clear Channel control about 80 percent of the market's radio advertising according to
Duncan's.
"If we hadn't bought the (G1113) stations, we probably
would have sold our stations to (GHB)," CEO George
Beasley said. "One of the two clearly had to go to be competitive with the fine group of Clear Channerstations."
Beasley's radio interests in Augusta go back to the
1970s, but his personal history with the city goes back
much further. He was stationed at Augusta's Army base,
Fort Gordon, during the early 1950s. It was during that
time that he met his future wife, Shirley Ann.
Clear Channel, on the other hand, is arelative newcomer
to Augusta. Still, the cluster it .acquired front Cumulus in
2000 is perhaps the market's most well-rounded.
It is also the cluster with the highest listening share, if
barely. BlAfn lists Clear Channel's share of the market at
32.8, compared to Beasley's 32.2 and Radio One's 15.7.
Aside from WBBQ(AM-FM) and WZNY, Clear
Channel has urban station WPRW, R&B station WKSP
and classic rocker WEICL. The seven Clear Channel stations earned $7.1 million in 2000, according to BIAfn.
"Beasley's doing agood job right now," McFalls said.
"Now that they have Kicks, they are competing with us on
arevenue basis. Without Kicks, they were coming in No.2
in the marketplace."
McFalls said his cluster's ejection from the top spot will
not cause aradio war, as Augusta historically has been a
genteel market.
"The competition is healthy and there's no real animosity. There's no call for it in this market," said Cliff
Bennett, DJ and program director for WEKL, which,
according to Arbitron, has become the No. 1station

Forresr Boyd a the WhIe House
among adults 25-54 Monday through Friday, 6to 10 a.m.,
by carrying the syndicated John Boy and Billy Big Show
out of Charlotte, N.C.
Augusta's relatively staid radio market was jostled only
during the three-year period Cumulus was in town. The
company's managers shook things up with an aggressive
marketing campaign that culminated with hiring away the
top urban station WFXA(FM)'s morning team, Cher Best
and Minnesota Fattz and half its ad staff to work for its
newly created WRPW(FM) — "Power 107."

James Brown's R&B/Oldies Station, WAAW(FM)
WFXA(FM) saw its 12-plus morning share dip from
10.8 in the spring 1999 book to 5.8 in spring 2000.
Foxie's new owner, Radio One, has recaptured most of
the listeners by filling the Cher and Fattz void with the
nationally syndicated Doug Banks show out of Dallas.
"Now that the dust has settled, we're trying to rebuild
these stations:' said Dennis Jackson. manager of the Radio
One Augusta cluster, adding that the spring 2001 book
showed Foxie had moved up to a9.6 share of 12-pkis
morning listeners.
Augusta is aslow-growing market and broadcasters say
that must change in order to keep its radio market from
stagnating.

World 27

Forrest Boyd was one of the few
Christian journalists who had the respect
of the secular broadcast field, simply
because he had been the chief White
House correspondent for Mutual for a
dozen years before he started the IMS
Radio Network — a news network for
Christian stations.
Imet him in Washington in the winter
of 1989, when Ibegan to work as aproducer for his IMS Radio Network — a
legitimate news network for Christian
radio stations.
Of Forrest's many talents was the ability
to gently intimidate. When Iarrived at
IMS, my radio experience was measured
in months compared to his many years at
the top of the field.
After afew weeks, Forrest and his main
employee, Carl Ramsey, started pressuring
me to learn how to anchor. It meant working six days aweek, but it also meant more
money — always arare commodity.
"It's easy," Forrest assured me, with that
typical glint in his eye. "Nothing to it."
See BOYD, page 30

The city was among the Southeast's slowest-growing
markets during the last decade because of post-Cold War
layoffs at its largest employer, the Savannah River Site, a
U.S. Department of Energy installation that helped produce weapons-grade nuclear material.
The market's second- and third-largest employers, Fort
Gordon and the Medical College of Georgia, are zerogrowth industries compared to the information technology
boom that fueled Atlanta and other southeastern markets
during the 1990s.
Perhaps the radio executive most challenged by
Augusta's moderate growth is Jackson, the Radio One
executive who has spent time in the Detroit and Atlanta
markets.
He was transferred from Greenville, S.C., to Augusta
in March 2001 to replace retiring Bill Jaeger, who had
managed the cluster under previous owner Davis
Broadcasting Co.
In addition to the three urban stations in Jackson's cluster, four others vie for the market's 32-percent black population.
"There's seven stations going for the African-American
market, but most advertisers only want to buy one or two:'
Jackson said.
That's why shortly after arriving, he changed the format
of WAEG(FM) and simulcast partner WAEJ(FM) from
urban contemporary to ahit music format, "The Beat," to
compete with Clear Channel's established WZNY, "Y
105," which had free reign over the city's top 40 segment
More than urban
That move may not yield major results, Jackson said,
but he said it has helped clarify the urban radio segment,
allowing him to position his Foxie 103 and urban contemporary station.WAKB(FM) "Magic 96.9" as the top urban
stations in both the 18-49 and 25-54 demographics
(Monday through Sunday, 6a.m. to midnight).
As for the ratings loss suffered by the stations during
the past two years, Jackson said he believes those will be
regained through his emphasis on tight programming.
"We have acleaner sound and are much more musicdriven," Jackson said. "We hope to see some sort of
impact in the next book."
Arbitron's Fall 2001 book for Augusta was to be
released this month.
Beasley's Dunn and Sansom said that what Augusta
lacks in growth, it makes up for in stability. Their goal is
to preserve their cluster's dominance in the news, oldies
and country music formats.
McFalls said his primary strategy to gain revenue in the
city's moderate growth climate will not be through cutthroat competition, but through creative sales.
"Clients want to buy great ideas:' he said. "This market
has moved away from the package-of-the-week type selling ... you can't rob Peter to pay Paul."
Damon Cline is business editor at the Augusta
Chronicle.
Reach him at ( 706) 823-3486 or via e-mail to
dcline@augustachronicle.com.
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Rack em' up people.This heavy-duty 2- space rack shelf is
perfect for racking gear without rack ears. Fits equipment up

12-space rack

to 17-3/8" wide. Save even more money with our 4pack!

16-space rack

Affordable Desktop Racks

U2

2- space utility shelf

List $ 55.75

U2

02 shelf 4- pack

List 5223.00

Our most popular racks now marked down even
included alien key. Racks are constructed of 5/8" thick, high density particle board covered with black laminate. Snap- on
screw caps are indude,c. 15 7'8" deep.
12- spa.-e ( 21") equip. rack

List $ 14.8.0C

RK16

16- spa. e ( 281 equip. rack

List S156-50

exc usively frcrn ESW ,
1- space blank rack panel

..) NLY $ 49.0t)

(
10- pack)

Ea.

uct ye pastic faders and mcnitor pots; Exterumentation. Urrension 3: 21 W x17D x6.8 H.
7
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line seec ,-.or free frcm BSW withycur

EVT1

1- space vent panel

EVT2

2- space vent panel

ONLY $ 7.00
ONLY $ 10.00

ea
ea.

Keep those pesky fingers off your gear. Each security

ONLY $69.0C

(
10- pack)

allow visual indication of metering etc.
1space security cover ( 1-3)4")

all the ,ecessey features of afull-sizec cr:onfigurations come with 2mic input rodiuls, m ster out-2.u: ant control -oom mod:far canstructior; progra -n, audition and cue
saker; studio talkIDE:ck -

ONLY $ 79.00

cover is 1" deep to allow for protruding knobs. Small holes

2-space blank rack pared
e

HW500
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Ventilate your racks with these vent panels.

money. Save ever mose in er economical 10 pack,

ONLY

attached washers.
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4
/
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Vent and Security Covers

Fill the gaol. in your r
acic with these economical blank
panels. You'll be looking sharp while saving apile of

ea.

by the bucket. Includes 500 screws and
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Blank Rack Panels

E82

You can never have enough, so buy em'

ONLY $89.00
ONLY $96.00 -0
e—

ONLY

ea.

Rack Screws and
Washers

more! They ship flat and assemble quickly with the

RK12

ONLY $ 24.00
ONLY $ 89.00

List 527.75

3NLY $ 16.0G

S-2

2- space

ea.

security cover (3-1/2")

List $ 31.00

Middle Atlantk Products, Inc.

UNBELIEVABLE

Deals on 5Packs!

s A L
5

for

1

$
$ 99 °°

BEHRINGER
You'll be pleasantly
.surprised at the first rate
sound from these very well
built, very inexpensive mics!

5A
5

Includes ahard case for each,
and an on/off switch. An
L

for $ 49"

PROCO
Great low cot heade one; for
studio or remos.Ligh -weiglit.
with afull encic sure design
TD6OPKG ( pack of SP
ONLY $ 89.00

34 or www.bswusa.com

Quality low- loss 25 mic cables at
agreat pr ce. Complete your new
mic package with this 5pack!
M2SPKG ( pack of 5)
ONLY $ 49.00

unbelievable deal!
You can also purchase
multi- colored windscreen
5- packs for only $ 24.00!
XM2000SPKG ( pack of 5)
ONLY $ 99.00
WS912 WINDSCREEN

These durable mic
stands also include a -nic
adaptor and cable clips.
An incredible baren
exclusively from BSW

(pack of 5)

M5200PKG (
pack of 5
mic stands)

ONLY $ 24.00

ONLY $ 89.0C
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Boyd

Ishould do this one?"
Ireluctantly agreed that if we were
going to have anewscast at : 55, he had
better do it.
Forrest suddenly came alive, put a
Continued from page 27
Forrest elected to train me on a piece of paper in the typewriter and
Bdrurn it
p!
Saturday.
He finished with five minutes to spare.
No computers or word processors
As Isaid, he had the power to intimithen; just an IBM Selectric and lots of
date.
paper.
"Let me ask you this," he said, after he
The IMS newscasts were at .: 55, so I
anchored the newscast and we took in the
started typing at the top of the hour.
UPI feed. "Can you type aone-minute
newscast?"
The toughest five minutes
"Sure," Isaid.
Forrest sat by, watching me trying to
"Well, do it. And then, type another
write afive-minute newscast.
minute. And then another minute."
At : 15 past the hour, he seemed to be
Ithink that's when Idiscovered the
dozing. Iwasn't past the first minute.
irrefutable value of the UPI wraps
At : 30 he seemed to be sleeping. Ihadbetween 45 and 50 seconds and long
n't finished the second minute.
sound bites — anything to keep me from
At :40 past the hour, he asked, "Think

Although Iwas in the dark, things
went pretty well; even the weekend UPI
feeds had plenty of material.
But after the sixth newscast on my
debut solo Saturday, Iwas ready for a
nap. Carl had not shown up yet, so I
stayed around to take in the UPI feed at
Beware the twinkle
Forrest decided Iwas ready to try a 10 minutes past the hour. Secure in the
knowledge that Carl be here at any
Saturday alone.
moment, Ifell asleep.
"But," he said with that same glint in
When Iwoke up it was : 35 past the
his eye, "I'm going to make it easy for
hour. No Carl.
you. You're only going to have to do six
Ilearned how to anchor in the next 20
newscasts instead of eight. I'm going to
minutes.
ask Carl to come in and do the last two?'
We all laughed about it on Monday.
Ishould explain that, at that time, I
Forrest never did admit whether he
was anight person.
intentionally failed to tell Carl that he
Even today, early mornings and Ihave
would have to do the final two newscasts
only ashaky truce — sort of like the amithat Saturday.
cable conditions along the India-Pakistan
In the ensuing years, Iworked for two
border. The sun wasn't even up by the
other networks, even made it to the
first newscast.
White House with UPI. But when I
anchored, there never was anewscast —
just before walking ifito the .booth to
rehearse — that Ididn't think about
those frantic 20 minutes or that peculiar
glint in Forrest's eye.
Isee it now.

having to type so much.
Finally, Iwas pretty much up to speed
— although the last five minutes before
airtime often was acontest between timing and mayhem.

— Bill Clough
STATION

SERVICES

WW1 to Syndicate
'Focus on Racing
Radio' Program
On the heels of atelevision ratings
explosion for motor sports and
National Association of Stock Car
Auto Racing, Westwood One will
offer " Focus on Racing Radio,"
beginning Feb. 15.
ESPN personality Bob Varsha and
race champion Billy Edwards are cohosts of "Focus on Racing Radio."
Varsha will broadcast from racing
venues throughout the year, while
Edwards will provide color commentary from his home base in Detroit.
"Focus on Racing Radio" will be
delivered via satellite service.

It's ano-brainer. When it comes to investing your
NAB on-site ad dollars, there's only one answer:
The Official NAB2002 Daily News. Published twice daily, with
exclusive distribution at NAB-designated hotels and both
convention centers, it's your best bet for immediate impact.

FOCUS ati
MING
RADIO

The NAB Daily News Exhibitor Update, a
magazine- size newsletter featuring bonus exhibit
and product coverage.
The Exhibitor Update will be delivered in the
Monday AM edition.
To reserve space. contact Michele Inderrieden at
301-870-9840: email minderrieden©imaspuh.com or
Tina Tharp at 773-412-2495; emit uhareimaspub.com.

2002
yet 14, Zee>

OFFICIAL NAB

Published Monday, " Iuesda) and \4ednesda). ‘
4,1111 di>tribution at

Published Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday

NAB-designated hotel

will be

afternoons. the PM edition is the source for up-

distributed by hand and in the racks at the Las Vegas

to-the-minute news, making it amust- read "hot

Con% ention Center and the Sands Expo Center. Every AM

sheet" for the show. The afternoon edition will

rooms, all AM editions

cilition includes an exhibit map. the latest news, product

be distributed at both the Las Vegas Convention

coverage. exhibitor listings, session schedules and more.

Center and the Sands Expo Center.

Reach the crowd that reaches for the only official on-site newsn

According to published reports,
NASCAR television ratings grew last
season 38 percent overall — 71 percent among males 18-24 and 128
percent for females 18-24. Popular
TV programs like " Friends" and
"Ally McBeal" have featured
NASCAR drivers in their shows in
the past year.
"This was the first time that
NASCAR was treated like anational
franchise. The broadcast partners
embraced it, enhanced it and took it
to the next level," stated Paul
Brooks, NASCAR vice president of
broadcasting.
For more information contact Fred
Bennett at WWI in New York at (212)
641-2038.

Our Secret is Behind the Scenes!
PRODUCTION

MASTER
CONTROL

Integrated platform concept
f
ze• Fiber optic networking
gt. Any audio source, anywhere

KLOTZ DIGITAL's unique VADIS Platform provides the
perfect solution for facilities searching for the ultimate
in digital audio integration. From single studio buildouts to new mega- facility operations, KLOTZ DIGITAL
provides a cost effective and -ime saving option to
t
-aditional analog ana digital facility installations.
Our secret is behind the scenes. Fiber optic based,
tne VADIS Platform integrates all audio functions,
combining operator tasks reducing the need for

traditional wiring, and paving the way for effortless
future expansion. And, the elimination of a central
router means distribution of " any audio source anywhere at any time!"
Compare The costs for yourself. When it comes to
savings, quality and performance...nobody ever
comes close. That's why the most sophisticated
and technologically advanced facilities throughout the world choose KLOTZ DIGITAL.

KLOTZ DIGITAL GERMANY

Phone:+49-89-45672-300

KLOTZ DIGITAL

KLOTZ DIGITAL FRANCE

Phone:+33-1-48874681

5875 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
Bldg. 340

KLOTZ DIGITAL ASIA

Phone:+60-3-5193233

KLOTZ DIGITAL AUSTRALIA

Phone:+61-2-95186795

Norcross, Georgia 30092
Phone: +1-678-966-9900
www.klotzdigital.com

DIGITAL
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NRB Show
Continued from page 25

Pederson said some NRB broadcasters
depend on audio streaming as part of what
they do.
"If license fees are onerous, that
could be a problem," he said, in reference to the pending U.S. Copyright
Office decision on rates that radio
broadcasters will pay to stream music
online.
Still, Christian broadcasting is
enjoying a renaissance, according to
Pederson.
"This is a heyday for Christian
broadcasters," he said. " We enjoy a
tremendous amount of freedom and
success. Christian broadcasting and its

audiences seem to be growing.
"Especially after Sept. II, there has
been a big increase in listenership,
mostly because more people are looking for hope and perspective."
Continuing connections forged with
government officials in Washington
and the members of the National
Association of Broadcasters is particularly important.
Tranquil

The NRB isn't facing " hot button"
issues at present, according to
Pederson, so the association plans to
continue to build strong relationships
for future challenges.
"We also now enjoy anew degree of
credibility we've achieved with the
FCC, Congress, the White House and
the general public. In the past we've

felt some doubts about
support from the government, but we don't
perceive this as a
threat now."
Unlike some conventions that suffered
from a decline in
attendance and sponsorships because of
the terrorist attacks
and the downturn in
the economy, the NRB
expects attendance at
this year's convention
to be about the same
as last year's.
"We're
building
upon last year's convention," said David
Keith, vice president

The NRB wi have an expanded hall space for this
year's 240 exhibitors, slightly more than last year.

‘.
Imp Go to www.monbne.

Enter to win one of 26 great prizes in Radio W
reader appreciation contest giveaway!

'e' to participate in our fi
Readers' Choice Awards. V
for the radio products that wore- well for you. The results wale"'
be announced in April elle
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Dear Radio World Reader: Last year, many of the
Boot Camps

greatest names in our industry teamed up with Radio
World for ayear- long sweepstakes extravaganza that
resulted in almost $ 50,000 in prizes given away. Due to
the overwhelming response from you, we've decided to do it all again

S
r
ti

in 2002 as away of showing our appreciation to our loyal readers.
e

ePeektial

Throughout
Prizes and winners
2002, Radio
will be
World
announced
will conduct
in every
26 random
issue ofdrawings.
Radio World.

That's 26 chances to w
To enter the contest you need to complete these three easy steps:

O Go to

our Web site: www.rwonline.com

O Click the Readers' Choice icon on our home page.
O Follow the

instructions and fill out the electronic entry form — that's it, you're done!

This is your chance to participate in our Readers' Choice program and win great prizes
from these fine Radio World supporters:
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of conventions at the NRB, referring in
part to Christian broadcaster's growing
use of the Internet.
"We're expanding our emphasis on
various media. Larger churches and
denominations are becoming more
media- savvy and there's a growing
need to train these people in use of the
various media resources. We find that
many of them become tomorrow's
broadcasters," Keith said.

FE

IC4ra 1,,
HENRY
ENGINEERING

Lighthouse
Digital

S.C.M.S.

SONIFEX

YAMAHA

Contest Rules .To enter the drawing, simply register online at www.rwonline com/sweeps 26 drawings will be held throughout the year. Contest registration
expires Dec. 4. 2002. Final contest prize announcement on Jan. 1. 2003 One prize per winner. All contestants MUST reside in the United States anc have avalid
mailing address. Winners should receive prizes within 30 days of notification; however, actual delivery time may vary and is not guaranteed by IMAS Publishing.
Federal, state and local tax laws may apply to prizes and are the sole responsibility of the winner . Employees and affiliates of IMAS Publishing are not eligible.

A major training effort at the NRB
Conference will be the Saturday " Boot
Camp" sessions — intense daylong
training workshops.
Radio broadcasters attracted to the
Internet will be interested in the
"Internet — Is Your Web Site
Accomplishing What You Need?" This
Boot Camp begins at 8a.m. Saturday.
Included will be a workshop titled
"Web- Enhancing Your Radio Station."
Rick Killingsworth, president of
OnePlace.com, a Christian- audio
streamer, will moderate.
On the Internet frontier, the NRB has
seen continued growth of the new technology, but Keith said some ministry
groups have been hurt by the decline in
stability in the dot-com world.
"There's been an adjustment of
expectations in regards to the use of
the Internet, while at the same time
there is excitement over the pool of listenership and its impact upon stations
in traditionally smaller markets."
Although the NRB hasn't scheduled
a Boot Camp just for radio, there are
many sessions for radio personnel.
Among other topics, sessions will cover generating business, creative radio
programming, how to reach more people in the community and a survey of
digital radio.
"The Place for News in Christian
Broadcasting" Boot Camp is co- sponsored by the NRB Radio Committee.
Radio news issues to be covered
include "Getting Started: The Basics of
Christian Radio News," "The Issues of
Christian Radio News and How To
Cover Them," " Tools for Christian
Radio News, Technology and the
Internet". and " Integrating News and
Ministry." Gordon Govier, news director, WNWC(AM-FM) in Madison,
Wis., will moderate.
Christian radio broadcasters looking
for inspiration at the local level will
find the " Experiencing God: Joining
God in His Work in Your Local
Community" session on Tuesday afternoon of interest.
See NRB SHOW, page 33 b.
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NRB Show
Continued from page 32

need to expand for use by all OUI members. I've received terrific responses
from people who've used the venue to
find new jobs and/or new employees."
At the end of the show on Monday

Ron Harris, the general manager of
KCBI(FM) in Dallas, NRB's Radio
Station of the Year, will lead a panel
featuring Dr. Henry Blackaby, author
of " Experiencing God."
"Ultimately, one of the greatest
things that can happen on Christian
radio has to do with the individual listener and its effect on their heart," said
Harris. "We're going to hear from people in radio about how God has worked
through their broadcast ministries to
change people's lives.
Work with God
"Dr. Blackaby will help flesh this
out and show how people can work
with God. Ithink this session will help
people to understand the power of radio
as atool and its impact on society."
Besides the sessions and the exposition floor is a job fair, which has
expanded this year.
"It started out as a service for the
student arm of the NRB," said Keith,
"but has seen growing interest and a
STATION

SERVICES

Christian
Musicians'
Contest Pays
Embassy Music will award more
than $ 50,000 in prizes to winners
of its eighth annual " Ultimate
Talent Search and Seminar" when
champions are announced in
Nashville, Tenn., April 5and 6. The
grand-prize songwriter will receive
a $500 cash prize as well as a single- song contract for the grandprize song. The top performer or
group will receive arecording contract for a single to be distributed
to Christian radio stations.

EMBASSY
MUSIC
Embassy Music is a Christian
music publisher and producer based
in Nashville.
Finalists will be chosen from
submissions delivered to the company by Feb. 8. The company will
present the talent search finalists to
a panel of Christian music recording industry leaders at the
"Ultimate Talent Search and
Seminars" in Nashville April 5and 6.
The seminar sessions will
include " Vocal
Coaching,"
"Songwriter and Artist Demo
Critique," a " Music Industry
Panel," "The Power if Praise and
Worship" and "A Publisher's
Perspective."
For more information, contact
Embassy Music in Tennessee at
(615) 345-2500 or visit the Web site
www.embassymusic.com and click
on " Talent Search."

Wayne Pederson will be inducted
as the NRB's new president.
is the NRB awards ceremony for the
best in broadcasting.
In addition to the Radio Station of
the Year, KCBI(FM), the association
will recognize " Joni & Friends" as
Radio Program of the Year and "Jay
Sekulow Live" as Talk Show of the
Year.
"We're thrilled to receive the
award," said Harris. " It's always
encouraging to know that your peers
and those looking from the outside are
acknowledging the level of excellence
in serving God."
According to Pederson, 1,800 stations, mostly FM, carry Christian messages in the United States. Five hundred
are
praise,
worship
or
inspirational stations, with around 200
talk and news stations.
Eight hundred radio stations cover
music formats from contemporary hit
radio to gospel.
While Christian talk radio enjoys

success with personalities like Janet
Parshall of "Janet Parshall's America"
and Jay Seklow's show, the booming
business in Christian radio is in music.
According to BIA Financial Network,
Salem Communications Corp. is the
biggest Christian broadcasting grouping, as measured by revenue, $ 132.4
million in 2000, and number of stations, 82.
The company owns 10 of the top 20
Christian stations by weighted audience share, according to BIAfn, and
the top six by revenue, including the
18- month- old KFSH(FM) in Los
Angeles.
Salem also programs three of the
100 channels on XM Satellite Radio.
KFSH and a dozen similarly programmed stations are a notable recent
success for Salem. These " Fish" formatted stations feature contemporary
hit Christian music. All are in major
markets.
"The Fish is aformat of 21st-century contemporary Christian radio," said
Dan Vallie, the CEO of Vallie Richards
Consulting.
Vallie worked with Salem and
George Toulas, Dave Armstrong and
Chuck Tyler at the first "Fish," KFSH.
The format is the brainchild of Salem's
CEO and president, Ed Atsinger, and
Howard Freedman, Salem's national
program director. The two first thought
of tapping into the popularity of thenemerging artists such as Amy Grant in
the early 1990s.
Targeting listeners
"Historically, alot of Christian radio
has programmed broadly in order to try
to bring everybody to the party, but
actually pleasing only a few," said
Vallie. " The Fish is more targeted.
We're targeting the 25-54 adult contemporary audience.
"The music is well-researched with a
specific strategy for each market. Fish
stations are already climbing into the
top 10. It's exciting to see that Christian
radio can cut into ratings like that."
"The NRB has really grown beyond
the name of the ' National Religious
Broadcasters," said Pederson. "We're

Radio World
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really more international than national,
more Christian than religious and more
multimedia than just broadcasters."
The growing breadth of the NRB's
responsibilities, however, doesn't
change the simple necessities of how it
aims to help members.
Survival
"The Christian operators that will
survive will be the ones who look to
the future and shape their programs for
the next generation — format adjustment, adapting technologies such as
the Internet and changing the style of
the personalities when necessary," said
Pederson, adding that in this regard,
Christian broadcasters have similar
challenges to secular ones.
Dr. James Dobson, founder and
president of Focus on the Family, a
nonprofit organization that produces
his syndicated program for 3,000 stations in North America, will be the
keynote speaker.
Registration for attendees is $ 345
for members, $ 395 for associate members and $525 for nonmembers. More
information
can
be
found
at
www.nrb.org or by calling the NRB in
Virginia at ( 703) 330-7000.

e

FCC Extends
Comment
Deadlines
An update to Barry Umansky's
"Broadcast Law Review" column in
the Jan. 16 issue:
The FCC has extended the comment and reply deadlines in its
Notice of Proposed Rule Making
on multiple local- market radio station ownership. The new deadlines
are March 13 for comments and
April 10 for replies.
The commission also posted
comment and reply deadlines for its
reconsideration of equal employment opportunity rules. The comment deadline is March 15 and the
reply deadline is April 15.

Install
intelligent ergonomic designs
elegant and durable
full array of finishes
flush mounted consoles
computer accomodations
standard EIA rackrail included
rear access to equipment
convection or assisted cooling
all cabling fully concealed
cabling fully accessible
4week leadtime

You Need This
Looks like you've got your hands full again. Except you're running out of hands.
And because you have many facilities you could use afew more legs, too.
Let Harris' Intraplex STL

PLUSTM

give you ahand getting your new station up and

running quickly and profitably or upgrading your station to the best quality digital
on-air sound available today.
STL

PLUSTM

gives you bi-directional program audio transport over aTi line, fiber or microwave link. So you can interconnect

your studios, offices and transmitter sites. And because it's is adigital system, you're delivering pure, crystal clear sound —
regardless of the distance. Even if you're surrounded by the highest mountains or tallest buildings.
Now for the PLUS in STL

PLUSTM:

You can also transmit LAN/WAN data, telephone, intercom, and

remote control over the same digital line. All of which can rack up some pretty impressive cost
savings for your inter-facility communications.
Best of all, STL PLUSTm grows with you as no one else can. It has the industry's largest assortment
of plug-in modules. So you can design the perfect system for today and quickly, easily, and
affordably upgrade it for tomorrow.
So, contact your Harris representative about STL

www.broadcast.harris.com
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SERVICE
SYSTEMS
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today. You'll be aleg up on the rest.
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Putin's Exclusive NPR Call- In

PUBLIC
DOMAIN

by Rich Rarey
One fine day in the middle of
November, Dave Argentieri, operations
director at National Public Radio,
stepped briskly into my office.
"The president of Russia is corning to
the NPR New York bureau next week for
an exclusive call-in program with us."
My jaw dropped. "Vladimir Putin
wants to talk to us?" Iasked incredulously. "Yes," Dave said, "and we should
expect extreme security in New York.
This program should be considered The
Big Gig — there can be no mistakes and
no errors."
New York, here Icome
The next thing Iknew, Ihad been
assigned to supervise the N.Y. bureau
technical arrangements and technical staff
for the broadcast, which was scheduled to
happen in exactly aweek and aday.
It would turn out to be one of the most
intense and satisfying gigs Ihave ever
had the luck to work on.
Everyone has aparticular style when it
comes to planning remotes. Iprefer first to
gather and analyze the limitations under
which we have to conduct the remote.
The limitations were few and broad:
Give whatever audio is required to anyone who asks.
PRODUCT

Further, two translators would be
required in New York: one English-toRussian translator provided by President
Putin and aRussian-to-English translator
hired by NPR.
A total of five audio sources, blended
into five headphone mixes, plus an air
feed of only the four voices would be
sent to NPR in Washington for broadcast
(read: mix number six).
More mixes
In addition, Russian television
required an audio feed, as did an
American TV crew. Also, the Russian
`ci, print and radio media wanted aRussianonly audio feed. That meant adding a
g seventh, eighth and ninth mix.
Iwas told that Iwould have to provide
e. avideo camera feed from the interview
studio, which would feed avideo monitor
in the translators' studio.
The Russian and American security
agents also required video to three more
locations within the N.Y. bureau to
observe the interview participants, along
with a Russian-only audio feed through
speakers at those three locations.
To ensure enough bandwidth to stream
a video for the NPR Online Division, I
needed to mount and install two Web cameras in the studio, confirm their IP

e

NPR's Michelle Kelemen, left, and Robert Siegel, right, pause with
Russian President Vladimir Putin. Author Rich Rarey smiles at right rear.
The interview would take place at the
New York bureau of NPR, on the 7th
floor of a building in midtown
Manhattan. The bureau has two smallish
studios with associated control rooms
and offices.

EVALUATION

VoxPro Arrives
For Windows PCs
by Alan R. Peterson

NPR's Robert Siegel would conduct
the interview, accepting call- ins from
regular citizens into the program. Calls
would be screened and fed from NPR
Washington. Siegel would select which
one of eight callers on hold to put on
the air.
Iwould have to connect alaptop with
an analog modem to control the call
screener hardware in Washington.

See PUTIN, page 36

More innovative solutions...
Thermal Sentry Ill
monitors transmitter operating temperature
analog output for remote monitoring

Glory be, the VoxPro is finally on the PC platform.
VoxPro PC is ahigh-performance, fun-to-use telephone audio editor from Audion
Labs. Once available only on Mac computers, the new version runs like atiger on
IBM-compatible Pentium machines.
A dedicated controller offers full transport and edit functions, while also dishing up
afistful of Hot Keys for instant playback of favorite recorded bits.
A colorful on-screen wave editor lets you clock, chop, edit and bleep your contest
caller into afully airable product. You even have achoice of which way you want the
waveform to travel across the screen.

programmable alarm output with relay
front panel adjustments and LED display
two air temperature sensors included
indicates failed or clogged ventilation system
early warning for antenna icing conditions

Time • Temperature • ID
time and temperature delivery for automation
60 seconds of user recordable storage
automatically varies message delivery

Asked and answered
Customers have asked about aPC version of VoxPro since the original Mac version
came out. Well now it's here, controller and all. And it was worth the wait.
When the Mac version was released around 1994, few Windows audio editing programs even came close.
In the mid to late 1990s, you might have tried using the original Cool Edit for
Windows, but it did not have that nifty VoxPro controller. Fast ExIDit (or its predecessor, Fast Eddie) from Minnetonka Software was a possibility, but that
highlight/copy/cut/paste thing was cumbersome and slow to work while juggling 10
contest callers during afour-minute song.
On top of that, PC drives were slow and awriteback to disk took an eternity (at least
in radio terms).
Other options were offered. The 360 Systems Short/cut is agreat recorder/editor,
but not the answer for those needing alarge display on which to edit.
Broadcast gear manufacturers and software companies included two-track editors as
See VOXPRO, page 40
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temperature in Fahrenheit or Celcius
battery backed AC synchronized clock
digital message storage - no moving parts

Dialup Audio Interface
perform unattended remote broadcasts
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four logic inputs with programmable output
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seven DPDT relays and one 4PDT relay
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Putin
Continued from page 35

address, configurations and placement prior to the security sweep on day of broadcast. Ialso needed to record the video feed
for NPR Online to stream out later.
A dedicated audio path was needed
between NPR Washington and NPR
Control Room 2 in New York. Putin's
press advance person, Dimitri Peskov,
(department chief of the Press Service of
the president of the Russian Federation),
requested two analog cassettes be produced as well, which would be taken
immediately after the interview.

the technical setup.
An afternoon meeting with Russian
and American Secret Service representatives clarified some of the extreme security measures they would take to ensure
Putin's safety for the broadcast.
Iasked the U.S. agent what would
occur if something really bad were to
happen.
"Just get out of our way," he said.
"There'll be a lot of shouting, but just
stay out of our way."
Seeing my face pale, he added with a
slight smile, "It's not like in the movies
— so you won't have to worry."

duction mixes, doing business as usual.
Wednesday, the day before the broadcast, was surprisingly easy after all of the
planning.
It took Bureau Engineer Manoli
Wetherell, Bureau Tech Neal Rauch,
Shop Engineer Dennis Coll and Ifive
hours to stuff cables, plug together, complete and test every aspect of the technical plan.
Best resources
Ican attribute this speed to an excellent crew and doing aremote at asite that
has a good infrastructure. The N.Y.

Getting it right

After reviewing my scribbled notes, I
was able to scribble Table I.
I've annotated the mixes that were
"sprung" on us — we planned for the
mixes we knew we had to generate, and
only suspected there'd be more.
Once gathered, the limitations started
to break down when analyzed: Putin and
Siegel in New York would have to be in
the larger Studio 2. Siegel's headphone
mix would need almost identical sources
at the same mix level as the broadcast
mix we would send to NPR Washington.
A few buttons on the Wheatstone console in N.Y. bureau Control Room 2
accomplished that.
Control Room 1would be the headphone-and- special- mixes room, in addition to watching over the two translators
in N.Y. Studio 1and steering the remotecontrolled video camera.
Analyzing the Russian requirements
showed that five destinations would be
served if those requesting the Russian
mix could also hear what President Putin
was hearing. Not surprisingly, everyone
thought that would be just dandy.
That left two headphone mixes for the
translators and two mixes for the
American camera crew — one of which
we knew about, the other we found out
about the day before the broadcast.
In the site survey taken aweek before
the broadcast, we realized we would need
a temporary console lash-up that could
satisfy the number of separate mixes.
Initially, Ienvisioned a simple Shure
mixer for each feed, splitting all five
sources multiple times. While that image
helped visualize the big picture, such an
arrangement would have been unwieldy.
Instead, I brought in one of our
Mackie SR24.4 mixers. It has six prefader auxiliary sends and it is lightweight.
Instead of my original thought of Shure
FP22 headphone amps for amplifying
custom headphone feeds — de rigueur
for out- in- the- field remotes — Icould
exploit the installed RTS headphone system and save abunch of cables.
Because the NPR N.Y. bureau controlroom conduits were stuffed to capacity, I
would have had to identify cables that
would then have to be run around sound
lock doors between studio and control
room. It was simply not practicable to
rewire existing cables for the event and
still maintain other NPR production work
until the broadcast.
A convenient hole under the raised
floor in the Control Room 2wall allowed
us to stuff cables through to the hall
adjoining Control Room 1 — so we
could at least close the Control Room 2
door during the broadcast.
We spent the entire Tuesday before the
broadcast just planning and replanning
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video recorder, to the Tass microcassette
(through amic pad), to the Russian video
crew, and to the in-bureau audio monitors.
To create the other feeds, Aux 1send
was patched into the RTS headphone
input for the English-to-Russian translator, Aux 2 send was patched to our
Russian- to- English translator's headphones, and Aux 3 and 4 sends were
patched to Control Room 2 by tie-lines
for the American video crew.
Using an existing SAS crosspoint destination, we brought the broadcast mix
from Control Room 2 to the other channel of our video recorder.
We held amock rehearsal Wednesday
evening with NPR Studio 3A to test all
the systems.
Peskov, the Putin advance man,
arrived to inspect the quality of our headphone mixes and to approve the translators' video monitor location in Studio I.
No one seemed to mind that there
were cables still undressed and floor panels still missing in Control Room 2. The
laptop screener worked as designed and
mock callers were put into the system to
challenge the Studio 3A staff's response
time to hit the delay dump button.
Ileft the bureau that night confident in
our setups.
The big day

Neal Rauch at the Controls
No less surprising was the revelation
that Putin would arrive at the bureau earlier than we had been told.
A call was immediately placed to the
executive producer at NPR Washington
with this nugget of information and our
broadcast was soon scheduled to start
earlier.
Protocol matters
The meeting with the agents also crystallized our protocol for greeting the
Russian president, all the way down to
the giving of NPR hats and gifts. A
Russian agent informed us that gifts
would have to be screened by security
and approved by the minister of protocol.
The security agents approved the locations of the closed-circuit video monitors,
asked for an additional window office for
their radio-relay, and identified an office
as a holding room in case the Russian
president decide he need to make a few
phone calls in private.
Then there was the matter of the
restrooms. Russian Security decided that
the 7th floor men's room was just not
good enough for their president; we concurred. They decided to close it for security reasons and then secure the women's
room, which actually had alocking door.
Believe me, the technical details were
the easiest items to manage after this
meeting.
By the end of Tuesday, we had identified the number of cables that needed to
run between the bureau's studios and
control rooms.
All the interconnections required were
thoroughly planned. The installation of
the in-bureau RF feeds (to be turned into
video paths for monitors with the addition of a Radio Shack video DA and
adapters) were finished, the video camera
was staged, along with its heavy remotecontrol head, and the Mackie mixer prepared. All the while, the technical staff
engineered two-way interviews and pro-

bureau's existing facilities include an
SAS crosspoint, which exposed anumber
of useful sources and destinations,
including all four audio paths to and from
NPR Washington. Distribution amplifiers
were already in place, making distribution easy. A distributed data, RF and telephone system and basic pieces, such as
recorders, tie lines and video monitors,
were already in place.
We brought in Crown AHS 111headset
microphones for the two translators in
Studio 1and cabled the mics to individual Whirlwind lx2 splitters, one leg feeding the Mackie mixer, the other connected into a new multi- pair cable slung
through the wall adjacent to Control
Room 2.
These mic-level feeds brought the
translators' voices to the broadcast mix
position by snaking through the hole
under the floor in the control room and
plugging into the studio's XLR inputs. ( It
was deemed impractical to rewire the
Wheatstone's DB-25 input connectors to
get these translator mics into that console.)
Split ends
We quickly found that any split left
unterminated made agood radio-receiving antenna in mid-town New York. Linelevel inserts of Siegel's and Putin's
microphones were sent to Control Room
1by existing tie lines. This brought their
voices back to generate the headphone
and recording mixes.
The Mackie SR24.4 was perched carefully upon C-cell battery boxes on top of
the Wheatstone console in Control Room
I. The main fader bus became the feed
for Putin's headphones, and the basis for
all other "Russian-only" feeds.
By substituting Control Room l's normal console distribution with the Mackie
mixer, Imoved the desired audio quickly
and easily throughout the bureau.
An existing DA fed the Mackie's LeftPGM audio to our Online Division's

Thursday morning, Iarrived at the
bureau in my grubby clothes — it was to
be a full day of dressing cables and
replacing floor tiles in Control Room 2.
After all, it would be an international
incident if the president of Russia
stepped into a hole in the floor while
walking into the studio.
Manoli elected to upgrade an Adtran
CSU/DSU card in the transmission
equipment that managed the audio channels between NPR D.C. and the bureau.
Within moments, the audio became
scarred with glitches and dropouts. Ihad
been assured that this upgrade would fix
the occasional glitch, not propagate it, so
minutes were spent checking downstream
Prima codecs and the cables, with conference calls between NPR Telecom and
Norb Gallery, remote supervisor and guru.
Manoli replaced the old card and the
problems disappeared.
"That upgrade card must have some
bad code in it," someone remarked. It
was not the day to have anything bad
near the bureau.
The PBS video crew producer arrived
at 3 p.m., inspected Studio 2 for camera
positions and noted that our closed-circuit video camera was in their way.
Iexplained that Iwould be unable to
get a two- shot unless Iput the camera
back that far.
"Why don't you put the camera on top
of the speaker in the control room and
shoot through the window?" the producer
suggested. "Then you'd see both Siegel
and Putin easily."
It seemed so obvious after the video
professional pointed that out; that is what
we did.
Neal Rauch was selected to make the
N.Y. bureau broadcast mix, Manoli
Wetherell was to oversee the seven headphone and recording mixes, and Chris
Tsalcis was to tend the remotecontrolled
video camera and the recorders.
At 5:50 p.m. Secret Service agents
arrived with their team and bomb-sniffing
dog. As instructed, we cleared out of the
bureau and milled about the 7th floor hallway. Our contact agent gave me several
stamped badges to distribute to those
See PUTIN, page 38
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Putin
Continued from page 36

needing close access to Putin.
Without a badge one could not get
closer to Putin than the length of an
agent's arm. Then our contact agent told
me to come inside the bureau to assist in
the security sweep.
Iwas instructed to tag along with the
agent he specified and point out anything
that Idid not recognize. We combed the
bureau with the agent lifting our mostly
empty shipping cases.
Iasked how he could tell if it was dangerous. He said easily, "Explosives have
acertain weight to them."
When the security sweep concluded at
6:45 p.m., our engineering team made
another survey of all systems. Headphone
mixes OK; broadcast mix OK; ISDN
backup connection OK; video crews
plugged in and ready; laptop screener
software finally communicating (when in
doubt have someone reboot the computer
at the other end); closed-circuit video and
audio OK; and the most important item
of the moment: The catered food had
arrived.
Getting comfy
Nibbling on sandwiches and snacks
intended for the coming dignitaries
helped keep the engineering team
focused while we awaited President
Putin's 7:45 p.m. arrival.
An almost surreal calm surrounded the
bureau at this point. We milled about
while the Secret Service and Russian
agents spoke meaningfully into their
wrist microphones.
The broadcast began from NPR
Washington at 7:30 p.m., with host Neal
Conan conducting interviews from NPR
Studio 3A. The program was designed to
simply continue from Washington until
we gave the "go" sign from the bureau.
We were not particularly worried
about timing Putin's arrival, as the program was scheduled to run until 9:30
p.m. Nor were we worried about being
bypassed, as we tracked Putin's progress
Required
Destinations

at "ground zero" through regular updates
mixes in Control Room 1, Neal adjusted
problems.
from the Secret Service.
his broadcast mix in Control Room 2,
The program was stimulating, the
Although Iknew the tension level at
and we gave averbal high sign to NPR
callers delightful, the Russian president
NPR Washington was rising exponentialWashington.
charming and Robert Siegel in top form.
ly, Idid my best to shield the bureau
Host Neal Conan tossed the program
After 45 minutes, Peskov gave us the
from that needless worry. At 8:15 pm.,
to Robert Siegel, and we were finally on
five-minute warning. The president had
we received word that Putin had arrived
the air at around 8:30 p.m.
to leave to meet with U.N. Secretaryoutside, and would be coming up an eleGeneral Kofi Annan.
vator within two minutes.
Fantastically boring
Siegel began his final question, Putin
Icalled "places everyone" and the
Once our broadcast began, Ihad nothanswered, and almost immediately the
engineering team took their posts. NPR
ing, absolutely nothing to do.
president was whisked out the studio.
President Kevin Klose stood in the
The engineering staff performed beau"Time for family photos," called
bureau's reception area, waiting to be the
tifully, Rauch ducking the Russian under
Peskov. All of the NPR staff posed with
official greeter. Then, as if acyclone had
for English translation in complete synPutin. Cameras clattered, then after brief
blown in, agaggle of dark-suited agents
chronization. If only television audio
pleasantries, the entire security detail
whisked the bureau's door open and procould sound this good.
surrounded Putin and spirited him to the
duced the president of the Russian
Iwandered between Control Room 1 elevator.
Federation.
and Control Room 2 looking for probIt was acyclone in reverse. Moments
Kevin Klose warmly greeted the presilems. There simply were none. In away
later the bureau was quiet and we were
dent in Russian and conducted him to the
it was afantastically boring moment. No
left slightly breathless, basking in the
studio, while Russian photographers
glitches, no faults, no dead air — no
glow of "the perfect gig."
snapped photos and security agents eyeballed everyone. Chris Tsakis made a
beeline for Putin's translator and hustled
him into Studio 1.
Istood in Studio 2, under the assumption that Icould describe the finer points
of the Cough button and Neumann U87
mic technique to the Russian president,
but Imight as well have been elsewhere.
Peskov murmured and gestured to
by Alan R. Peterson
Putin, and Putin murmured back
acknowledgement. Peskov had been
Some time back, Iremember watchinstructed earlier on how the U87 would
ing an obscure nature TV show, filmed
sound best, and we had removed the
in a land where monkeys roamed free
clunky mic boom arms in favor of heavy
and sidled up next to folks to grub food
Atlas desk stands for easy positioning.
and other goodies from them.
Ihad no further tasks in Studio 2, so I
Scientists and animal experts noticed
went to check the translators. Iwalked
that one monkey was quite sick, so
into Studio 1to find things in slight diswhen he got close enough for them to
array; President Putin's translator was
gain his confidence, they captured him
wiping down his suit, his chair and the
and took him away to treat in amedical
studio table from aspilled glass of water.
facility.
Seeing that the man knew how to dry
himself off, Iwent back to Control Room
Take him away, boys
2, to see how the sound checks were
He put up ahuge stink while the other monkeys sounded ashrill vocal alarm. As
coming. Meanwhile, NPR Washington
the sick primate was hauled away for treatment, his cronies went into
was squawking up the communications
apanic.
line, getting anxious to toss the program
When he was returned to the group afew days later, still somewhat sedated, his
to the NPR N.Y. bureau.
chums ran up, tore him away from his "captors" and carried him back to safety,
Once all four participants got their
scowling back and shrieking what could only be monkey curse words. They did not
headphones on, Robert Siegel made
know the humans had helped their fellow anthropoid, but instead perceived some
small talk that was translated into Putin's
kind of harm had come to him.
headphone. Manoli adjusted her seven
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The Attack of the
Angry Monkeys

Required Sources
for Those

.
U Mix
Uses

Destinations

Two analog cassette
recordings

Russian only

Feed to Tass for
their microcassette

Russian only,
mic level

Feed to N.Y. bureau's
in-house speakers

Russian only

English-to- Russian
translator's headphones
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Did We Know

Number n

About It Ahead
Of Time?

I

Yes

Darwin was wrong.

Humans did

not evolve from the apes. Computers did.

No

And somewhere along the way, Imust

I

Yes

have really ticked them off.

English + callers + other
translator at low level, hut not
himself

4

Yes

Russian-to- English
translator's headphones

Russian, and callers if in Russian.
+ some of other translator, but not
himself

5

Yes

V. Putin headphones

Russian. with low-level English +
callers, only if they spoke Russian

I

Yes

R. Siegel headphones

English + callers + low-level Russian

Broadcast mix from
NPR N.Y. bureau

All four microphones, no call-ins

3

Yes

Feed # 1to PBS video crew

Siegel and Putin and callers only

(3

Yes

Feed #2to PBS video crew

Both translators only

7

No

Feed # 1to NPR Online
video recorder

English + callers + low-level Russian

1

Yes

Feed #2to NPR Online
video recorder

Russian only

I

No

Analog reel recording for
NPR reporter

English only

2

No

I. thru an
attenuator pad

Fig. 1: Putin Planning at NPR

Yes

Those monkeys did not forget, either. While other humans remained soft touches
for free food, the ones who "harmed" their pal were still recognized, scorned and
even assaulted by them.
What does this have to do with radio? Simple: Darwin was wrong. Humans did
not evolve from the apes. Computers did. And somewhere along the way, Imust
have really ticked them off.
Slowly they turn ...
One of the bazillion jobs Ihave is taking care of engineering duties at the
Washington campus of the Connecticut Schools of Broadcasting.
There, as in real commercial radio, computers are king. They edit, they hold
audio, they automate aday's broadcast and do so much more. But cross one, and
the whole enclave lets you know.
Ihad one particularly stubborn NT machine give me grief recently. We loaded
the OMT QuickPic program on this one particular computer for students to get
familiar with computerized playback. Only now, this PC would not "rip" any CDs.
The CD drive was iffy.
In the course of swapping CD drives, Ihad not noticed the slave/master jumper
See MONKEYS, page 39
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Monkeys
I> Continued from page 38

was in the wrong position. I got a
"CDFS" warning on bootup, telling me
the CD deck was unrecognized and wasn't going to do athing.
Trouble was, Ididn't recognize the
problem until an hour later, after
wrestling elsewhere with the innards and
coming up with entirely new swear-word
combinations. And while struggling with
the machine, it tipped off the work surface and got banged up — amoment akin
to that doctor trapping that monkey.
From that moment on, every computer
in the school was out to avenge their buddy and gang up on me.
Down the hall in the TV studio is a
teleprompting computer based around an
NEC 486 DOS machine. Inexplicably,
the machine began to spit out "bad command or file name" in response to any
command typed in to it.
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damage to my soundcard. (It was adry
December day.)
Creeping paranoia aside, Icouldn't
help but wonder how those angry monkeys found out where Ilived.
Ido not want to believe Iam the
cause, but the monkeys may be on the
loose in greater Washington too, messing
up audio computers everywhere.
Several prominent stations here have
begun doing extensive voice tracking
during evenings. One Thursday night, the
box on one station thought it was
Tuesday instead and played back appropriate voice tracks.
On another station, Ifrequently heard
more than one source go over the air at
one time as the automation rig "forgot"
to mute the satellite channel.
And we may all have heard at one
time or another that horrendous digital

screech that goes over the air when
someone recorded audio at asample rate
different than the on-air standard. It even
sounds like an angry monkey sometimes,
doesn't it?
Dear old DAD
The manual for the ENCO DADpro32
we use at WAVA(FM) specifically tells us
to keep astandard rate across the board,
lest something like that will happen. So
far, we've done okay.
Ihave since returned to that original
NT machine that Iinadvertently knocked
around weeks ago, just to check up on it.
So far, it appears to be behaving itself
and, odd as it may sound, seems to have
forgiven me for the assault Icommitted
upon it. Otherwise, it would still be
exploding in my face and forcing other
issues on me.

Now if Icould only convince all those
other machines around town that all was
forgiven and it was time to get back
to work.
Maybe the answer is in returning to Ye
Technologies of Thyne Olden Days,
where cart machines ran unfailingly day
in and day out, with no major computer
blowups or booboos. Somewhere here I
have an ITC 99 Ithink Ican put back
into service.
Wait a minute. The 99 had a microprocessor computer chip in it, didn't it?
Good grief ... the angry monkeys are
everywhere.
Al recently added anew activity to his
endless roster of duties: teaching digital
audio
broadcast
techniques
at
Montgomery College in Washington.
Reach him via e-mail to alan
peterson@earthlink.net.

•

Computeri-land
Few things in computer- land are as
quaint as DOS is these days, but it is still
easy to get wiped out if you have forgotten how to handle it.
In this case, astudent had tried to save
a text file she had written, and did so
under the first name she found in the
Save menu: autoexec.bat which is one of
the key files that tells acomputer what its
purpose in life is.
The machine was restarted for another class, and without the autoexec file,
the PC just sat there like an angry monkey. It took an e-mailed attachment from
the prompting company to restore the
batch file.
Was that the end of it? No. Iwas
instructed to set up one of our machines
to run the PC version of Digidesign Pro
Tools. Try as Imight, one HewlettPackard Pavilion model computer just
flat-out refused to cooperate with me.
The program would crash; sometimes it
would not start at all.
Before Igot too far, Ichecked the
Digidesign Web site for information on
the program. Sure enough, it noted that
the program has trouble running on some
computers, particularly HP Pavilion
models.
So the program has difficulty by
design. Still, Icould not help thinking the
angry monkeys were just beginning to
gather in the shadows and jump me.
Jolly good, old chap
Iwon't bore you with the number of
Blue Screens of Death and " Illegal
Operation" pop-ups Iget in a normal
day's work on my own machines. But I
am becoming concerned about the timing
of some of these failures.
Every now and again Iam apprised of
some free or low-cost piece of audio
playback software that Ishould run out
and try. Especially intriguing are the programs that are written for " hospital
radio," a micro-broadcast phenomenon
unique to the United Kingdom.
There are a couple of playout programs and some cart emulators used in
hospital radio that Ihave tried out. One
named Guinivere actually appealed to me
for a day. On the second day, it was
almost as if the software went, "Wait. Is
that you, Al? Boom!" and would not
work properly again.
The software was not at fault. Itraced
the problem down to static electricity

Introducing the sound card without limits: the ASI6114. It handles just about any format: analog, digital,
MPEG, PCM, and even MP3. And our unique MRX multi- rate mixing enables playback, recording, and mixing of
multiple audio streams at multiple sample rates, so there's no need to resample. Add flexible synchronization
and Windows/Linux drivers, and you've got acard with capabilities that are almost, well, infinite.
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By all means mount the VoxPro PC
system into the best machine you can
obtain. But know that it can run on alowly Pentium II with 16 MB RAM. Audion
Labs recommends aPIII, Win2000, 128
MB RAM and asoundcard with DirectX
8.0 capability.

great ' phoner down to the
production room via Cat5
right now — not after the
Continued from page 35
show — for aquickie recypart of the integrated package. But not
cle promo that can begin
everybody wanted to lose sight of the log
running at 10 a.m.
and the onair playback status while cutAudion Labs has not
ting up acall.
abandoned the Mac platToday, the PC is the iron that rules the
DirectX included
form. Should Windows
radio studio, so it was inevitable that a
The VoxPro PC requires DirectX 8.0
leave a bum taste in your
VoxPro version be written for it.
to function. The CD-ROM contains the
mouth, awonderfully powPC hardware is cheap and plentiful,
latest version of DirectX, so you need not
erful VoxPro system can be
and a formidable box can be built for a traipse all the way to the Microsoft Web
created with the current
percentage of what aMac — even an earsite to pull adownload.
generation of Apple hardly iMac — might cost.
Besides hardware cost, aWindows
ware too.
Indeed, my review machine was aPH- machine talks easily with other Windows
If your network server
333 with Windows 98, and VoxPro PC
machines on a network. Audio files can
runs Linux, then you can
Audion VoxPro Screen Capture
ran on it like a champ. Comparable
be swapped, copied and transferred over a swap and send files to your
machines with adecent soundcard and a network with conventional Windows file
heart's content. But there is no standknow that Audion Labs is discontinuing
network interface can be found in used
commands we all know.
alone VoxPro editor for Linux.
the Mac product altogether. The company
computer stores for less than $300.
The VoxPro PC can let you send that
If you are adiehard Mac fan, you must
will be offering an upgrade path for legacy Mac customers where they can purchase the PC software only and use the
control panels they bought for their Mac
computers.
Installation of VoxPro into aPC is not
difficult, but obligates you to pop the
hood to look at DirectX Diagnostics
using dxdiag.exe.
Like MSCONFIG or REGEDIT, this is
alittle-known program used for examining and tuning your system. It allows you
to look at the version of DirectX you are
Referred to by Advertising Age as the advertising industry's soft-spoken visionary
running, as well as the qualities and funcDDB Worldwide Communications Group Chairman, Keith Reinhard, thinks Radio
tionality of your soundcard.
delivers more personal, more precise images than any other advertising medium.
As long as DirectX 8.0 is there and
He will first inspire you and then challenge you as he illustrates his keys of
your soundcard drivers are up to date,
advertising at The NAB Radio Luncheon, Tuesday, April 9. Dick Orkin, from
you are set.
The Radio Ranch, will be inducted into the NAB Broadcasting Hall of Fame.
Install the controller software first.
Sponsored by: ..ffli
Plug in the USB or Serial version of the
110'
controller — whichever you ordered —
.Z ,
_.
then check it out with the on-screen test
ASCAP
u,rc RFc,s,
program: Clicking a button or spinning
the jog wheel lights acorresponding item
E
on the monitor screen.
You will require a driver for your
oc
cc
machine to " see" the controller. No
sweat, that's on the CD-ROM too.
cc
Next go ahead and do setup.exe to
install VoxPro. A nag screen will appear,
letting you run VoxPro in demo mode for
a finite number of recordings and insert
recordings, or you may register the program (on asingle PC) using aunique serial number provided by Audion Labs.
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cost cutters
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Keith Reinhard
Chairman of DDB Worldwide
Communications Group, Inc.

Dick Orkin
The Radio Ranch
NAB Broadcasting Hall of Fame

This April, NAB2002 promises to be aShow like no other — giving you the
opportunity to reenergize yourself, your team and your stations. Be sure to attend
the FCC Chairman's Breakfast — Chairman Powell and ABC's Sam Donaldson
go head-to- head discussing key radio and television issues.
Sponsored by:
&LICE/
Capital
The Honorable
Michael Powell
FCC Chairman
FCC Chairman's Breakfast

Sam Donaldson
ABC News
FCC Chairman's Breakfast

Register by March 1and save up to $200 on the Full Conference Package.
For more details, visit www.nab.org/conventions/nab2002

The World's
Make change your opport

Conferences: April 6-11,

is

Broadcast

• NAB2002 • www.nab.org/conventions/nab2002
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In use
The on- screen editor has a steely
appearance, with "brass screws" holding
the front panel together. The upper peaksonly display of the audio is much like
that of an Audicy workstation.
This motif cannot be changed, which
is unfortunate. If Winamp-type "skins"
could be overlaid on the worksurface, the
appeal of this program would be greatly
enhanced. For example, one could match
the appearance of the control console in
the studio for amore harmonious fit.
Ithink Iprefer alarger waveform display too. A lot of the screen is eaten up
by the file lists and the background metal
image. A clearer view of my audio would
be preferable.
Recording an original cut is called a
Master. The edited version is held as an
Edit. Note the two different scrolling
boxes for each in Fig. 1.
Recording anew Master requires only
tapping the Record key on the controller,
rather than a Record/Play combination.
The Mode indicator at top center changes
to red to indicate arecording underway.
Hitting Stop naturally ends the recording.
Extra handy feature: apop-up dialogue
box that requests you name the Master. If
See VOXPRO, page 41
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VoxPro
Continued from page 40

you do not, it generates afilename based
on the date and day.
Given the pace of a typical morning
show or request hour, it is not always
possible to come up with an appropriate
name for a file, but jocks
somehow always seem to
remember what time acertain call came in. Handy
indeed.
Besides,
you
may
always go back during a
break and change the filenames of both the master
and edited versions to
more appropriate ones. Do
this under the Windows
File>Rename Active File
command.

Radio World

STUDIO SESSIONS
not yet been implemented in VoxPro.
There is aZoom button that so far does
nothing, which limits the usefulness of
she display. There is also no way to alter
the resolution of the jog/shuttle wheel.
The outer ring requires adelicate touch,
as it is possible to inadvertently blast
through a4-minute recording in less than
1second.

Call me Lefty
There is an option to
choose the waveform
direction: left to right or
vice versa. At first glance,
this is acurious feature.
Editors such as SAW,
Cool Edit and others move
the waveform or the cursor
in such a manner that
audio is seemingly "read"
left to right, like words in a
sentence.
VoxPro also lets you
The VoxPro With Controller
read the wave in the opposite direction, much like
the way a tape actually travels from a
If you would rather opt out of obtainfeed reel across aset of tape heads to a ing and using the controller, note that the
talceup reel. It does not reverse the audio
keyboard can duplicate nearly all of the
playback, only the perceived direction of
edit and transport functions.
the wave across the point of reference.
But the commands can get somewhat

Editing is fast and furious

on the

VoxPro, which is what nade it a star on the

ed, there may be aclick or pop at the tail
end of afile. Engineers at Audion Labs
are aware of this in version 3.0 and are
looking into it.
If Iseem enthusiastic about the arrival
of the VoxPro for the PC, Iam. It works
as advertised; it trades files with other
Windows computers on anetwork; it uses
file management conventions we are all
familiar with, and, because of hardware
availability, it can be fabricated as affordably or as expensively as astation's budget can absorb.
Ihave used and enjoyed the original
Mac VoxPro very much. But Audion
Labs was painting itself into acorner by
not offering aWindows version; something Ithink the company should have
done ages ago.
It did not hurt much that Radio World
adviser and Infinity Radio engineer Tom
McGinley also suggested to the company
that a PC version would "fly out the
door."
If changes are to be made, Iwould
suggest the option of adding skins, altering the resolution of the jog wheel to
match the screen zoom, and perhaps
devoting a tiny bit more room to the
audio editing area and less to the gingerbread.
Is it one more screen and keyboard in
an already crowded control room? Yeah,
but if that is such as issue, aKVM (keyboard, video and mouse switcher) takes
care of that quickly.
Is it much better than having a
Short/cut in the studio? That is up to you
to determine. You can always add asecond hard drive to aVoxPro yourself with-

IllrePrroduct Capsule:
Audion Labs VoxPro
PC Digital Audio Editor

.4_ Thumbs Up
Finally available for Windows
1 Fast editing
1 Dedicated controller
1 Clear and concise operation
,/ Still available for Mac

=

Thumbs Down
=

e

,

Some controller features still
need to be designed in
1 Skins' would be nice, but
not necessary
Price: $ 2,499 for software and
control panel, $ 1,299 software only

1116

For more information contact Audion Labs
on E3ainbridge Island, Wash.,

.6. at ( 206I 842-5202 or visit
www.audionlabs.com

out botching a warranty. There are no
audio and power cables pouring out of
the controller (just aslender USB cable).
And of course, VoxPro imports and
exports standard WAV files with conventional Windows file commands.
Audio quality is as good as the soundcard in your computer. Go with agood
one, but know that many users report satisfactory results merely with low-end
SoundBlaster cards.
Audion Labs nailed it with the VoxPro
PC. Even if powerful Windows computers
were not cheaper than coal right now, this
is agreat phone editor to put in your onair studio for your most creative jocks.

When you require
the ultimate in
accurate timing

Mac five years ago.

Editing is fast and furious on the
VoxPro, which is what made it astar on
the Mac five years ago. Hit Play or Play
Beg(inning) on the controller, stop it
where you need to, nudge the audio with
the jog wheel and drop a Mark Left or
Mark Right point ( determined by the
wave direction). Continue, and then drop
another marker.
You may now play the marked area
with the PlaySel(ection) button, or delete
it using the delete key. If you are in areal
hurry, don't stop the playback — drop
the markers on the fly when reviewing
the call.
Wrong marker positions? Move to a
new position and drop again, or hit the
Deselect key and start over. Did you
delete the wrong area? There is always an
Undo key.
An Insert Rec(ording) key lets you
"shove over" whatever you just recorded
to make way for more audio, without
recording over the original. And a
"bleep" feature replaces amarked region
with a tone or silence, covering potty
words.
A couple of controller features have

arcane (CTRL-left arrow for reverse-play
at 3/4 speed), and jocks like having nice
clear controls in front of them.
You may also find that, depending on
how imported audio was originally edit-

ADVERTISEMENT
AM- FM Allocation & Design
Processes Symposium
February 21-25, 2002
San Antonio, Texas
The most comprehensive skill
oriented educational event in the

W

HEN you require the best, most accurate in precision timing
look only to ESE. Designed for " Precision Timing", ESE

Master Clocks & Accessories have been the industry
standard for over three decades.

Broadcast Industry

Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency accuracy

Our symposium is designed to grow

—all ESE Master Clocks can drive digital or analog slave clocks, as well

your current skill level 10-100 times.

as interface with video and/or computer based systems. Call or visit our

www.RFTrainingCo.com

web site for more details.

Symposiums
If you have any further questions please
feel free to call or email them to
Melissa Sirianni

41

210-805-0257

142 Sierra Street • El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: ( 310) 322-2136 • Fax: 310.322.8127

Melissa@RFTrainingCo.com

www.ese-web.com
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Power Can Be Beautiful
i
i3MXCligitat
Sure, it's the best looking broadcast console you've ever seen. But,
beneath the sleek, elegant exterior beats the heart of atrue warrior!
Pacific BMXdigital has everything you need to win the digital revolution.
Whether it's the number of output buses, mix- minuses, off-line mixes,
stereo sends, direct
IFB's, monitor
inputs
and outputs,
inter-communication
paths or logic interface, BMXdigital
offers more.
Incredible Flexibility including all input modules accommodate analog
and digital signals without reconfiguring, swapping, or even removal
from the mainframe.
Amazing Adaptability with easy storage, recall and reconfiguration
of set-ups for various day parts, and built in connectivity to routing
switchers, digital storage systems and other networked sources.
Low Cost of
Ownership by
design, Pacific
BMXdigital's true cost
of installation, operation
and maintenance is
markedly lower than
other consoles.
Legendary
BMX Reliability

is what you expect in aPacific BMX from Harris. The table pounding of
your resident shock jock won't faze this beauty.
Pacific BMXdigital. Beauty that's alot more than skin deep.

next level solutions
SERVICE
SYSTEMS
AUTOMATION
TRANSMISSION

www.broadcast.harris.com

"11"iffIS
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Selector XV: A Hat for Every Head
by Steven Strick
APD/Music Director
WBCN ( FMI
BOSTON As aprogrammer, Irely on
many tools to do my job, but one of the
most important is the software Iuse to
schedule the music on WBCN.
Ineed something Ican tailor to my
station's format quickly. Music is my
bread and butter. If Idon't get it right,
the rest of the station suffers.
I've been using the Selector software
from RCS for years to schedule the
music here, and Ithink that Selector XV
has come a long way from its predecessors in doing the job. It's one of the most
important tools Ihave in executing the
most important part of my job.
Selector won't replace a radio programmer. In fact, it really needs one to
do the job. The programmer designs the
clocks and chooses the categories and
rotation. Selector (and Linker) XV are
intuitive and adaptable to any vision,
regardless of format.
After many years of using Version 12
(DOS version), Ibecame apower user of
Version 14 for a while before switching
to Version XV. My main concerns were
speed and efficiency, but it met my
expectations both ways.

The learning curve was low because
RCS changed as few keystrokes as possible. For example, when manually editing,
one key still brings up the most-requested
songs in acategory. Each song's history
is already there for every title.
At WBCN, we use Sound Codes and

would mean few songs would schedule.
If we had, for example, aclassic rock
station, afixed group of songs and fewer
artists, that would be even easier than a
contemporary format like ' BCN. You
could then use more of the rotational and
artist protection codes.

-„ Selector - WRCS H.li V
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Built for speed
Imade sure both my computer at the
station and the one Iuse at home were
built with the best specs the station could
afford. Selector XV runs well with aP3
1
GHz processor with 512 MB of memory and afew gigs of hard-disk space and
avideo card with 64 MB memory.
Many users are still hooked on Version
12 or don't have the time to convert. Now
that I'm on "the other side" as aXV power user, I'll say it was worth my time.

Yesterday

001 05

A

E

Becker, but all their people are expert.
It's great to talk to the same person if
you're working on a special project —
they'll remember what you explained
yesterday and can pick it up from there.
Irecommend that every station have
an extra person know how to schedule
tomorrow's log in case you're late or
sick. Otherwise, your station will suddenly sound different, and who needs
that? Music scheduling is far too important a hat to place on the head of only
one person.

other Rules throughout the program.
If you report to the trades, check out
However, the more Sound Codes and
the Chart Editor. Iwas abig user of that
Rules you use in Selector, the more diffifeature in Version 12 and just began to
cult scheduling music becomes, so I check it out in XV. There are more feacan't get carried away.
tures in the new Chart Editor that Ican't
What's great about Selector is its flexiwait to explore.
bility by format, which is probably why
The RCS Tech Support is great and
most stations use it. Because we don't
available 24/7. I work a lot with
have ahumongous library, amillion rules
Technical Support Specialist Jack

Linker rocks
Ican't talk about Selector without
mentioning Linker, a companion
product.
Linker rocks. It's like a special version of Selector, but for promos and other non- music elements. The day Igot
Linker my life became easier.
Icandidly think RCS invented Linker
because they knew that once a PD used
it, he or she would never go back to an
archaic paper system. We also use Linker
to schedule all our PSAs, then print out
an affidavit for our public file. In the old
days we did this manually. Now it saves
multiple people afew hours.
Selector XV should be in your future.
RCS even lets you run both versions
simultaneously while familiarizing yourself with the new one.
Iempathize with people saying, " I
don't have the time," because Isure
didn't. Still, Iremember how long I
used to spend on amusic log.
With XV Ihave been able to cut that
time down without sacrificing quality.
By taking time right now to learn the
new version, you will save hours in the
long run. Here at WBCN we have
Selector tuned up very well. It enables
me to do the most important part of my
job thoroughly and efficiently.
For more information contact
RCS in New York at ( 919) 428-4600 or
visit the company Web site at
www.rcsworks.com.
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the affordable power!

eagle
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ISDN audio codec
.Dual channel audiocodec
•Analogue and Digital Inputs / Outputs

•Unique multiplexing capabilities
•
the E@sy control Bus features IP Remote Control capability
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•Offers easy to use monitoring capability on the front panel
•Eagle with its Dual ISDN Interface is compatible worldwide
•Eagle codecs connect well with non AEQ codecs
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Wicks Offers

Pristine Puts

Two Traffic Systems

Scheduling Software
Into Rotation
Pristine Systems has a " quick
and reliable" veteran software program for scheduling a music log in
MusicPlus, also available as part of
the company's RapidFire digital
automation system.
-MM

it

separation rules include title, artist,
category, level, daypart, tempo, texture and gender.
MusicPlus allows easy insertion of
voice track markers, time announcements and live events into the
r
-r
-

11 Ir.

9o15 -

Gin fi3 l
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tate A New MUSIC PLUS Member
Member I.D.

Track No.

Source( )

Ti tie:
Artist 1:
Artist 2:

Category:
Packet:
Daypart:
Texture:
Timbre:
Tempo:
Opener:
Closer:

Active

Total Airtim
Intro Time:
Pre- Rol 1:
Fade Time:
Fade Code:
End Code:
Level: ( )

I:

Relaxed Artist Separation: (

k.1)

ST

) 416

0

Swag

<F5 PRINT HIST,

MusicPlus also is available as part of RapidFire.
MusicPlus features a single or
multipass scheduling mode to provide rotation for all songs in each
category.
Twenty-six user- defined categories ( A-Z) are available, each with
three sublevels. To provide flexibility for scheduling situations, more
than 1,000 music and day formats
are available, plus 26 possible weekly formats.
MusicPlus allows users to adjust
the scheduling priorities controlling
their music rotation rules. Various

toward a paperless sales department
by using its e-mail reports.
VT's visual, on- screen, buildingblock approach is designed for easy
operation of order entry, log creation, maintenance and invoicing
with the ability to address multiple
radio sites from asingle order.
The company says the system can
be used by those with no traffic
experience, by using "drag and drop"
and other Windows features to
schedule orders and track air time
from preparation of the original contract through final payment.
For more information contact
Wicks at ( 800) 547-3930 or visit
www.wicksbroadeastsolutions.com.

WireReady Speeds Ad Sales

Gender:
Type:
Sound Codes:
Title Separation Min:
Artist Separation Min:

• Wicks Broadcast Solutions offers
two traffic and billing systems for
radio use: DeltaFlex and the new
Visual Traffic ( VT).
DeltaFlex is Wicks' most featurerich system, built on what the company calls "dynamic scheduling." It
has functions for inventory management information, sales management
reporting, credit management and
reporting and collection tools.
VT is designed to take advantage
of the Windows graphical interface
with time-saving point-and-click features including order entry for multiple station features and improved
automatic inventory management.
The system can help move a station

music log.
Program directors are able to generate playlists in advance and then
integrate the traffic as needed.
Editing playlists after generation
for last-minute changes is designed
to be simple. Spotsets can be scheduled by time or sequence. The system can be used with third- party
traffic software.
For more information contact
Pristine in California at (866) 2406497 or visit the company Web site
at www.pristinesys.com.

WireReady32 from WireReady NS1 is the sales " system that tells your sales
staff who to call, when to call, and why to call." The software places a
contact/telemarketing database system in asetup designed for radio use.
A sales database can store 1,000 kinds of pitches and sales activities, contact
information and pitch/sales histories for 16,000 clients and prospects. It can
maintain sales statistics, track the results of calls and provide a recall date for
the next call back.
The system can sort by and calculate the percentage of success to failure on a
per- caller or per-event basis, and makes sure the sales staff calls everyone
applicable for every event the station promotes. All information is available via a
search function.
Automated dialing speeds up telemarketing sales. One feature gives auser the
capability to use a computer with a soundcard to record, edit, store and play
audio over the phone for playing commercials back to customers and recording
verbal contracts. Sales managers gain control and monitoring capabilities, ad
copy integration and production requests. The manager can track the details of
sales calls and use the statistics for analysis. The system is designed to grow a
station's active customer base and bottom line.
WireReady32 comes with free tools for the broadcaster or convergent media
office, including electronic newsroom, automatic e-mail/Web publishing, Cool
Edit 2000 four-track digital editing and production software and basic live-assist
and automation software.
For more information contact WireReady in Massachusetts at (800) 833-4459
or visit www.wireready.com.

Products & Services

SIX MILLION
THUNDERSTORMS HIT
PLANET EARTH EVERY YEAR;
,
IT TAKES ONLY ONE TO
i PUT YOU OFF THE AIR!

Feed your mixer to a bunch of stuff

17")e

lla
07>4174/
OX

with PATCHBOX!
PATCHBOX is a " passive DA" that

tee

gives you 11 stereo outputs!
The STATI-CAT LIGHTNING
PREVENTION SYSTEM provides
acontinuous, low- resistance
discharge path For the static
electric charge on tall structures.
Dissipation points are 1/8"
stainless steel rods.
This affordable and rugged system has
proven itself in the Field For over 15 years.

Cna
Write or call for afree brochure and design
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499-2548
Toll Free Ph: 888-325-5336 • Fax: 505-326-2337

5 balanced and 6 unbalanced

1.

outputs can feed DATs, sound
cards, tape decks, efx loops, VCRs.
dub racks. XLR. 1/4", and RCA
outputs can all be used without

:to

interaction or signal degradation.

only $ 195!
IN STOCK at all Henry Engineering dealers
For detailed info, visit www.henryeng.com
Tel: 626.355.3656

Fax: 626.355.0077

te tc.‘
HENRY
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ENGINEERING
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Two Encoda Systems

RCS Makes Software to Track Rates
RCS says it can help radio stations
increase revenue with Windows versions
of ProRate and ProPak sales software.
The company says stations that would
benefit are those that sell out prime
inventory but don't make budget; that
have ahard time increasing rates; that
have ahigh rate of unsold inventory; or
are forced to bump high-paying business
because of asurplus of trade or discount
contracts.
ProRate shows GMs and GSMs how
to use multiple rate cards to capture long-

Manage Ads

term, short-term and immediate buyers
ProRate can help a station establish
"super saver" rates for early birds, but
save inventory for lust-in-time" buyers
who are willing to pay higher rates.
ProPak gives users access to current
rate cards so they can always obtain the
best rates. Using real-time rates and
avails, ProPak can help asales team create proposals and packages that earn a
station more money.
For information contact RCS at (919)
839-4144 or visit www.rcsworks.com.

avails

Rates

0::===i1F
Encoda rnmim-=nammur.Systems' two
agmarm
latest products
r
for managing a
radio station's
business are
Paradigm 5.0
Traffi x traffic
software and
Spotdata elec
tronic invoicing
(EI) software.
Traffix provides tools to
help manage ad
sales and operational assets.
tr.in
4,Pite
It can be used
An Encoda Paradigm 5.0 Traffix Screenshot
as astandalone
sales, traffic and operations system or be integrated with other Paradigm business systems.
The software is an advanced management system that includes integrated programming/material management and aproposal system. It is suited to single- or multichannel and centralized operations. New features include enhanced inventory management and sales management reporting, and the automated loading of schedules
from third-party systems or other Paradigm systems.
Spotdata is the EI module of the ODAC suite of ad-commerce products. El allows
broadcasting and cable companies to deliver electronic invoices to local and national
advertising agencies. By providing data transfer via the Internet, Spotdata enables
buyers and sellers to eliminate some of the time and expenses associated with processing invoices and payments. One of its new features is the batch printing of
invoices, allowing broadcasters and agencies to print multiple invoices at once.
For more information contact Encoda in Colorado at (303) 237-4000 or visit
www.encodasystems.com.
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Coming Up in Buyer's Guide
Suppliers: Bayer's Guide is asection of Radio World intended to inform our
readers about new products in aspecific category of equipment and to share

sample of ProRate's five-grid rate-card system. Rates move
across grids based on percent sellout per week per daypart.

stories written by their industry peers.
If you offer aproduct in one or more of these categories, please contact
Buyer's Guide Editor Michael Hedrick at mhedrick@imaspub.com or (703) 998-

Summit Offers
Radio Tool
Summit Software Systems tailored its general advertising sales management system into the Summit for Radio version, ascalable traffic and billing system that functions for yield and avail management, proposal generation and contact management.
The system is designed to assist avariety of occupations in radio. Sales managers
will have tools to maintain and grow revenue, traffic managers get functions for performing complex operations efficiently and business managers receive help with
paperwork. General managers and executives can use it to drive market share and
improve profitability, and technical staff have data and automation interfaces for driving new digital automation systems.
Summit for Radio runs on Windows with real-time, dynamic spot scheduling and
horizontal/vertical spot and copy rotation with integrated script and automatic media
numbering. The system employs amodular design and uses the Pervasive.SQL 2000
database engine from Pervasive Software. Remote access is available via the Internet
or RAS. It can manage hundreds of channels from the same or multiple databases.
Other features include: long-form paid programs scheduling and avails, simple
non-spot billing, client/contact management including interactive proposals, asuite
of sales and management information reports and automatic reconciliation from
insertion equipment verification files.
Users customize data entry and report defaults, formats for confirmations of contracts, copy, programs, logs, invoices and statements. Multilevel user security settings provide safety. Report and data-entry functions cover sales, billing, scripts,
troubleshooting, utilities, analyses and avariety of other details.
The system's utilities can assign copy and filler spots to logs, edit logs, reschedule
make goods and perform other functions. Users can define invoices and account
statements.
For more information contact Summit Software in Colorado at (800) 771-1824 or
visit www.sunrimitsoftware.com.

7600, ext. 146, in advance of the deadlines shown here.
Issue Date
April 10
May 8

June 5
July 3
Aug. 1
Sept. 1
Sept. 25
Oct. 23
Nov. 20
Dec. 18

Products & Services

Remote tools
DC 8A Dial Up Remote Control
Controls and monitors 8external devices from any
touch-tone telephone with extremely flexible programmable features.

THE COST EFFECTIVE
ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE

Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our flexible line of remote access and
control equipment gives you elegantly fuinctional solutions to your control requirements
without the need for 'custom boxee.

MSO-8 Control Panel

PSC Programmable Schedule Controller
Stores and controls up to 160 events with Hour/Minutes/Seconds, Day/Month/Year, or Day of Week with
Daylight Savings Time correction. 20 SPST relays
and/or 32 serial custom commands provided.

SERVICE, REPAIR tit
CALIBRATION

Provides aconvenient way to add front panel control to our smaller profile products with eight LEDindicator-equipped switches.

im

Full featured telephone line coupler/hybrid provides
32 programs; 32 ASCII strings ( DTMF to ASCII); 64
macros; 16 relays; auto answer; 4-digit access
codes and much more.

SRC-8Serial Remote Control

SSM Smart Silence Monitor

The SRC- 8provides ameans of adding 8channels of remote control to RF, wireline and fiber type
SIL systems and may also be used with dedicated
modems (full & half duplex models).

Monitors any stereo or two independent monaural
sources and generates alarms indicating loss of
carrier when white noise and/or silence is detected.

Internet: www.broadcasttools.com

E-mail: bti

broadcasttools com

• Remote Control Systems

• TFT
• And others...

WE ALSO PROVIDE
Free, over-the- phone technical assistance
STL loaner/rentals
PCL 505 Certification

UI 411 Universal Interface
Perfect for adding logic functions to mechanical
switches/relays, adding remote functions to transmitter control/logic, detecting phone line "ring', etc.

istmezi2r-

ff•

TECHNICAL SERVICE

BROADCAST

2198 Hubbard Lane, Grants Pass, OR 97527

tools

Voice: 360 . 854 . 9559
Fax: 360 . 854 . 9479

• McMartin

• AM/FM Monitors

The BOS offers 12 N.O. dry contact switches with
status LEDs in adesktop panel. The ROS is similar, but in asingle-space rack unit. The PBB-24
provides 24 momentary buttons that can be programmed to output ASCII character strings.

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing and alist of distributors!

• Moseley

• Exciters • Optimods

BOS, ROS & PBB-24 Switch Panels

MC- 16 Telephone Hybrid/Coupler

EQUIPMENT BY
• Belar • Marti

• STL's • RPU's • TSL's

SRC- 1616L Serial Remote Control
Equipped with 16 optoisolated and CMOS/TTL compatible inputs and 16- Relay (Form C) outputs that
may be controlled from ahost computer, or apair of
units can be used in astand-alone configuration
(relay extension cord).

SPECIALIZING IN

Innovative Problem Solving Tool For Broadcast

Telephone Solutions by CircuitWerkes

TERAC
COMPONENTS
FOR USERS - BY USERS

SYSTgm„SoLLITIONS
•

e

lé

FOR

FM, . VHF UHF
DTV/DVI3,
FILTERS"--

NAB IN LAS VEGAS

The HC- 3is ideal for many tasks like listen & concert
lines, remote broadcasting, IFB interfaces, & More.

CNAJAILY

IN BOOTH L1515
FOR FURTHER I
NFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
TEL.' + I207-627-7474
FAX: + I 207-627-7473
EMAIL: LARRY.BOONEPTERACOMC.com
W EE: WWW.TERACOMC.COM

The VC«, Telco-6, six line,
incoming, ring detector

Is someone calling? Find out with the new Telco-6!
The telco-6 detects telephone ring signals from one to
six lines and provides adry relay output for each line.

meerre
re IFreart;
fi

n •

COMBINERS
RF COMPONENTS
ANTENNA SYSTEMS
TRANSMISSION LINE
CABLE CONVECTORS
ENGINEERING S.
OFTWARE
SEE US @

(Mlle

The HC-3hybrid telephone autocoupler

rî r

r
-r
-

twitlittd
CP-1 & CP-2 call progress decoders
Did you ever connect a telephone coupler to a phone
line or PBX only to discover that it won't hang up?
CircuitWerkes' call progress decoders can save the
day on most systems. They listen for dial- tone or busy
signals and, when present, force your couplers offline.

The AC-12 telco autocoupler bank
Get up to adozen, full featured, telephone autocouplers in
just 5.25" of rack space. The coupler bay features a
common power supply and two audio busses for easy
mass feeds. Individual couplers can be used for sending
or receiving seperately from the rest - perfect for IFBs.
Newly updated design improves audio performance and
overall reliablility to anew standard of excellence!

http: viww.circuitwerkes.com _

CircuitWerkes

Affordable Custom
Broadcast Furniture

S.C.M.S., Inc
Charlotte, N.0

/Competitive Prices
Designed,
Constructed,
Delivered and
Installed by

ECHROLOGY

32 Pennsylvania Avenue, Malvern, PA 19355

b/Extensive Rental Fleet
Test Equipment, Audio)

( RF Codecs

%/Experienced Staff
/Used Trade- Ins Welcomed
iNew and Rebuilt RF and Audio
/Custom Studio Design and
Furniture

TEL: 610-640-1229

/Representing Over 600 Quality
Manufacturers

FAX: 610-296-3402

iTurnkey Installations Available

email: sales ,, studiotechnology.com
web: www.studiotechnology.com

You Know We Know Radio
800-438-6040 • www.scmsinc.com • Fax 704-889-4540
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Wicks Helps

Smarts Touts

Manage Information

Second Generation
Smarts Broadcast Systems' Smarts — The Second Generation traffic and
billing software for Windows is based on the company's 20 years of radio traffic experience, customer feedback and Smarts' vision of how software should
work.
Order entry is designed to be fast and easy. Because of the system's flexible
design, orders can be entered to appear on tomorrow's log, or next year's. The
logs can be generated and ready for air within five minutes. Time orders slide
easily into the system.
Users can log ROS, daypart and fixed position spots. Users can also make
TAP plans and special events.
The system can be set up for multiple stations; making identical entries for
those stations is simple. Program material such as spots, PSAs or jingles can
be forced into a particular break position. Any number of TAP Plans can be
created. Sales functions cross account lines.
The system can also creates comprehensive reports or reports for individual
stations with several sorts available. Accounts can be level billed on a daily,
weekly or monthly basis. Special events can be set up in advance for remotes.
The co-op also uses a standard ANA/RAB tear sheet. Users can type a script
in the program or import it from aword processor. Co-op may be added after
the fact.
Telephone and Internet training are available. Training sessions are held
twice ayear at the Smarts office. On-site training also is available.
For more information contact Smarts in Iowa at (800) 747-6278 or visit
www.smartsbroadcast.com.

Wicks Broadcast Solutions' Control Tower is automated report consolidation software for use at market level and the corporate office.
The Control Tower boasts accurate reporting, fast access to information,
reduced costs in report preparation and provides information for management
decisions.
The software is designed to provide adata warehousing capability to Wicks
traffic and billing systems. Users have real-time access to information electronically gathered from stations on multiple traffic systems. The data is viewable as areport or spreadsheet and is accessible at any secure location via the
Internet.
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Sales
Pacing

Jan

Repon

10%

1.600.000

Feb

100,000

14.518

15%

1.600.000

Mar

1,500.000

300.000

1.203,024

06%

1,600,000

1,900.000 1.326.329

704118

QI
1.

28.987

1 500,000

1.675.947

May

1 500

100

1.500.000

1.525

3.525

166.706

922%

45 i90%

156,706

9%

1.294.02

1,294,029

99%

124%

4,800,000 1,464,26

1,464,260
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3294k

1,365.642

123%

117%

Week 16:

4

04/16/2001 to
04/22/2001
Market: New
Ye.

Ad

1.500,000

1,074,327

72.6

1.600.000

1560000

072.271

0%

163%

Aug

644.130

43%

1.600,000

636,314

0%

251%

Generated:

Sep

1.300.000

322.927

35%

1,600.000

397,233

0%

403%

4.300.000 2,241,363

1.903.013

QT

04/20/2001
11

56

Nei

03

14 AM
11..I

112%.

1.600.000

1.182,513

79%

1.600.000

1.246.993

0%

120%

1.031,939

69%

1,600,000

950,403

0%

168%

4,300.000 3,1190,399

0641

3.363.030 29345

133411

000

1.365,64

960%

4.900,000 1,363,64
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4
/

2324%

30•11k

4,1900.000

Oct

1,500000

333,094

23%

1.600.000

353.102

0%

Hoy

1,500000

236.326

16%

1,600,000

216.060

0%

Dec
04
Year

1.soo.000

163,014

11%

4.300.000

733.234

1644

13.400,000 0,193.343

33 4%

1.600 001 ,
4,800,000
19,200,000 7,029,90

• 53%
730%

126.737

0%

1,0,4

696,699
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7,629,513 290 44.
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InterPlanetary

Jan

InterPlanetary Solutions has introduced an audio logging software system, AudioStream NG, which comes with alog player.
AudioStream NG has an unlimited number of timers to record as many segments throughout the week as needed.
Lengths from 1minute to seven days can be recorded and divided on the
fly. A quality editor saves "qualities" — each a combination of audio codee
and audio quality that can be recorded.

eleven'

>
41

MOMS

Time:
Started:
Length:

Free Space:
Drive C - 4196 Mb
Drive D - 19320 Mb

Log ended: 11-01-2002 22:44:29 .
Log started: 11-01-2002 22:45:08 —
Record started: 11-01-2002 22:45:22
Fuie swapped: 11-01-2002 22:46:01
Fuie swapped: 11-01-2002 22:46:17
Record ended: 11-01-2002 22:46:32
Log ended: 11-01-2002 22:46:32
Log started: 12-01-2002 00:51:31
Log ended: 12-01-2002 00:52:48
Log started: 12-01-2002 20:56:31
Log ended: 12-01-2002 21:27:23
Log started: 14-01-2002 22:18:49
Log ended: 14-01-2002 22:19:19
Log started: 14-01-2002 23:12:13
Log ended: 14-01-2002 23:13:09
Log started: 14-01-2002 23:16:38
Log ended: 14-01-2002 23:16:51
Log started: 14-01-2002 23:17:39
Log ended: 14-01-2002 23:17:53
Lo started: 17-01-2002 08:42:00

Clear

Recording

2000
Billing

7000
Actual

2000
Billing

2000
Actual

50,000

7.225

14%

10.000

0

0

0%

0%

Feb

50.000

1,072

4%

10000

30.25,7

38.267

Me

2646

Mar

400.000

320,829

67%

500.000

337,271

337.271

91%

IBM

7,000

329,926

3745
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Alldw6tream

2001
7001
tle Budget Fatima.
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Current
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320.000 373,339

373.33e
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Control Tower provides analysis, charting and reporting capabilities for
data collected from traffic systems. It supports development of questions for
identifying and tracking sales issues. Detailed assignments of goals and targets can be matched against actual and projected sales. Reports and analyses
can be saved and rerun at any time, and can be run automatically on a userdefined periodic basis.
Sales managers can use the software to set revenue goals by station and
income type (such as local, national and trade accounts), and to track sales by
agency, account, station, industry category and income type.
Managers can measure sales activity and monitor how inventory is sold,
compare sales with goals and create pacing reports comparing previous years'
sales. Control Tower can aggregate this information for a CFO and present
refined reports and graphs via aWeb browser.
Special features include analyses, flexible charting/graphing capability with
spreadsheets such as Microsoft Excel, automatic generation of reports and
analyses on a predefined time basis and using relational database technology
modeled for the media industry.
For more information contact Wicks in Oregon at (800) 547-3930 or visit
www.wicksbroadcastsolutions.com.

NBS Provides
Feature- Rich System

I

Thursday 17-01-2002

The qualities defined can be used in the above- mentioned timers. For
example, one section that needs to be replayed at alater stage can be recorded
in CD-quality and the rest of the program schedule can use different qualities.
A free- space monitor tracks hard-drive usage and deletes old files when
space runs low. Another routine maintains a set number of days of audio, so
only the amount needed to be kept according to regulations remains on disk.
A disk space calculator calculates the drive space that will be used over a
time frame, combining the choice of timers and quality.
Features include password-protected settings; manual stop, start and dividing of recordings; external triggering of recordings from devices such as console buttons; silence control to trigger recording based on the absence of
silence; an alarm that sounds after a set period of silence; a visible logfile;
and aconfigurable spectrum analyzer and oscilloscope.
AudioStream NG Player can be installed on any number of PCs, allowing
the user to play recorded audio. Users can listen to any timeframe by entering
in the start and end.
The player automatically retrieves and plays them. A playlist can be created so that many timeframes can be played back-to-back. This makes air
checks, legal proceedings and similar operations easier.
The software is sold directly by the company in Australia and can be purchased through its Web site at www.ipsware.com.

Natural Broadcast Systems promises a low-cost traffic software option
that has many of the same advanced features as more expensive systems.
The Natural Log Radio Traffic/Logging/Billing software is compatible with
most computer automation systems and can handle two stations at once. The
traffic functions can manage thousands of customers and 1,000 active orders.
Users can specify week and alternating week scheduling and time and timeclass scheduling. Multiple price and length spots and multiple scripts/cuts can
be on the same order.
The system has dual product-type protection. Special log formats are available for sports. Spotset fill sequencing is user-specified. The system can make
automatic "Fill-to-Length" spotsets for satellite formats and has an on- screen
log editor, bumped spots and copy problem reports on screen and acopy manager with script affidavits printed.
Billing and accounts receivable functions can follow the calendar month
and the standard broadcast month and weekly, end-of-flight and demand factors. The system includes an on- screen invoice editor and on- screen viewing
of acustomer's account history and other details.
On the reporting side, customer and order lists can be sorted as desired and
spot-rate reports are provided for orders and salesmen. Billing error reports
are available before bills are printed. Aged accounts receivable can be sorted
as desired, and account transaction summaries, invoiced sales and collections
reports with sales commissions, six-month projected sales and 52-week inventory-management reports are available.
For more information contact Natural Broadcast Systems in Texas at (210)
349-5808 or visit www.nat-soft.com.

OUTSTANDING Outstanding specifications and pricing
on professional quality receivers for EAS, monitoring and
"translator" service.
The AFC3 is athree receiver rack mount that is configured to your EAS or monitoring specific application. Each
receiver has internal frequency selection ( PLL) switches,
front panel controls and indicators, and rear panel connections.

111111111111111111MN
Price: Approximately $ 1000

(
depending on receiver choice)

Select three receivers from our FM or FM/SCA, NOM
Weather, Public Service and/or AM Monitor/Receivers. All
receivers are PLL (synthesized) designs using the latest
state of the art components and are available as stand
alone receivers as well as in AFC3 combinations.
Quality Receivers Designed and Manufactured in the USA since 1980

DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION
2237 Industrial Blvd., Sarasota, FL 34234 Tel. ( 941) 351-4454
Email: SCARadio@aol.com WebSite: www.DaytonIndustrial.com

FM Channel Study
Software for your PC
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MANDAMP SERIESTM
Mono and Stereo Mixers and Expanders

detailed brochure.

MX100. MX200 & MXS100 Three Input Mic/Line Mixers
XP100 & XPS100 Four Input Companion Expanders
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rfDetective-Pro uses FCC data that you can download for free!

•Low noise Mic/Line switchable Inputs
•Phantom Power • Independent headphone and

Free job viewer can be downloaded from rfsoftware.com

Balanced line outputs • Bright 3 color LED meter • XLR connectors
•External power or battery operated • UL & CE Markings

Find out why you should be using rfDetective products!
Call us or visit us on the web at http:Pwww.rfsoftware.com

AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED
328 W. Maple Avenue, Horsham, PA 19044
Tel: ( 215) 443-0330 • ( 800) 959-0307 • Fax: ( 215) 443-0394 • http://www.atiguys.com

(352) 336-7233 / fax 367-1725

9Vay we preseni.

Silicon Va/lev

10/3000
0wets Ni. 3kw out

POWER

YOUR AD

AMPLIFIERS

The RF People

Our growing product line

B-1500

up to 1750w

TISFAC'TION GUARANTEED'

B-2000

up to 2.2kw

B-850

up to 930w

B- 150A
up to 165w

B- 300A

13-450

up to 500w

10/1000
10 watts in 1000w out

B-600

B-1000

up to 1200w
I

up to 630w

RADIO WORLD'S
Products and Services Showcase provides

up to 330w

aperfect medium for marketing
your products and services.

Phone:- (408) 986 9700

e-mail:- salesgsvpa.com

For more information, contact your sales
representative or Simone at

Fax:- (408) 986 1438

Website:- www.svpa.com

703-998-7600, ext. 154
to request amedia kit.
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RDS Readies Two
Managing Systems

Netia Adds to Music-All Manager
Music-All is the music management
tool in Netia's Radio-Assist 7 line,
designed to manage a radio station's
music schedule. It can deal with thousands of tracks and keep account of
the scheduler's instructions at the
same time.

Moo*

viewing acalendar of recent broadcasts
and histories and other functions. A
player/editor governs smooth playback
and sequence preparation. A two-track
editing device can be used to reposition
intros or fine-tune mixing levels.
Users can choose arange of broad-
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Register Data Systems' System Six is asales, traffic, billing and accounts receivable software program. According to the company, incorporates ideas from broadcasters across North America.
Orders need to be entered only once, covering any period of time from days to
years. Each order can hold 255 lines of scheduling information and automatically
rotate multiple spots. System Six automatically generates logs, placing spots in
restricted programs, exact times, an infinite variety of dayparts, and rotating throughout the day or in user-defined TAP and ROS schedules. It interfaces to most automation systems.
Logging information is stored so time affidavits and invoices are available. It also
stores and prints co-op copy according to ANA guidelines. Logs can be transferred to
automation electronically. Billing information is posted to the Open Items Accounts
Receivable, where users can run statements for any client. Management reports are button-touch available, showing projected sales, avails, expiring orders, collections and other details. Context-sensitive help screens guide an operator through data entry and producing reports.
Another product, RDS System Seven, adds general business functionality by combining System Six with an accounts payable, payroll and general ledger package. The
system is designed so each revolution in the sales cycle feeds into the next, from sales
to traffic, traffic to billing, billing to accounts receivable and so forth.
For more information contact RDS in Georgia at (800) 521-5222 or visit the company Web site at www.registerdata.com.
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StarCaster Handles Eight Stations

see»

The system's newest feature is areconciliation function. During last-minute
changes when abroadcast goes on air,
what is actually broadcast is not always
what was scheduled. The reconciliation
function tracks what actually went
on air.
Reconciliation is particularly suited
to quality scheduling computation. The
system takes into account the tracks not
broadcast and those that have been
added. The function can automatically
compute copyrights and draws up royalties records.
A more user-friendly control panel
has been installed, with tools for setting
parameters, modifying a schedule,
searching, running alocal computation,

cast criteria to define run frequency,
mandatory or forbidden sequences and
other constraints. Tracks are mixed and
matched by an independent rotation
method so none are forgotten or repeated too early.
The program can produce 100 schedules from one title database. If aschedule is altered to adapt to a change in
taste or news, it is updated automatically. Modification can be induced by a
second local computation on one or
more tracks. Another control function
warns of inconsistencies. Several users
can access the system at one time.
For more information contact Netia
in New Jersey at (973) 575-9909 or visit
www.netia.net.

Natural Music
Now Uses Windows
Natural Music from Natural Broadcast Systems is a music scheduler and
database, now is available for Windows and DOS.
The software uses nine sets of rules for different dayparts and has 26 song dayparting restrictions.
Controls are available for Gender, Tempo, Intensity, Mood Style and artist separation, and users can define their own controls.
Natural Music has functions for prior-day horizontal title separation, artist
blocks (multiple songs in arow by same artist) and backup protection.
The software can set up 676 clocks. The log editor and artist and song play histories are available on-screen. An audit log is included for trouble-shooting, as are
reports and lists, including BM! and ASCAP reports. Natural Music is compatible
with most automation systems.
The new Windows version has added features. It can store songs in 1,225 music
categories. The music log has advanced generation diagnostics, hour and day
recycling and reconciliation with BSI WaveStation and other automation "actualplay" logs.
Data from these automation logs can be imported with a built-in feature.
Editing can be performed through drag-and-drop and cut-and-paste functions.
Users can configure on-screen song browsing and reports that can be printed and
exported to text files.
The software creates standard RIAA "Webcast" performance reports for electronic filing with the RIAA. It has "Never-Violate" and "Preferred" flexible rule
specifications. New daypart and hour circulation rules are included.
For more information contact Natural Broadcast Systems in Texas at (210) 3495808 or visit www.nat-soft.com.

Datastar Inc.'s StarCaster is
designed to help aradio station get the
most out of traffic and A/R management. Invoices, statements, accounts
receivable, billing histories, credit histories, sales projections and avails, log
reports and copy tear sheets are viewable within scrollable windows and are
printable. Previous invoices can be
viewed onscreen, obviating the need to
load backup disks.
StarCaster's Custom Log Face
Scheduler is designed to help users handle special programming days such as
those calling for remotes, sports events
and other functions.
When entering co-op orders, users

can rotate the co-op evenly or by percentages. Combo-buys are possible if a
client advertises on more than one station; users can use the same order to
enter the buy. Licensing plans vary
minimally with the number of stations
running.
StarCaster is shipped with several
digital audio interfaces built in at no
additional charge. Help is available
online and the operating manual has
been revised to include version 6. Both
standalone and networked versions are
available.
For more information contact
Datastar Inc. in Nebraska at (800) 6962545 or visit www.starcaster.com.

Traffic C.O.P. Made for Windows
The Traffic C.O.P. for Windows traffic software from Broadcast Data Consultants
recently passed its fifth anniversary. The software is designed to work easily and reliably with Windows software.
The system software for traffic and billing can be used for order entry to log scheduling to A/R. The integrated program combines continuity and traffic/commercial
announcements
MS. Older % RID
TIMM
•
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,
on the same log,
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JAGER KING (LOCAL)
cAdd New Order,
scheduling, log11M
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End ter 117 oax
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generation and Log None
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billing functions. Arm /
The program can
be exported from Accoael Executive
Ponald ri...e.e,r
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TAURANT
its automation
Secorkay % Idea Type
system.
The software
Fi.,... Type
controls
cart
numbers
and
copy. It can create 26 clocks and
tell the computer
which clock to schedule on any day. The log program and reports check the schedule
to find out which clock to run. Stopsets, programs and remarks are accessible via buttons that quickly display lists.
Other features include password security and customer support, which includes free
updates from the company Web site.
The company states that the software is easy enough to use so that anyone with a
working knowledge of Windows and abackground in radio traffic can master the program.
For more information contact Broadcast Data Consultants in Florida at (800) 2756204 or visit www.broadcastdata.com.
,
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"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS
Want to Sell

kesesticeFirst"
e.888-781-11180
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.
www.twousEicsfirstcom
AMPLIFIERS
Want to Sell
RCA BA 28A expansion/compression
amplifier, BO. Jack Vobbe, WLEW,
935 South Van Dyke Rd, Bad Axe MI
48413. 989-269-9931.
RCA
BA25A
compression
amplifiers ( 2), BO. Jack Vobbe,
WLEW, 935 South Van Dyke Rd,
Bad Axe MI 48413. 989-269-9931.
RCA BA3A amps (2), as is, BO.
Jack Vobbe, WLEW, 935 South Van
Dyke Rd, Bad Axe MI 48413. 989269-9931.
Want to Buy
McIntosh C-20 cabinet or complete
unit. Mike Stosich, Esoteric Sound,
4813 Wallbank Ave, Downers Grove
IL 60515. 708-431-4560.
RCA, Altec tube amplifiers &
mixers in any condition, working or
not. Larry Drago, WELI, POB 85,
New Haven CT 06501. 203-2305255.
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
Want to Sell
AM
GROUND
SYSTEMS:
Reliable, On-time Installation,
Quality Workmanship, Ground
System Evaluation & Repair.
www.amgroundsystems.com, 1877-766-2999.
Dielectric 3-5/8" motorized four
port coaxial switch . Continental
Communications, 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm@fiastl.net.
•
THE
ANTENNA SITE STORE
Tower Registration Signs
FCC and OSHA Compliance
Tower Leasing Signs
Your Wording Added
610-458-8418
www.antennalD.com
• Ante«. ID Products GI•notoor•, PA

Cablewave FLC158-50NF, 1-5/8"
to x male, ( 12) connectors, never
used, $ 150 ea or $ 1600 all 12. Russ
Kinsley,
WCLX,
POB
310,
Vergennes VT 05491. 802-7594000.
ERI Cycloid 3-bay FM originally on
92.7, tuned to 93.9, no heaters or
radomes, $ 1000, you pick up, will
not ship. Randal Miller, Miller Media
Group, 918E Park, Taylorville IL
62568 217-824-3395.

Phelps/Dodge CFM/LP3 3 bay
tuned to 95.3 FM with de-icers.
Removed from service in 7/01 due
to upgrade & frequency change,
power gain 1.5, 3sections, $ 1000.
Tony St James, KFLP, POB 658,
Floydada TX 79235. 806-983-5704.
AUDIO
PRODUCTION
Want to Sell
360 Systems Shortcut editor in
great condition, very little use,
$1500. Charles Hall, KXRQ, 1420 E
2880 S, Vernal VT 435-781-1100.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
SMC, various pieces including
audio monitor, 16 channel audio
switcher, (2) 350 Carousels, (2) cart
players in drawers, all as-is, $200 &
you pick up, will not ship. Randal
Miller, Miller Media Group, 918 E
Park, Taylorville IL 62568. 217-8243395.
IGM Rampart automation system.
Mainframe circuits cards rollouts,
BO. Jack Vobbe, WLEW, 935 South
Van Dyke Rd, Bad Axe MI 48413.
989-269-9931.

MISCELLANEOUS
Want to Sell
‘

.17ES
:
!

Space Is avallable_
so advertise In

Radio World's
Broadcast Utilement
Exchange
For more Information, call
Slmone Fewell @
703-998-7600, ext.154.
Autogram on air console, Mini-mix
12 A/MM1020A, practically new,
less than 1year old, $2350. Ruben
Hughes, WGNL, 503 lone St,
Greenwood MS 38930. 662-4531646 or 662-453-1643.
Mackie VLZ-24-4 mixer & flight
case in mint cond, $ 1000/B0. Jack
Vobbe, WLEW, 935 South Van
Dyke Rd, Bad Axe MI 48413. 989269-9931.
Want to Buy
Western Electric 25A. Paying up to
$7500 for this console & always
buying WE mics, tubes, catalogs &
TT's. Larry Drago, WELI, POB 85,
New Haven CT 06501. 203-2305255.

CART MACHINES
Want to Sell
Broadcast Electronic triple deck,
good condition, record mode needs
work, 200 carts free, $500/60. Curt
Marker, WHWL, 130 Carmen Dr,
Marquette MI 49855. 906-2491423.

LIMITERS/
AUDIO PROCESSING
Want to Sell
Orban Optimod 8100A, $2000.
Russ Kinsley, WCLX, POB 310,
Vergennes VT 05491. 802-7594000.

NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIO/STUTRANSMITŒR/ANTENNA
OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

SCMS, Inc. (800) 438-6040
You Know We Know Radio'

CONSOLES
Want to Sell
Gates 8 pot mono board, as is,
$100, you pick up, will not ship.
Randal Miller, Miller Media Group,
918 E Park, Taylorville IL 62568.
217-824-3395.
Yamaha 03D (
OH-3-DEE) ( 2),
production consoles, excellent
condition, $2230 each. Pete Stouer,
WJYJ, POB 905, Spotsylvania VA
22553. 540-582-5371.
Altec 1567A mixers (2) and one
case for same, BO. Jack Vobbe,
WLEW, 935 South Van Dyke Rd,
Bad Axe MI 48413. 989-269-9931.

Without advertising, a
terrible thing happens...

+ifi.»SS

For more information,
rates and deadlines. call 703-998-7600. ext. 154.

Gentner SPH10 analog hybrid, like
new, connects phone calls to audio
board without feedback or echo,
$350. Aaron Hall, Minnesota Family
Council, 2855 Anthony Ln South
#150, Minneapolis MN 55418. 612789-8811 x226.
ROTRON NOVA» AM puov BLOOM,
new & rebuilt for Elcom, Harris, CCA,
CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Housing & desk for Western 25B
console & box of parts, BO +shpg.
Jack Vobbe, WLEW, 935 South Van
Dyke Rd, Bad Axe MI 48413. 989269-9931.

Want to Buy
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.
Collins 26U-1 limiter for parts or
just the meter. Tim Coffman, 858571-5031.
Urei, Universal Audio, dbx,
Collins, RCA, Gates. Call anytime,
Tim Coffman, 858-571-5031.
MICROPHONES
Want to Sell
EV644 with shockmount & cable,
very nice, $200. Will Dougherty,
WLD, Music Valley, At 1, Box 1548,
Mill Spring MO 63952. 573-9982681.
Want to Buy
RCA 77-DX, 44-BX, KU-3A's, WE639's, On-Air & recording lights
wanted, top dollar paid! 615-3523456, FAX: 615-352-1922. E-mail:
billbryantmgmt@yahoo.com..
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.
RCA 77DX/44BX. Will pay $ 1000
for these mics. Call anytime. Larry
Drago, WELI, POB 85, New Haven
CT 06501. 203-230-5255.

Professional software
packages for preparing
FCC applications and
plotting coverage. For
Windows and NT
V Create "real-world" coverage maps with Longley-Rice,
Ti REM, PTP & other models using polygon map features.
V Prepare concise FCC model coverage maps and allocation
studies using USGS geographic map databases.
Census calculations, tower and airport databases.
V Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV & LPTV channels with
graphics oriented programs and FCC databases.
v Plot STL paths in 3-D using NGDC terrain databases... and more!
r-

I
r

Tascam patchbays (
2), new PB32-4 & 32P 1/4 to 1/4 to RCA,
$120/pair; Sound Level meter, new
with case & manual ( Radio Shack),
$55. Will Dougherty, WLD, Music
Valley, At 1, Box 1548, Mill Spring
MO 63952. 573-998-2681.

C01111111111kations

800-743-3684
RECORDERS
Want to Sell

Two boxes (
19 total) of new
motors. Oriental motor, Japan S301 motors, 7.5W 115V 1500/1800
rpm, $30/all. Will Dougherty, WLD,
Music Valley, Rt 1, Box 1548, Mill
Spring MO 63952. 573-998-2681.
Western Electric Model 199
repeat coils (6) in rack mount frame,
BO. Jack Vobbe, WLEW, 935 South
Van Dyke Rd, Bad Axe MI 48413.
989-269-9931.

New motor for Tape-Athon tape
players, BO. Jack Vobbe, WLEW,
935 South Van Dyke Rd, Bad Axe
MI 48413. 989-269-9931.
Tauern #32 in excellent condition,
very little use, rack mount,
$800/130. Curt Marker, WHWL, 130
Carmen Dr, Marquette MI 49855.
906-249-1423.
REMOTE

Want to Buy

COMPLETE
FACILITIES

Comrex Nexus ISDN codec unit.
Works Perfectly. Used 1 year,
$1300. Charles, Pitroad Racing
Network, WCON, 706-886-0652.

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

CBS Original mdophcne flag for RCA
44 mdcphone. radanex@aolcom.
RCA 77-44-74 etc, ribbon mics, onair lights, console, manuals, tubes,
etc. Highest prices paid. Larry
Drago, WELI, 495 Benham St,
Hamden CT 06514. 203-248-8814.

Marti tube type VHF 160 MHz
receiver, as is, $50. Randal Miller,
Miller Media Group, 918 E Park,
Taylorville IL 62568. 217-824-3395.

WE RENT FOR LESS
FM Ezdters
Sll's
RI Pr Paps
Test Equipmeet

&

MICROWAVE

we don't have It, we wiM get id
SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040

Want to Sell

If

Dolby DP 5501 transmitter, DP
5502 receiver, frequency agile,
excellent condition, $3200. John
Salov, WUPS, 1314 Eagle Pt Dr.,
Clark Lake MI 49234. 800-9959850.

RCA on-air lights in any condition,
working or not, will pay best prices for
them. Larry Drago, WELI, POB 85,
New Haven CT 06501. 203-230-5255
WNOE New Orleans air-checks
from the late 50's. radcmex@aol.com.

Marti RPT30 transmitter, 800-900
MHz radio remote or STL, 2
channel w/mixer built in, $ 1200/B0.
Ron Meyer, TSR Media, 5053
Ocean Blvd, Sarasota FL 34212.
312-208-3599.

Silver Lake Audlo
(516) 763-1776
silverlakeaudio.com

"You Know We Know Radio"

Musicam
Fieldphone,
first
generation fieldphone, very good
condition, 3units, all working & very
clean, $250 ea or $600/all. John
Salov, WUPS, 1314 Eagle Pt Dr.,
Clark Lake MI 49234. 800-9959850.
TFT 7610 remote control, needs
work, BO. Jack Vobbe, WLEW, 935
South Van Dyke Rd, Bad Axe MI
48413. 989-269-9931.

RW enline

REPAIR SERVICES

MONITORS

Broadcast Equipment Repair

Want to Sell
Used Mod Monitors, McMartin & Betar.
Many to choose from, tuned & calibrated
on your frequency, full guaranteed.
Goodhch Ent. 402-493-1886.
Belar FMM-1, FMS- 1, RFA1,
factory tuned 102.5, calibrated
1999, $ 1500/all. Russ Kinsley,
WCLX, POB 310, Vergennes VT
05491. 802-759-4000.
Gates FM modulation monitor, as
is, $ 100; Belar AM RF amp, as is,
$100. Randal Miller, Miller Media
Group, 918 E Park, Taylorville IL
62568. 217-824-3395.

•AM Antenna Monitors

•RPLJ Transmitters/Receivers

•AM/FM Modulation Monitors

• STL Transmitter/Receivers

•Audio Processing

•Test Equipment

•Exciters

•Transmitter Field Repair

Rapid Turnaround - Professional Service

D DIVERSIFIED COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
(814) 756-3053
E-mail: rpogson@aol.com

BEE
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REPAIR SERVICES (cont.)
STATIONS

TEST EQUIPMENT

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

PROFITABLE. CASH- FLOWING
STATIONS, ( 2) FM's & ( 1) AM.
BEST
SMALL
MARKET
ANYWHERE! NEW EQUIPMENT.
INCREDIBLE
LOCATION &
LIMITED COMPETITION. FAMILY
ILLNESS
FORCES
SALE.
POSSIBLE FINANCING. Email:
radioonair@aol.com.

Ampex
300E
vacuum
tube
voltmeter, $30; Beta Scope non
destructive thickness guage, $30;
(4) HP 400D vacuum tube
voltmeters, $40/all; (4) NRI 12
vacuum tube voltmeter, $25; HP
400L vacuum tube voltmeter, $20;
Sierra Electronics scope in metal
box, $20; Standard electrical
products Type LR-5 Adjust-A-Volt
variable transformer, cable cut, $20;
Supreme 574 electronic set tester in
case w/manual, $40; Motorola TA42 input & output terminals, T&R 225 amp fuses, 1-15 amp fuse, $30.
Will Dougherty, WLD, Music Valley,
Rt 1, Box 1548, Mill Spring MO
63952. 573-998-2681.

Machine
5

Service

- Fast, expert repairs on all DAT
recorder brands & models
including ADAT and DA 88
e on Most Brands

Over 3000 Machines Serviced!
NeVe iliettitti,11U(1

3,.\ 1, At. dil itItIt.

COttHidte ( ) tir

- •
Pro Digital Inc.
SAT Recorder Seri ICC Specialists

-(610) 353-2400
SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Comstream CM701 PSK modem,
chassis with 70 Mhz IF mod/demod,
M&C & RS-449 card, clean, $3450
John Katonah, WFGB, POB
777, Lake Katrine NY 12449. 845778-2402.

DUE TO DEATH OF OUR FATHER,
TWO GREAT RADIO STATIONS
FOR SALE: North East California,
great hunting and fishing, 5000
watt AM 570, Class Cl FM 100,000
watt,
S250.000/B0.
Highly
motivated! Phone 530-233-2570.
FM " C"
Nevada.
Joint
venture. Strongest in nation?
S25.000 minimum. 478-741-1710.
wrecktech @ ya hoo.com.
»Mast

**agent Endow
"BEE"
In the habit

Zephyr's 4 cards #304, excellent
comdition, BO. Curt Marker, WHWL,
130 Carmen Dr, Marquette MI
49855. 906-249-1423.

51

of selling your used
equipment heal

EIENE MEE E
(7113) 111M -71100, Ext 1st

TAPES/CARTS/
REELS/CD 's
Want to Sell
Tapecaster
mono
R/P
cart
machines, ITC 3- decker cart
machine w/record box, ITC 3decker cart machine without record
box, Audicord mono R/P cart
machine, (2)
ITC
R/P cart
machines, one stereo, one mono,
both 3 tones, (4) ITC stereo r- r
players, ITC PD- IT cart machine,
Audicord play only cart machine,
$50 per machine, as is, 200 used
carts, various lengths, $50. Randal
Miller, Miller Media Group, 918 E
Park, Taylorville IL 62568. 217-8243395.
Teac A1500W stereo r- r, as is, $50.
Randal Miller, Miller Media Group,
918 E Park, Taylorville IL 62568.
217-824-3395.

TRANSMITTERS

0111016 EVAI\IS
s

OCI

A

It

Communications

213 S Main St Thiensvgire, WI 53092. (262) 242-6000. FAX 1262) 242-6045
Mtg. , ~ AV evansassoc.com
Member AFCCE

BROCK, I
NC.

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Full Service From Allocation to
5w-ration AM/FM/FWAUX Services
Field Witrk; Antenna and
Facilities Dr-sign
Over 35 rears engineering
and conSulting experience

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

IT 1-301-913-9287
\‘.....;5272 RiverFAX.
Rd. 11.1410.
C3011913-5799
Retheidat MD 2f1•11 ,

Herb Kravitz
Broadcast Engineering
Consultants

SS

w.grahanthrock.coni

M Celenza
Communications Consultants
I
V-$550; LPTV-$550:FM-$250:
AM Freq Searches-Call for quote

AM- FM

Applications. Amendments

Professional Technical Support
Comprehensive Field Service

& Upgrades
Antenna Structure Registration.
Field Work Avail

phone 609-347-4821
fax 609-347-6397
hkrachoOnisn.com

631-928-0077
Fax: 631-928-1905

Market Analysis

dotswoiale

Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages

www.dataworld.com
800-368-5754

•

info adataNs nrld.com
fax: 301-656-5341

infottrowleng, om

To advertise,
call 703-998-7600,
ext. 154.

BTF-20-E1.

Continental

Arroyo, WONQ, 1033 Semoran Blvd
#253, Casseteny FL .
52107. 407-8300800.

OWL ENGINEERING, IN.
1 .-800 - 797 - 1338

Harris Gates 2, 2500W solid state
AM transmitter, 6adjustable power
levels, LED overload, module status
indicator & many more features,
1510 kHz, like new, never used,
excellent condition, $21,500. Angie
Sugalski,
WCN,
POB
444,
Spartanburg SC 29304. 888-9892299.
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STIjs FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment
SCMS Inc 1800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"
Harris MW-5AM transmitter, 5kW,
tuned to 1140 kHz, presently on air,
some spare parts, $ 10,000. Located
in Orlando FL, George Arroyo,
WONQ, 1033 Semoran Blvd #253,
Casselberry FL 32707. 407-8300800.

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

IC-Es I

e following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

CORNELL-DUBILIER

MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

Doug Vernier

Telecommunication Consultants

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FM/TV/LP -IN/0TV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

Ne

oft.

10.1011.111.11l11.[KM07.-•

ftware for your PC

(800) 743 - 3684
www.v-soft.com
MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers
-Design 8Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
-Analysis for New Allocation.
Site Relocation. And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS'ITFS/OFS)
-Environmental Radiation Analysis
-Field Work
*Expert Testimony
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: (301) 590-9757
email: mullengr@aol.com

System

One Communications

Eiroad...ast Constructoi, & tcm.tiltant,
llouston. Texas

888-625-5649
>. AM- FM Site Construction
Specialists
I> Complete Tower Service
3> Antenna & Transmission
Line Diagnostics

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in
cdJ

)

Visit us on the the *seat www.radknott.com
109 West Knapp Aye • Edgewater • FL • (386) 426-2521

Broadcast Engineering Consultants
AM FM TV I.PTV

John Fun-,President
Free Site Screenings for
Coordination and Protection of
AM Radio Stations,
FCC Applications- Field work
Tower Detuning
Upgrades & Relocations
TV>LPTV>AM>FM
210-828-4555
Mention ad
www.Pdigm-inc.com

•

PO. Box 1130, Marlton, Ni 08053
Phone: ( 856) 985-0077
Fax: ( 856) 985-8124
Internet: commtechrf.com
•
Clarence M. Beverage

Radiotechniques

STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS

CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759
e-mail: link@surcom.c.im
corm

...country,
top 40,
news,
urban, talk, jazz, the classics,
mixed bag...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

Paradigm Associates, Inc

Cellular/PCS Site Analysis

JENNINGS VACUUM

FASTER.
MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

communications Technologies, Inc.

Structural Analysis

Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610
(812) 925-6000
www.ERlinc.com

F.x (763) 785-4831

8899 Hastings SI NE, Minneapolis, MN 55449 ( 763) 785-4115 •PArrnh, ARC ( i
•

YOUR
BUSINESS!

RCA

Communications, 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm@fiastl.net.

Continental 314R1 power rock AM
transmitter, 1kW AM tuned to 1600 kHz,
located in Chicago IL, $5000. George

•EMC Test Lab-FCC and European ( IEC)

Laura M. Mizrahi

PROMOTE

includes new tubes, tested & tuned on
your frequency. Guaranteed, fully
adjustable from 0to 5.5 kW. Goodrich
Enterprises Inc, 402-493-1886.

Harris- Gates
BC- 10H
10KW
AM
transmitter.
Continental
Communications. 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm@fiastinet.

•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

EXPERTS IN
TV • DTV Traneition • FM - Directional Antennas • RF Expo,t,iF

AM-FM-TV-LPTV
•FCC Apphcanon, & Latuho,
•Expermental Authomatton,
•AM Ihrecoonal Antenna,
•High Power Antenna Arrays
•Frequency %the,
• ( la,, Upgrade.
•Sil Apphcattetn.
•Sutton In,poctutn,

McMartin BF-5K, 5kW FM. Factory
rebuilt in perfect, like new condition,

RCA
BTF-5-E1
5KW
FM
transmitter, single phase. Continental
Communications, 314-664-4497. Email:
contcomm fiastl net.

•Frequency Searches and Coordination

www.sawyer.com

Sob Brown
Voice/Fax: 856-232-1625
Email: rjbemeeaol.com.

Continental 814R1, 2.5kW FM,
removed from service in 7/01 due to
upgrade & frequency change, will
include 802-A exciter, needs repair,
tuned to 95.3, $5000. Tony St
James, KFLP, POB 658, Floydada
TX 79235. 806-983-5704.

•FCC Applic ations and Field Engineering

Engineers

GRAHAM

MK has afacility to meet your broadcast
needs for repair and complete overhaul of
tEl exciters and low power transmitters.
Other broadcast manufacturer products
are also welcome.

Want to Sell

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower [Miming
Upgrade 8 Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning 8. Proof

T. Z. Sawyer
Technical Consultants

Specializing in pre- owned tEl FM
transmitter products. All tuned and tested on
your frequency, 6month warranty included!

BE FM-30, 30KW FM. Continental
Communications. 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm@fiastl.net.

CONSULTANTS
Consulting

McPherson
Radio Corporation

402 Tenth Avenue - PO Box 367
Haddon Heights, NJ 08035
856-546-8008 - Fax 856-546-1841
E-mail ted©radiotechniques corn

Consulting Engineers
AM - FM - TV
FCC Applications
Directional Antennas
Transmitter & Studio Design
Edward A. Scheer, PE
Member AFCCE

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen
kkannapolis@worldnet.att.net

STUDIO
FURNITURE?
BEAUTIFUL TOP QUALITY
GENUINE WOODSHOP
MODULAR SYSTEMS!
From $2345 to 5900!
WHY PAY ANY MORE?

SPACEWISE
800-775-3660

spacewise.com

BEE
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POWER TUBEESCO)VCO
REBUILT

TEL 800-532-6626
INTL + 1-530-662-7553
FAX: +1-530-666-7760

1/2 THE COST

www.econco.cotri

OF NEW!

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
300W

FM

1988

Harris FM 300K Solid State Single Phase

1 KW

FM

1981

Harris FM 1K Single Phase

1 KW

FM

1968

Harris FM 1H

2.4KW

FM

1995

DEI Quantum Solid State upgradeable to 6KW

25KW

FM

1984

Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

2.5KW

FM

1980

Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

2.5KW

FM

1979

Harris FM 2.5K

25KW

FM

1976

Collins 831D Single Phase

1KW
5KW
5KW
10KW
10KW
50KW

AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM

1982 Harris MW1A
1996/8 Karns "Gates" 5Solid State
1980 Herds 11W5A
1982 Harris IMVIOA
1982 Continental 316F
1978 Continental 317C-1
EXCITERS

Continental 80213
Harris 9118-15
BE FX 50 • FX 30

5 KW

FM

1985

BE FM 5A

6 KW

FM

1994

Henry 6000D Single Pl-ase

10KW

FM

1974

Harris FM1OH/K

15KW

FM

1980

McMartin BF15,000

25KW

FM

1974

Harris FM2OH/K

25KW

FM

1978

Collins 831E2C

25KW

FM

1980

CSI T- 25-F

30KW

FM

1983

BE FM 30

30KW

FM

1988

BE FM 300

50KW

FM

1982

Harris Combiner vi/aut2 exciter- transmitter switcher

Miscellaneous Equipment:
Potomac Ins. 5051 Amt. Anyl ineed
Beier SCM-1. SCA Mondor
Moseley TFIC-15 Remote w'
MOSeley TRC-15-0 Remove Control System
Delta 4Port SW 15/8 mot. 56730E
SCA Generator ( Ms- 15 Modulel
All Line Amplifier
Deemed 8100A (
cards 3Mtn'n
Dummy Load, 5KW water cooled
Dummy Load IKW an cooled
Dummy Load 25 KW air cooled

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com
Sato YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO: transcorn@fmamtv.com

Harris MW-5, 5kW, tuned to 1290
kHz, missing plate transformer, new
Vansformer cost $3750, located in
West Palm Beach FL, $2500.
George Arroyo, WONQ, 1033
Semoran Blvd #253, Casselberry
FL 32707. 407-830-0800.
Harris SX-1 solid state AM 1 kW,
tuned to 1190 kHz, located in West
Palm Beach FL, $6000. George
Arroyo, WONQ, 1033 Semoran
Blvd #253, Casselberry FL 32707.
407-830-0800.
Rust 15000W transmitters (2),
along with spare parts, $3000 takes
all. Donald Swanson, Midwest Bible
Radio, 1534 Buchanan Ave, Sioux
City IA 51106. 712-252-4621.
Tepco J-340, used 2 years, like
new, 2 units available, $2000 ea.
Curt Marker, WHWL, 130 Carmen
Dr, Marquette MI 49855. 906-2491423.
TUBES

FOR THE BEST PRICE
i& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes
& sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call
Goodrich Ent. at 402-493-1886 day
or ni ht FAX 402-493-6821
TUBES, Eimac, Svetlana
Phone: 905-844-5772
Fax: 905-844-6263
amse hard-to-find.net
www.hard-to-find.net
Want to Buy
Good, Type 6697 transmrtting tube.
Allan Weiner, WBCQ, 97 High St,
Kennebunk ME 04043. 207-985-7547.
Western Electric, loose, boxed, or dirty
recto & audio tubes needed. Paying top
prices. Larry Drago, WEU, POB 85, New
Haven CT 06501. 203-230-5255.

EMPLOYMENT
POSITIONS WANTED
American Broadcasting School
graduate seeking new career in
broadcasting. Sales is my strong suit.
Also interested in production, board
ops, and on-air. Gany, 405-799-6222.
DOE
position
wanted
(employee/contract), 30+ years RF
experience,
AM
directional
construction/maintenance
my
specialty. Excellent management
and people skills, bilingual. Florida
area desired. Engineer, Box
740482, Dallas TX 75374. Email:
philo_Famsworth ® yahoolcom.
Fresh & exciting young man willing
to work any format & willing to
relocate anywhere. Proficient in
Cool Pro & other production
methods. Good copywriting skills.
John, 405-209-3481.
Recent American Broadcasting
School graduate who would like to
relocate for acareer in newscasting,
copywriting Of any area of production.
Very good behind the scenes man.
Thomas, 405-413-1085.

rr1-:.f D.W2
DJJ
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ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY
AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS!
COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR
RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY
COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY
AND THEN SOME!

www.RIII
Call Simone

Space is available!

Want to Sell
Technics SL1800MK2 TT, $ 150;
Technics SL1200MK2 TT, $ 100.
Randal Miller, Miller Media Group,
918 E Park, Taylorville IL 62568.
217-824-3395.
Gates CB-66B TT's (2), no arms,
BO. Jack Vobbe, WLEW, 935 South
Van Dyke Rd, Bad Axe MI 48413.
989-269-9931.

You're"
:
Here!

Fewell for all the details at

_l_U

_
1)'
_)-J

To advertise, call 703-998-7600, ext. 154
or e-mail: sfewell
maF
TURNTABLES

212 'JJ,9_2Di

.
r.)J\JI/

between 9-5 EST

ing
to Hire?
Target over 100,000 industry professionals with
an employment ad in the official NAB2002 Daily News.
It's the first place attendees turn to for show news
and advertisements. And it's the best place
for you to find your next hire.

Want to Sell
EIMAC,
AMPEREX,
ED-COM,
3CX2500F3, 3CX3000A7, 4CX250B,
4CX300A, 4CX1000A, 4CX1500B,
4CX5000A, 4-400C, 811, 833C, ETC.
WESTGATE 800-213-4563.

C Electronics Co.
NEVV TUBES

...and so ar
the poten
buyers for
your products
and service

We have the alternatives
forest
all your
prices.
needs,
direct
atfrom
the
OLIR STOCKI!!

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK®,
EEV and many others.
(352) 688-2374
PH: (800) 881- 2374
FAX: ( 352) 683- 9595

ee

.SE HABLA ESPANOL
WE EXPORT

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Radio World's Classifieds section is agreat
place to find things for your business, and
agreat place for prospects to find you!
To advertise, call 703-998-7600, ext. 154
or e-mail: sfewelleimaspub.com.

Choose any of the 6editions distributed over
3days at the Las Vegas Convention Center,
Sands Expo Center and major hotels.

Look no further than the NAB 2002 Daily News.

NAB DAILY
NEWS
Convergence
Maricetplace

Call Simone Fewell by March 8, 2002 to reserve
your employment ad in the NAB Daily news.
800-336-3045, ext. 154 or email: sfewell@imaspub.com

BEE

February 13, 2002

ACTION- GRAM

A DVERTISER I
NDEX

EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service for radio stations only. All other end users will be charged This FREE service
does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stabons For Sale ads. These are published on a paid basis only Send your listings to us by tilling out
the forrn below. Please be aware that dtakes one monM for listings to appear. The listings run for two consecutive issues
and must be resubmitted In order to run again Thank you

Please print and include
all information:

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
PAGE

Are you currently a subscriber to Radio World?
u Yes
u No
Signature

Date

Contact Name

..

Title
_ Company/Station

.

AudioScience

www.audioscience.com

www.balsys.com
www.belar.com

3

Broadcast Data Consultants

www.broadcastdata.com

19

Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI)

www.bsiusa.com

46

Broadcast Tools

www.broadcasttools.com

28, 29

BSW

www.bswusa.com

4

Burk Technology

www.burk.com

46

Circuit Werkes

www.circuitwerkes.com

_

6

Comrex

www.comrex.c,om

_

7

Comrex

www.comrex.com

—

1

Continental Electronics

www.contelec.com

44

Cortana

cortana@cyberport.com

48

Dayton Industrial

www.daytonindustrial.com

37

Denon America

www.denon.com

10

Dorrough Electronics

www.dorrough.com

41

ESE

www.ese-web.com

34

Harris

www.harris.com

42

Harris

www.broadcast.harris.com

44

Henry Engineering

www.henryeng.com

17

Honeywell

www.oblighting.com

15

Inovonics

www.inovon.com

46

JSquared Technical Service

jsquared@cdsnet.net

48

Kintronic Labs

www.kintronic.com

31

Klotz Digital AG

www.klotzdigital.com

23

MediaTouch

www.imediatouch.com

9

Omnia, aTelos Company

www.omniaaudio.com

8

QEI

www.qei-broadcast.com

5

Radio Systems

www.radiosystems.com

.

*Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.
Broadcast Equipment Exchange
PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 - Tel: 703-998-7600 • Fax: 703-998-2966

Radio World,
THE NEWSPAPER FOR RADIO MANAGERS & ENGINEERS

NEW SUBSCRIBERS, SAVE OVER
30% OFF THE COVER PRICE!
Where

26 Lucky Winners Will Win Valuable Prizes!
Look For Contest Details In This Issue.

IYear for $45.00

3Years for $ 115.00

V35

[—ICheck or money order payable to IMAS Publishing
M/C
iYisa
C.] Am Ex

11

Radio Systems

www.radiosystems.com

41

RF Training Company

www.rftrainingco.com

48

S.C.M.S., Inc.

www.scmsinc.com

21

Sierra Automated Systems

www.sasaudio.com

48

Silicon Valley Power

www.svpa.com

35

Sine Systems

www.sinesystems.com

46

Studio Technology

www.studiotechnology.com

13

Telos Systems

www.zephyr.com

24

Telos Systems

www.telos-systems.com

46

Teracom Components

www.teracom-c.com

2

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

33

Woodline Furniture

www.woodlinefumiture.com

Radio World.

Special Introductory Rates • For New Subscribers Only

Date

www.wheatstone.com

39

Belar

Price:

Signature

Audioarts/Wheatstone

20

Model:

Exp

www.atiguys.com

56

www.auditronics.com

Model:

Card #

All

BALSYS

Price:

Payment Options:

www.akgusa.com

48

26

advertising are available on a per word or per inch basis.

I2Years for $80.00

ww.v.aeqbroadcast.com

AKG Acoustics

www.audiobccom

—

Reader's Choice Sweepstakes

AEQ

14

Auditronics/Wheatstone

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can [participate in the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on a paid basis. Line ad listings & display -

Don't Miss the

43

audioTX Communicator

Telephone

WTS U WTB U Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

WEB SITE URL

18

,

City/State

'NTS J WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

ADVERTISER

55

Address

Zip Code

53

7 Columbia Pike, 1st Floor •
PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

Falls Church, VA

111111

22041

FAX: 703-671-7409

Classified Advertising Rates Effective January 1, 2002

Ix

6x

13x

26x

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

$100

95

90

85

Name

10-19 col inch ( per inch)

$85

75

65

55

Title

Distributor Directory

$125

120

115

110

Company

Professional Card

$95

90

85

80

Station/Studio Services

$185

157

133

113

Classified Line Ad

$2/word

Blind Box Ad

$15 additional

Please Print

Address
City

State

Zip

E-Mail
Phone

Fax
Call Simone Fewell, Ext. 154, Classified Ad Manager, to reserve space
Your subscription begins upon receipt of payment.
IMAS Publishing appears on all financial transactions.

in the next issue.

Use your credit card to pay, we now accept VISA,

MASTERCARD and American Express.

54

OPINION

Radio World

• REA DER 'S
Richer replies on CFA
Radio World printed comments from
Edward Dulaney and Paul Shinn concerning the Crossed-Field Antenna (
Reader's
Forum, Feb. 1). It might be beneficial for
me to offer some clarifications.
The ideas inherent in AM propagation
have changed little since Marconi's tests
100 years ago. We believe that the CFA is
alogical evolution that is being embraced
by a number of experienced engineers
around the world.
We are completing the installation of a
demonstration CFA in England for the
express reason of allowing engineers to
come in and take their own measurements.
We hope to have the initial testing completed by the time this letter is published.
Iwould point out, however, that while
Mr. Dulaney claims that we are reluctant
to allow other engineers to conduct experiments on the CFA, the opposite is true. We
have 10 CFAs in Egypt, with power from
1kW to 100 kW, and we've never turned
down arequest to examine these antennas.
We are also constructing two CFAs in
Brazil, where the registered professional
engineer in charge, Mr. Sylvio M.
Damiani, said, "The first step Itook when
Igot back home was to check the FCC
propagation curves valid for 1161 kHz
(dBu X distance) for several soil conductivities. I've also made an estimate of
nonattenuated field strength at 1mile for 1
kW of power, resulting in the unbelievable
figure of 359.4 mV/m.
"Indeed, what kind of transmitting system is this that puts 50 mV/m of field
strength at 55.4 km from the transmitting
site, even if one considers the highest soil
conductivity known on the planet (equivalent to sea water)?"
Mr. Dulaney's claim that we are reluctant to publish designs or data, conflicts
with a paper presented to an NAB engineering session in Las Vegas. I'm happy to
supply copies to anyone via e-mail at
cfaricher@ snet.net
Concerning the use of the word "cable,"
Isay "mea culpa." Iwas referring to the
earth mat that is acomponent in the installation of most MW masts.
Mr. Shinn should know that CFAs are
painted the way they are because the customers requested it.
We have not built aCFA in the United
States because, although we have had
numerous offers from radio operators to
do so, we do not want to build one on a
site where there are existing towers. Many
skeptics have accused the CFA of not radi-
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"We have arrived."
"Once they turn on satellite radio, they don't go
back to AM-FM radio."
"People want to go on errands to try out satellite
radio."
"I drive slower, because Idon't want to get out of
my car."
"I don't mind traffic jams. Ilook for them."
"Listeners say they hear songs long-forgotten by traditional radio."
These kind of comments, from consumers and satellite radio providers at the
recent CES show, demonstrate the market's interest in satellite radio.
But these remarks also should inform terrestrial radio and the FCC that it is time
to mark out aclear transition path for IBOC before radio is left further behind.
Unfortunately, the details of how terrestrial DAB would roll out are fuzzy.
Broadcasters require more information about how arollout would proceed, both to
plan for plant conversion costs and to handle the regulatory process.
For example, must astation's license be changed to broadcast the IBOC analog
and digital signal? How must IBOC equipment certification work?
The FCC has said it supports radio's digital transition, and it began aDAB rulemaking. Now it is taking comments on areport by the standards-setting National
Radio Systems Committee, which endorsed Ibiquity's FM system.
By the end of March, the agency should have the NRSC report on the AM system as well.
FCC employees are cautious when talking about digital radio. By policy, they
can't reveal to anyone outside the commission eat they intend to do about an
open proceeding. But the commission needs to lay out aclear road map for the
transition. We urge them to put their top technical people on the task of reviewing
the data, and to treat terrestrial digital radio as apriority.
In fact, it's unclear even whether stations require FCC approval to implement
IBOC technology. Ibiquity has said it could proceed with the rollout on its own.
The FCC apparently sees the matter differently and doesn't want to be rushed in its
decision-making.
This disagreement could well be moot if the FCC approves IBOC; but we
should know now how things would proceed if it didn't.

FORUNI •

Get Off

The IBOC

ating aproper signal of its own, but that
the signal is picked up by an existing tower and reradiating. The one we have in
England is in an open field.
One of the problems with U.S. broadcasters is that they assume that nothing of
significance occurs beyond U.S. borders.
We have selected a site in the U.K.
because: 1) it is easy to get to from anywhere in the world, particularly from
Europe; 2) there is immense interest in
the CFA within the U.K. broadcast community; and 3) engineering being what it
is, the FCC will accept the figures taken
from that antenna provided the measurements are done in compliance with FCC
standards.
It is our intention to present detailed
test results in the near future, but we are
also certain that there will continue to be a
core of engineers who will need even further convincing before the CFA is fully
accepted.
Robert Richer
President
Crossed Field Antennas Ltd.
Farmington, Conn.

Dime

Radio World Source Book

—RW

Ireceived the new 2002 Source Book
today. Congratulations on another very
successful resource.
Inoticed that the ZIP code for QSC
Audio Products Inc. is, unfortunately,
incorrect. The correct zip code is 92626.
Roger Maycock
Marketing Services Manager
QSC Audio Products Inc.
Costa Mesa, Calif

cutter "jukebox" stations. As Tighe said,
they may have to dust off their newsroom
consoles and come back to real radio.
Iam also the manager for asmall public access television service on the local
cable system. Ihave already competed
successfully against the "dishes" in this
medium. Ihave been told by the local distributor of satellite television services that
he has ahard time selling the dishes in our
coverage area because people do not want
to give up our local access channel by
going off the cable.
Don Pritchard
News Director
KSGM(AM)/KBDZ(FM)
Perryville, Mo.

XIV1 Radio
Just read Larry Tighe's letter in the
Dec. 19, 2001 Radio World (" XM
excels"), and Icould not agree more.
Iam the news director of an AM-FM
combo halfway between St. Louis and
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
We have to provide local news, sports
and community announcements in order
to give our listeners the service they need
and want. It is the only thing our stations
can do better than larger, more powerful
stations in St. Louis or Cape Girardeau.
We do not have to change athing to compete with XM or other satellite radio service — we're already doing it.
The only stations that have anything to
fear from the new service are the cookie-

to do an A-B comparison.
The result can be summed up this way:
It's like hearing an old cassette tape vs. a
new CD, but even some of my CDs don't
have the XM quality. And if you have a
sub-woofer in your system — stand back!
FM sounds so inferior with all that processing and modulation noise, Iwill no
longer subject my finely tuned XM ears to
poor ' ol Major Armstrong's technical
achievement.
Dick Tyler
Retired Broadcaster and
Chief Engineer
Burlington, N.J.

Write to Us
Having read Larry Tighe's comments in
the Dec. 19 issue of Radio World, Ijust
have to add my two cents' worth.
Irecently purchased the Sony Plug and
Play digital receiver for the home and
hooked it up to my stereo system.
After noting on the channel guide from
XM that they carry aNew York City FM
station that Iam able to hear quite well on
my Carver TX- 11B tuner, Ithen decided
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AUDI

RTS DIGITAL

The D-70 digital console from AUDIOARTS not

With a compact, tabletop- mount footprint and a

only utilizes the latest in digital technology and chip

modular rear connector system that utilizes plug-in

sets, it can be ordered with a serial interface that lets

submodules for easy analog-to- dig-

it integrate with most popular automation systems and

ital field switches, the D-70 can be

station routers; it even

configured onsite quickly and easi-

has VVHEATSTON E's
exclusive VDIPTM software system.
Plug-in modules
let you have any com-

ly. On the functional side, fullscale
J

,I
, ,14.1.1.1.1.1.1^1I..1.1.4.1.1.1.1•0101c4INIOL4
altaMlle

fi'e

where, built-in machine interface,

*.

or...

digital peak > us simultaneous VU
metering, LED illumination every-

too Doe

automatic timer and clock ( stand-

bination of mic, analog

alone or ESE slave) all come stan-

or digital line inputs,

dard, along with separate source se-

and the 4 stereo bus-

lection for control room and studio
plus built in talkback. You can even

ses give you plenty of
flexibility ( each has
both digital and analog
outputs). With sample
rate conversion on all
digital inputs plus se-

order the D-70 console with a SUWHEATSTONE'S VDIPTM Virtual
Dipswitch Software lets you configure D-70 input channels with a
laptop computer. Once configured console runs stand-alone.

lectable console clock rates of 32, 44.1 or 48KHz ( and
an optional external house sync) the D-70 can fit right
in with all your facility's present equipment.

tel 252-638-7000/www.wheatstone.com/sales@wheatstone.com
copyright

2001 by Wheatstone Corporation

PERPHONE nodule to support two callers with automatic digitally generated mix- minus. Both digital and
analog line selector panels are also available.

THE D-70 DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE
—benefit from VVHEATSTONE's experience—
at an AUDIOARTS price!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING

